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1. NANE: RADCV (GTD)
-t

2. PURPOSE: To compute the longitudinal and transverse radii of
curvature of the elliptic cylinder at a given point.

3. METHOD: The longitudinal radius of curvature of the elliptic
cylinder (in the plane of incidence) at the point defined by
elliptical angle VR (as shown in figure 1) is given by:

= (A2sin2VR + B2Cos 2VR)3/2  "".,.

gAB sin a

The transverse radius of curvature at the point defined by .,.

elliptical angle VR is given by:

(A 2 sin2VR + B2cos 2VR)3/2

2AB sin (l - w/2)

where "

= = SAS

Pg = RG ....

Pt = RT.

Ym

x

Figure 1. Illustration of Elliptical Cylinder Geometry
Used in Computing the Radii of Curvature at Y
Point X
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RADCV (GTD)

4. INTERNAL VARIABLES:

VARIABLE DEFINITION

A Cylinder radius along the x axis
1 4 

I

B Cylinder radius along the y axis

RG Radius of curvature in the plane of
incidence

RGT Radius of curvature of the elliptic
cylinder in the principal x-y plane

RT Radius of curvature transverse to the plane
of incidence

SAS The sine of AS, where AS is v minus THSR (THSR
is the theta angle of the observation
direction in the reference coordinate
system (RCS) relative, to the cylinder axis
in radians)

SASP The absolute value of the sine of
AS - w/2, where AS is i minus THSR (THSR is
the theta angle of the observation
direction in the RCS relative to the
cylinder axis in radians)

VR Elliptic angle defining the desired point
on cylinder

5. I/O VARIABLES:

A. INPUT LOCATION

A /GEOEL/

B /GEOMEL/

SAS /GTD/

SASP /GTD/

VR F.P.

B. OUTPUT LOCATION

RG F.P.

RT F.P.
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RADCV (GTD)

6. CALLING ROUTINES:

RPLSCL

SCLRPL

SCTCYL

7. CALLED ROUTINE:

NONE

813.



RADCV (GTD)

RADCV

COMPUTE NUMERATOR
CONSTANT (NOT
TO A POWER)

COMPUTE RADIUS OF
CURVATURE IN x-y
PLANE

COMPUTE LONGITUDINAL
RADIUS OF CURVATURE

SET TRANSVERSE
RADIUS VERY LARGE
( ...E20)

COMPUTE TRANSVERSE
RADIUS OF CURVATURE
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NAME: RCLDPL (GTD)

2. PURPOSE: To compute the unobstructed electric field from a unit

source reflected by a cylinder and diffracted by edge ME of plate MP

into the given far-field observation direction or to a given near-
field point.

3. METHOD: RCLDPL is the driver routine which directs all the ray

tracing, physics and field calculations for determining the electric
field from a unit source reflected from a cylinder and then

diffracted by a plate in a given far-field direction or to a given

near-field observation point. Pertinent geometry is shown in
figure 1.

Z

SOURCE

LOCATION
~xs

REFLECTION
POINT XR

x DIFFRACTION
POINT XD""-:

A
D

Figure 1. Ray Reflected by Cylinder and then Diffracted
by Plate Edge

The code first checks the wedge angle number of edge ME of plate MP.

If it is greater than 2, indicating it is part of a wedge, and the

edge has already been considered, the fields are set to zero. If

815
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RCLDPL (GTD) k"...

debug information is requested, it is printed on file LUPRNT. Then
control is returned to the calling routine. If the wedge angle
number Is less than 2, the code then checks, for far field only, if
dlffraction is possible. If it is not possible, a flag is set which
indicates that reflection point starting data are not available for
the next time RCLDPL is called. The field is set to zero. Debug
information (if requested) is printed on file LUPRNT, and control is
then returned to the calling routine. This check is not made for
near field at this point in the code. Now for both near field and
far field subroutine RFDFPT is called. RFDFPT computes the ray path
and checks for near-field calculations if diffraction was possible.
After returning from RFDFPT, the code makes three checks to deter-
mine if reflection and diffraction points are legal. The first
check is to make sure that the reflection satisfies Snell's Law.
Then the reflection point is checked to make sure it is on the
curved surface of the cylinder. The diffraction point is checked to
make sure it is on edge ME of the plate. If any of these checks
fails, the fields are set to zero, debug information is printed if
it was requested, and control is returned to the calling routine.
If reflection and diffraction have occurred properly, then the
complete ray path is checked for obstructions. If it is obstructed
at any location, the fields are set to zero. Debug information is
printed if it was requested, and then control returns to the calling
routine. If a ray path is unobstructed, the field computations can
begin.

The polarization unit vectors for the rays incident and diffracted
on the plate and incident and reflected at the cylinder are
computed. The source field pattern factor is found by calling
subroutine SOURCE. The first field computed is that which is
incident on the cylinder. It is computed in components perpen-
dicular and parallel to the plane of incidence. Then the cylinder
reflected field is computed. Following this, the field incident on
the plate can be computed In parallel and perpendicular components.
The caustic distances and ray spreading factors are computed for the
reflected-diffracted ray. The phase factor is computed. Diffrac-
tion coefficients are found by calling subroutine DW. Now the total
diffracted field can be computed and converted to theta and phi
components In the reference coordinate system (RCS). Subroutine
XYZFLD is called to compute the x, y, and z components of the field
and to accumulate them with the fields from other interactions.

If debug information was requested, the total field magnitude is
computed. The total field magnitude, and theta and phi components
are printed on file LUPRNT. Control is then returned to the calling
routine.

~815
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RCLDPL (GTD)

4. INTERNAL VARIABLES:

VARIABLE DEFINITION

BO Diffracted field polarization unit vector
parallel to edge

BOP Incident field polarization unit vector
parallel to edge

DD Normalization constant for cylinder tangent
vector

DH Edge diffraction coefficient for hard field
components p

DHIT Distance from source to hit point (from
PLAINT)

DOTP Test parameter used to determine if reflec-
tion is legal

OPH Slope diffraction coefficient for hard
boundary condition

OPS Slope diffraction coefficient for soft
boundary condition

DS Diffraction coefficient for soft field

components

DV Dot product of edge unit vector and
diffracted ray propagation direction

EDPH Phi component of diffracted field in RCS

EDPL Diffracted field component parallel to edge

EDPR Diffracted field component perpendicular to
edge

EDTH Theta component of diffracted field in RCS

EF Theta component of source field pattern
factor

EG Phi component of source field pattern
factor

817
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RCLDPL (GTD) p

EIPL Component of field incident on cylinder (or
plate) parallel to plane of incidence (or
edge)

EIPR Component of field incident on cylinder (or

plate) perpendicular to plane of incidence
(or edge)

EIX,EIY,EIZ Source pattern factors for x,y,z components
of incident E-field

ERX,ERY,ERZ X,Y,Z components of cylinder reflected
field in RCS

EXPH Complex phase and spreading factor

FN Wedge angle number

FNP 2w minus the wedge angle

GAM Dot product of vector to the diffraction
point with the observation unit vector

LHIT Set true if ray hits plate (from PLAINT) -

LRDC Set true if reflection data are available

from previous pattern angle (or for next
pattern angle (when leaving routine))

. ME Edge on plate MP where diffraction occurs

MP Plate where diffraction occurs

PH Diffracted field polarization unit vector
normal to edge

PHICR Phi component of field incident on cylinder
in RCS

PHO Incident field polarization unit vector
normal to edge

PS Diffracted ray phi angle in diffraction
point coordinate system in degrees

PSOR Incident ray phi angle in diffraction point
coordinate system

818'a . *.*' .- ~....................a. . . . . . . . . . . .
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RCLDPL (GTD)

PSR Diffracted ray phi angle in diffraction
point coordinate system

RHIl Caustic distance of cylinder reflected
field incident on edge in the direction
perpendicular to the edge

RHI2 Caustic distance of cylinder reflected
field incident on edge in the direction
parallel to the edge

RHIE Edge caustic distance

RHOl Ray spreading radius at cylinder in plane fr'
normal to plane of incidence

RH02 Ray spreading radius at cylinder in plane
of incidence •"

SBO Sine of the diffraction angle

SMAG Length of ray from reflection point on
cylinder to source and distance between
reflection and diffraction points

SNF Distance between diffraction point on plate
and near-field observation point

SP Distance between reflection and diffraction
point

THICR Theta component of incident ray direction
on cylinder in RCS

TPP Distance parameter for edge-diffracted
field

UB Unit binormal of elliptic cylinder at phi
angle at which reflection occurs (2-D)

UIPPX,UIPPY,UIPPZ X,Y,Z components of incident polarization
unit vector parallel to plane of incidence

UIPPX,UIPRY,UIPRZ X,Y,Z components of incident/reflected
polarization unit vector perpendicular to
plane of incidence

UN Unit normal of elliptic cylinder at phi
angle at which reflection occurs (2-D)

819 .
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RCLDPL (GTD)

URPPX,URPPY,URPPZ X,Y,Z components of reflected polarization
unit vector parallel to the plane of inci-
dence

VI X,Y,Z components of ray propagation
direction of ray incident on diffraction
point

ViC X,Y,Z components of ray propagation direc-
VR tion of ray incident on cylinder

VR Elliptical angle defining reflection point
on cylinder (2-0)

XD X,Y,Z components of diffraction point in
* RCS

XDMAG Normalization constant for vector from RCS
origin to diffraction point

XDP Modified diffraction point location for
shadowing test

X11AG Normalization constant for vector from RCS
origin to second corner on edge ME

XMAG Normalization constant for vector from
origin to first corner on edge ME

XR X,Y,Z components of reflection point on

cylinder

XRR Reflection point location on cylinder

xSS Source location

5. I/0 VARIABLES:

A. INPUT LOCATION

A /GEOMEL/

8 /GEOMEL/

BCD /BNDRCL/

CTC /GEOMEL/

0 /DIR/

820
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RCLDPL (GTD)

DP /THPHUV/

DPR /PIS/

DT /THPHUV/

FLDPT /NEAR/

FN F.P.

LDEBUG /TEST/ S

LNRFLO /NEAR/

LRDC /CLRDC/

LUPRNT /ADEBUG/

ME F.P.

MEP /GEOPLA/

MP F.P.

PHSR /DIR/

PI /PIS/

TIISR /DIR/

TPI /PIS/

V /GEOPLA/

VN /GEOPLA/

VP /GEOPLA/

VXS /SORINF/

X /GEOPLA/

XS /SORINF/

ZC /GEOMEL/

B. OUTPUT LOCATION

EDPH F.P.
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RCLDPL (GTD)......

EDTH F. P.
6. CALLING ROUTINE:

GTDDRV

7. CALLED ROUTINES:

ASSIGN RFDFPT

BEXP SMAGNF

STAN2 SOURCE

CYLINT STATIN rz

Ow STATOT

NANOB TPNFLO

NFD WLK8CK

PLAINT XYZFLD

822
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RCLDPL (GTD)

Page I of 3
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RCLDIF (GTD)

c Page 2 of 3

*COMPUTE POLARIZATION CUMPUTE REFL.ECTED-
UNIT VECTORS FOR INCI- DIFFRACTED RAY

DENT AND DIFFRACTED CAUSTIC DISTANCES
FIELD ON PLATE AND SPREADING

FACTORS

COMPUTE SOURCE FIELD COMPUTE PHASE
PATTERN FACTOR FACTOR

SOURC

SCOMPUTE POLARIZATION
UNIT VECTORS FOR COMPUTE DIFFRACTION
INCIDENT AND COEFFICIENTS
REFLECTED FIELDS AT
CYLINDER

CALCULATE COMPIO.
NENTS OF FIELD COMPUTE DIFFRACTED
INCIDENT ON CYLINDER FIED
PERPENDICULAR AND
PARALLEL TO PLANE ____

OF INCIDENCE-

COMPUTE THETA AND
PHI COMPONENTS

CMPUTE COMPONENTS OF DIFFRACTED FIELD
OF CYLINDER IN RCS
REFLECTED FIELD ____

- - COMPUTE x. Y. z COM.

COMPUTE COMPONENTS ANN ACCUMULT
OF FIELD INCIDENT ON ADACMLT
PLATE EDGE PARALLEL XZL
AND PERPENDICULAR TO-
EDGE

824 -
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RCLDPL (GTD)

Page 3 of 3

> 

%

'YE

SET FILDS TO ZEO

PRINT TOTAL FIELD
KMGTmDE. THETA AND
PIl COMPONENTS OF
FIELD ON FILE LUPRN1

1415 *~~
lp4
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.NAME: RCLRPL (GT)

2. PURPOSE: To compute the geometrical optics field reflected from the
elliptic cylinder and then reflected by plate MP.

3. METHOD: RCLRPL functions as a service routine for subroutine SCLRPL
where the total cylinder-plate scattered fields are computed. The
field components computed in RCLRPL which are used in SCLRPL are the
hard (EHTHJ, EHPHJ) and soft (ESTHJ, ESPHJ) theta and phi components
of the source field incident on the cylinder at the reflection
point. These components, along with several other useful parameters,
are passed to subroutine SCLRPL through common block /FUDGJ/.

The geometrical optics reflected field components ETH and EPH are
computed in RCLRPL. These are calculated for the cylinder-
reflected, plate-reflected fields from a unit source in the given far-
field qbservatlon direction or to a given near-field observation
point. These components are not used presently. The pertinent
geometry for this routine is shown in figure 1.

OBSERVATION

FIELD POINT FLDPT
(FOR NEAR-FIELD ONLY)

Di

4m

PLATE MP km;

SOURCE__
LOCATION XS OBSERVATION

" FIELD POINT
IMAGE FLDPT-
(FOR NEAR-FIELD ONLY)

CYLINDER REFLECTION
POINT IMAGE

Figure 1. Illustration of Ray Reflected by Cylinder
and Then Reflected by Plate.

The code first determines the ray path cylinder and plate reflection
points. The procedure followed is different for near-field and far-
field calculations. The flowchart shows near-field and far-field
paths.

\* -..
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RCLRPL (GTD)

The reflection point on the cylinder is found by imaging the
observation direction for far field or the observation point for
near field through plate NP. This point is checked to make sure it
lies on the cylinder within the end caps. If it does not, the field
is set to zero and control is returned to the calling routine. If
it is a legal point, the reflection point on the plate is checked to
make sure it ie. a legal point also. If plate reflection did not
occur, the field is set to zero and control is returned to the
calling routine. If the point is legitimate, the ray path from the
source to the cylinder, to the plate, to the far-field observation
direction or near-field observation point is checked for shadowing.

* If the path is shadowed anywnere, again the field is set to zero and
control returns to the calling routine. If the path is clear, then
at this point it is known that the cylinder-reflected, plate-
reflected field does exist.

The physics and field computations begin by computing the source
field pattern factor from the source by calling subroutine SOURCE.
Then the spreading radii needed FOR including the effect that the
curved cylinder wall has on spreading the cylinder-reflected wave is
computed. Other parameters, polarization vectors, and image loca-
tions are calculated for the field computations. The code computes
the fields incident on the cylinder, the cylinder-reflected field
and the plate-reflected field. The plate-reflected field's phase
factor is based on the cylinder reflection point imaged through
plate MP. For far field, this refers the field to the origin of
the reference coordinate system. For near field, the phase factor
includes the spherical wave spreading factor. The code ends by
computing the hard (theta and phi) and soft (theta and phi) compo-
nents of the field incident on the cylinder.

4. INTERNAL VARIABLES:

VARIABLE DEFINITION

Al, A2 Field components of ray incident on plate, 7.-

normal and tangent to the plate

A3 Determinant of polarization transformation

Cl1,C12,C21,C22 Coefficients used to convert polarization
from theta and phi components in RCS to
components normal and tangent to plate (and
vice-versa)

CTHW 2-0 dot product of unit normal at cylinder
reflection point and ray propagation direc-
tion between reflection points

828
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RCLRPL (GTD)

D Propagation direction after plate reflec-
tion in x,y,z RCS components

. 001 Dot product of unit vector of propagation
direction and cylinder tangent unit vector

through tangent point 1 (2-D)

DD2 Dot product of unit vector of propagation
direction and cylinder tangent unit vector
through tangent point 2 (2-D)

DHIT Distance from source to hit point (from
PLAINT)

DHJT Distance between cylinder and plate reflec-
tion point (from subroutine PLAINT)

DHT Distance to hit point (from PLAINT and
CYLINT) -"

DI X,Y, and Z components of incident ray
direction on cylinder in RCS

DJ X,Y,Z components of propagation direction
of ray incident on plate

DMAG Distance between plate reflection point and
near-field observation point

DOTP Test variable

DP Phi unit vector for observation direction D

DT Theta unit vector for observation direc-
tion D

EF Pattern factor of theta component of inci-
dent field in RCS (also theta component of
cylinder-reflected field in RCS)

EG Pattern factor of phi component of incident
field in RCS (also phi component of cylin-
der-reflected field in RCS)

EHPHJ Phi component of hard component of field
incident on cylinder

EHTHJ Theta component of hard component of field
incident on cylinder (parallel to plane of
incedence)

- ..
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RCLRPL (GTD)

EIPP Incident field component parallel to plane
of incidence on cylinder

EIPR Incident field component perpendicular to
plane of incidence on cylinder

, EPH Phi component of total cylinder-reflected-
plate-reflected field

ERPP Component of cylinder-reflected field
parallel to plane of incidence

ERPR Component of cylinder-reflected field per-
pendicular to plane of incidence

ERX, ERY, ERZ X,Y,Z components of cylinder-reflected
field in RCS

ESPHJ Phi component of soft component of field
incident on cylinder

ESTHJ Theta component of soft component of field
incident on cylinder

ETH Theta component of total cylinder-reflec-
ted, plate-reflected field

EX, EY, EZ X,Y,Z components of source field pattern
factor in RCS

FLDPTI X,Y,Z components of the location of the
near-field observation point image through
plate MP

GAM Phase constant

LHIT Set true if ray hits plate (from PLAINT)

LRFS Set true if reflection data is available
from previous pattern angle (or for next
pattern angle (when leaving routine))

LTRFJ Set true if geometrical optics reflected-
reflected fields do not exist

MP Plate on which reflection occurs after
cylinder reflection

PH Complex phase constant

'%
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RCLRPL (GTD)

PHIR Phi component of incident ray direction on
cylinder in RCS

PHJR Phi component of ray propagation direction
between cylinder and plate in RCS

RGJ Radius of curvature of cylinder at reflec-
tion point

RHOIJ Ray spreading radius in plane of cylinder
curvature at reflection point

RH02 Ray spreading radius in plane normal to
plane of incidence at reflection point

S1 Distance between reflection points on
cylinder and plate

S2 Distance between cylinder reflection point
and near-field observation point image
through plate MP (therefore dist&nce of
complete ray path between reflection point
on cylinder and the near-field observation
point)

SMAGJ Length of ray from reflection point on
cylinder to source

SNFF Distance from plate reflection point to
near-field observation point

SXN, SYN, SZN X,Y,Z components of unit vector of ray
from reflection point on cylinder to source
location in RCS

THIR Theta component of incident ray direction
on cylinder

THJR Theta component of ray propagation direc-
tion between cylinder and plate

UB Unit binormal at the cylinder reflection
point

UIPPX,UIPPY,UIPPZ X,Y,Z components of incident polarization
unit vector parallel to plane of incidence

831
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RCLRPL (GTD)

UIPRX,UIPRY,UIPRZ X,Y,Z components of incident/reflected
polarization unit vector perpendicular to
plane of incidence

UN Unit normal at the cylinder reflection
point

UR The z component of the location of the
reflection point on the cylinder

URPPX,URPPY,URPPZ X,Y.Z components of reflected polarization
unit vector parallel to plane of incidence

VR Phi angle used to define the x and y corn-
ponents of the reflection point on cylinder

VT X, Y, Z components of polarization unit
vector tangent to plate and normal to ray
incident on plate

VXS Matrix defining source coordinate system.
axes in RCS components

XRJ X, Y, Z components of reflection point

location on cylinder

XRR Cylinder reflection point location

XRS Reflection point on plate (also cylinder
reflection point image location in plate)
Also cylinder reflection point

XSS Source location

5. I/O VARIABLES:

A. INPUT LOCATION

A /GEOMEL/

B /GEOMEL/

BTS /BNDSCL/

CTC /GEOMEL/

D /DIR/

DP /THPHUV/
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RCLRPL (GTD)

DT /THPHUV/

OTS /BNDSCL/

FLOPT /NEAR/

LNRFLD /NEAR/

LRFS /CLRFS/

MP F.P.

PHSR /DIR/

Pi /PIS/

THSR /DIR/

TPI /PIS/

VN /GEOPLA/

VXS /SORINF/

XS /SORINF/

ZC /GEOMEL/

-~B. OUTPUT LOCATION

EHPHJ /FUDGJ/

EHTHJ /FUDGJ/

EPH F.P.

ESPHJ /FUDGJ/

ESTHJ /FUDGJ/

ETH F.P.

LRFS /CLRFS/

LTRFJ /FUDGJ/

RGJ /FUGDJ/

RH01J /FUDGJ/
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SMAGJ /FUDGJ/

SNFF /DIST/

TRANJ /FUDGJ/

- -XRJ /FUDGJ/

6. CALLING ROUTINE:

SCLRPL

7. CALLED ROUTINES:

ASSIGN NFD SOURCE

BEXP PLAINT STATIN

BTAN2 REFBP STATOT

CYLINT RFDFIN TPNFLD

IMAGE RFPTCL WLKBCK

NANDB SMAGNF
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Page 3 of 3

COPTETET N

COMPUTE THETA AND

PHI COMPONENTS OF
HARD AND SOFT COM-
PONENTS OF RAY
INCIDENT ON CYLIN-
DER 12
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I. NAME: ROEFIL (GTO, INPUT, MOM, OUTPUT)

2. PURPOSE: Read data from the logical unit specified and increment
the internal file pointers to indicate the current file position.

3. METHOD: The number of words between the current file position and
the end of file is determined and, if less than the number of words
requested, a fatal error is generated. Otherwise, the file is read
in the binary mode and the current file pointer is incremented to
point at the last word read from the file.

4. INTERNAL VARIABLES:

VARIABLE DEFINITION

LUNIT Input argument designating logical unit to
read

NUMLFT Number of words left before the end of the
file from current pointer position

NWORDS Input argument designating number of words

to be read

XWORDS Input array into which the data will be
read

5. 1/0 VARIABLES:

A. INPUT LOCATION

DBGPRT /ADEBUG/

IOCKPT /SYSFIL/

IOFILE /IOFLES/

ISON /ADEBUG/

LUNIT F.P.

LUPRNT /ADEBUG/

MODCHK /SYSF IL/

NFILE /IOFLES/

NWORDS F.P.

F
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ROEFIL (GTD, INPUT, MOM, OUTPUT)

B. OUTPUT LOCATION

IERRF /ADEBUG/

IOFILE /IOFLES/

XWORDS F.P.

6. CALLING ROUTIKES*:

BUBBLE (1) RESTRT (1)

DECOMP (3) RWCOMS (1,2,3.4)

GEODRV (1) RWFILS (1,2,3,4)

GETSYM (1,2,3,4) SOLDRV (3)

MOVFIL (1,2.3,4) STRTUP (2,3,4)

PUTSYM (1,2,3,4) SUBPAT (1)

7. CALLED ROUTINES:

ASSIGN

ERROR

STATIN

STATOT

WLKBCK

*1- INPUT
2-GTO
3-MOM

4-OUTPUT
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RDE FIL

NN

SET UP OUTPUT 1
AND DETERMINE
NUMBER OF WORDS
LEFT ON LUNIT

NUMBER
WORDS LEF NO OUTPUT FATAL
NUMBER ERROR

REQUESTE MESSAGE

YES
110

READ LUNIT STOP 77
INTO XWORDS

ARRAY

INCREMENT
LOGICAL UNIT *

POINTER TO
LAST WORD READ
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I. NAME: REBLCK (MOM) %

2. PURPOSE: To reblock the interaction matrix into several square
submatrices when structure symmetry is present.

3. METHOD: When structure symmetry is present the full square inter-
action matrix is not generated. Instead, only an NR x NC matrix is
needed, where NC is the number of elements per symmetry cell, and NR
is the total number of elements. NR is always an integer multiple
of NC, this integer being the number of symmetry cells. Since the
matrix problem will be solved in (NC x NC) blocks, the data must be
reblocked into that format.

Each column of NC elements is read into core from the input symbol
(the matrix is stored in transposed form), and the proper elements
stored in the columns of each submatrix of the output data set, as
shown in figure 1.

NC

x
X NC

X NC NC NC

IX X X X-

NR X NC X X X NC

SX X X X

NR

X NC

X NR/NC =3 SYMMETRY CELLS

Figure 1. Illustrating the Reblocking of an NRxNC Matrix
Into an NCxNR Matrix

4. INTERNAL VARIABLES:

VARIABLE DEFINITION

JNC Internal variable equal to NC

JREC Pointer to column number being read from
input data set

KREC Pointer to column number being written to
output data set
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REBLCK (MOM)

LOCNAM Pointer to input data set name in symbol

table

MORE Flag indicating a complex data set

N Loop index over symbol table entries and
submatrices

NAMEZ User-assigned name of input data set (NR x
NC)

NAMEZI User-assigned name of output data set (NC x
NR)

NBIAS Pointer to beginning of output for a column
of NAMEZI.

NBITS Attribute word of input data set

NC Number of columns of input data set

NPRELM Number of data words per matrix element

NR Number of rows of input data set

NUMMAT Number of symmetry cells in input data set; .-

number of submatrices in output data set

Z Temporary storage for matrix reblocking

5. 1/0 VARIABLES:

A. INPUT LOCATION

ISON /ADEBUG/

KBCPLX /PARTAB/

KOLBIT /PARTAB/

KOLNAM /PARTAB/

LUPRNT /ADEBUG/

NAMEZ F.P.

NAMEZ1 F.P.

NC F.P.
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REBLCK (MOM)

NOATOL /PARTAB/

NPDATA /PARTAB/

NR F.P.

Z F.P.

B. OUTPUT LOCATION

.5..IERRF /ADEBUG/

Z F.P.

6. CALLING ROUTINE:

ZIJDRV

7. CALLED ROUTINES:

ASSIGN GETSYM STATIN

CONVRT IBITCK STATOT

ERROR PUTSVM WLKBCK

845'
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1. NAME: REFBP (GTD)

2. PURPOSE: To calculate the incident ray direction needed in order to
obtain the reflected ray in a given direction from a specified
plate.

3. METHOD: The incident ray unit vector (VI) is found by imaging the
reflected ray unit vector (DR) through the plate (MP). Figure 1
shows the important geometry. The equation for VI is:

A A A A A
VI =DR 2 2(VN DR) Vw

A %°

The theta and phi angles which define VI are sent back to the
calling routine.

^v4 VI DR

VN

PLATE
NORMAL

A
t

-- PLATE MP
PLATE TANGENT PA M

Figure 1. Illustration of Incident and Reflected
Rays on Plate

4. INTERNAL VARIABLES:

VARIABLE DEFINITION

CPS Cosine of PHSR

CTS Cosine of THSR K

DN Cross product of OR and VN

OR Reflected ray propagation direction in
x,y,z RCS components

ERD Error detection variable

LUPRNT File on which warning message will be
printed

MP Plate upon which reflection occurs
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REFBP (GTD)

PHIR Phi component of incident ray propagation
direction in RCS

PHSR Phi component of reflected ray propagation
'" direction in RCS

SPS Sine of PHSR

STS Sine of THSR

THIR Theta component of incident ray propagation
direction in RCS

THSR Theta component of reflected ray propa-
gation direction in RCS

4.'

VI X,Y,Z components of incident ray propa-
gation direction in RCS

VIN Dot product of plate normal and VI

VN Array which includes unit vector normal to
plate MP

5. IO VARIABLES:

A. INPUT LOCATION

' LUPRNT /ADEBUG/

MP F.P.

PHSR F.P.

THSR F.P.

VN /GEOPLA/

B. OUTPUT LOCATION

PHIR F.P.

THIR F.P.
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REFBP (GTO)

6. CALLING ROUTINES:

DPLRPL RPLRCL

RCLRPL RPLRPL

REFPLA RPLSCL

RPLDPL SCLRPL

7. CALLED ROUTINE:

BTAN2
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REFOP

COMPUTE x, yz COMPO-
NENTS OF REFLECTED
RAY

COPTEDTPRDC

CCOPUTE HE THE

AND PHI ANGLES WHICH
DEFINE VI

LA F YES WRITE WARNING
REFLETIONMESSAGE ON
SATIFIEDLUPRNT
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1. NAME: REFCAP (GTD)

2. PURPOSE: To calculate the unobstructed electric field resulting
from the reflection of a unit source off a given cylinder end cap.

3. METHOD: REFCAP is the driver routine which directs all the ray
tracing, physics and field calculations for determining the electric
field reflected by an elliptical cylinder end cap in a given far-
field direction or to a given near-field observation point from a
unit source. The important geometry is shown in figure 1.

OBSERVATION -D

DIRECTION FOR
FAR FIELD OR TO

NEAR-FIELD
OBSERVATION POINT

SOURCE
1.. oA LOATO 

.XS

"" SOURCE IMAGE
LOCATION XIC

:. v X

-...

*4
=

' 
•  

l"

Figure 1. Illustration of Source Ray Reflection from End Cap

First, the ray from the source image location is checked to make
sure it passes through the given cylinder end cap. If it does not,
the theta and phi components of the field are set to zero, and no
other computations except debug functions (if requested) are per-
formed in this routine. If reflection can occur, the ray path from
the reflection point in the far-field observation direction or to
the near-field observation point is checked for obstructions. If it
is blocked by a plate, the field components are set to zero, and no
other computations except debug functions (if requested) are
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REFCAP (GTD)

performed in this routine. If the path is unobstructed, the ray
path from the source location to the reflection point is checked for
obstructions. If a plate blocks this path, the theta and phi field
components are set to zero, and no other computations except debug
functions (if requested) are performed in this routine. If this
path is clear, it is then known that reflection off the given end
cap did occur and that the complete ray path is unobstructed.

The source field pattern factor from the source image location is
computed by calling subroutine SOURCE and multiplying the returned

* field values by the reflhction coefficient. Then the phase factor
is computed. For far field this factor refers the field to the
reference coordinate system (RCS) origin. For near field, the phase
factor includes the spherical wave spread factor. Now the theta and
phi components of the field can be computed. The electric field is
given by:

^ ^j21(XIC D)

(EF a + EG e) for far field

theta component phi component EX - phase factor
of source of source
factor factor

and

'" ~ ~~~~~ 2. = E +E ) -2SNF

E (EF 8 + EG e for near field.".; : SNF

theta component phi component EX - phase factor
of source of source where SNF = I]t:PT - X-
factor factor

The x, y, z components of the field are then computed and added to
the previous components due to other reflection-diffraction interac-
tions. The values are stored in common block /FLDXYZ/.

"? If the debug capabilities have been requested, the end cap reflected "

field magnitude is computed. The magnitude, theta and phi complex
components are printed on file LUPRNT.
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REFCAP (GTD)

4. INTERNAL VARIABLES:

VARIABLE DEFINITION

0 Observation direction unit vector

DHIT Distance from source to hit point on plate
(from PLAINT)

DHT Distance from source to hit point on end
"-. cap (from CAPINT)

DI Unit vector of incident ray propagation
direction

O DN Dot product of reflected ray propagation
direction and end cap unit normal

DNI Dot product of incident ray and end cap
unit normal

EF Pattern factor for theta component of
incident E-field

EG Pattern factor for phi component of
incident E-field

EIX X component of source pattern factor of
incident E-field

EIY Y component of source pattern factor of
incident E-field

EIZ Z component of source pattern factor of
incident E-field

EPH Phi component of reflected E-field in RCS

ETH Theta component of reflected E-field in RCS

EX Phase term and for near field it also
.4 contains the spherical wave spread factor

FLDMAG The electric field magnitude

FLDPT The near-field observation point in x,y,z
components

GAM Phase term parameter
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REFCAP (GTD)

LHIT Set true if ray hits plate (from PLAINT)

MC End cap where reflection occurs

N DO loop variable

NC Sign change variable

NI DO loop variable

NJ DO loop variable

PHSR Observation direction phi angle

SNF Distance from field observation point to
source image location-l°

THSR Observation direction theta angle

VAX X,Y,Z components defining the image source
coordinate system in x,y,z RCS components

VN Unit normal to end cap in RCS x,y,z
components

XIS Source image location

XS Source location in x,y,z components . .

XSS Source location in x,y,z components in RCS

5. 1/0 VARIABLES:

A. INPUT LOCATION

CNC /GEOMEL/

D /DIR/

FLDPT /NEAR/

LDEBUG /TEST/

LNRFLD /NEAR/

LUPRNT /ADEBUG/

MC F.P.
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REFCAP (GTD)

PHSR /DIR/

SNC /GEOMEL/

THSR /DIR/

TOI /PIS/

VXIC /IMCINF/

XIC /IMCINF/

XS /SORINF/

B. OUTPUT LOCATION

*1EPH F. P.
.4ETH F.P.

6. CALLING ROUTINE:

GTDDRV

7. CALLED ROUTINES:

ASSIGN

BEXP

CAPINT 
- 4NFD

PLAINT

SHAGNF

SOURCE

STAT IN

STATOT

W'LKBCK

XYZFLO
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SPECIFY IA;

LOCATION

DISK?

N 0

COPT4NCDN A

PROPAGA856

DIRECTIO
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H Page 2 of 2

20

SPECIFY SOURCE IMAGE
-% AXES

4..

CALCULATE INCIDENT
FIELD PATTERN FACTOR

ALTER FIELD PATTERN
4 FACTOR FOR REFLECTION

COEFFICIENT

CALCULATE PHASE TERM

CALCULATE THETA AND
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ELECTRIC FIELD
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1. NAME: REFCYL (GTD)

2. PURPOSE: To compute the geometrical optics field due to reflection
of a unit source off the curved surface of the elliptical cylinder.

3. METHOD: REFCYL functions as a service routine for subroutine
SCTCYL, where the total cylinder-scattered field is computed. The
field components computed in REFCYL which are used in SCTCYL are the
hard (EHTH, EHPH) and soft (ESTH, ESPH) theta and phi components of
the field incident on the cylinder at the cylinder reflection point.
These components along with several other useful parameters are
passed to subroutine SCTCYL through common block /FUDG/. The geome-
trical optics reflected field components ETH and EPH are computed in
REFCYL. These are calculated for the cylinder-reflected field from
a unit source in a given far-field observation direction or to a
given near-field observation point. These components are not used
presently. Pertinent geometry is shown in figure 1.

II SOURCE

\/ ~~LOCATION T":'".

AA

DII

Figure 1. Geometry of Ray Reflected From Cylinder

The code first checks to see if reflection is possible. If it is
not possible the code sets flags to indicate that starting point
data are not available for the next time REFCYL is called and that
reflection did not occur. The fields are set to zero and control is
returned to the calling routine. If reflection is possible, the
reflection point is computed by calling subroutine RFDFIN for near-
field calculations and by calling subroutine RFPTCL for far-field
calculations. Then the far-field reflection point is checked to
make sure it satisfies the law of reflection. This is based on a
returned value from RFPTCL. Then for both far-field and near-field
cases, the reflection point is checked to make sure it lies on the
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REFCYL (GTD)

curved sides of the cylinder within the end cap boundaries. Next
the ray path is checked to make sure it is not shadowed. If it is
shadowed, the code sets the flag which indicates a reflected field
did not occur and sets the field to zero. Control is then returned
to the calling routine. If the ray path is unobstructed, then at
this point it is known that reflection did occur and the fields can
be computed.

The physics and field calculations begin by computing the source
field pattern factor from the source and computing the cylinder- '"
reflected wave spreading radii. Other parameters and polarization
vectors are then calculated for the field computations. (See the
flowchart). The code computes the field incident on the cylinder
and the field reflected from the cylinder. The phase factor refers
the far-field cylinder-reflected field to the origin of the
referenc@ coordinate system (RCS), and includes for near-field
calculations the spherical wave spreading factor. The code ends by
computing the hard (theta and phi) and soft (theta and phi) compo-
nents of the field incident on the cylinder at the reflection point.

Additional, in-depth details to this solution are given on pages
105-107 of reference A.

4. INTERNAL VARIABLES:

VARIABLE DEFINITION

CSV Cosine of VR

CTHI Dot product of cylinder normal and reflec-
tion propagation direction unit vector

CW Cosine of WR

D Propagation direction after reflection in
x,yz RCS components

Di Variable used in various near-field calcu-
lations as a unit vector to indicate the
direction between two points

D2 Variable used in various near-field calcu-
lations as a unit vector to indicate the
direction between two points

D12 Dot product of source vectors tangent to
cylinder (2-0)
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REFCYL (GTD)

,DO Normalization constant for reflection point
unit normal (from RFPTCL)

DOl Dot product of unit vector of propagation
direction and cylinder tangent unit vector

* .. ,~*, through tangent point 1 (2-D)

S0DD2 Dot product of unit vector of propagation
direction and cylinder tangent unit vector
through tangent point 2 (2-D)

OHIT Distance from source to hit point (from
PLAINT)

DICOEF X,Y, and Z components of incident ray
direction in RCS

DOTP Difference of dot products returned from
4. subroutine RFPTCL (2-D)

DP The phi unit vector for observation direc-
tion D

OT The theta unit vector for observation
direction D

DXY Dot product of vector from origin to source
and propagation direction (2-D)

EF Pattern factor of theta component of
incident field in RCS

EG Pattern factor of phi component of incident
field in RCS

EHPH Phi component of the hard component of
field incident on cylinder

EHTH Theta component of the hard component of
field incident on cylinder

EIPP Incident field component parallel to plane
of incidence

EIPR Incident field component perpendicular to
plane of incidence

EPH Phi component of reflected E-field
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REFCYL (GTD) a

ERPP Reflected field component parallel to plane
of incidence

ERPR Reflected field component perpendicular to
plane of incidence

ERX,ERY,ERZ X,YZ components of reflected field in RCS
(Also used to define components incident on
cylinder)

ESPH Phi component of the soft component of
field incident on cylinder

ESTH Theta component of the soft component of
field incident on cylinder ,'-

ETH Theta component of reflected E-field

EX,EY,EZ Pattern factor of x,y,z components of inci-
dent field in RCS

FPTXY The equivalent near-field observation point
in the x-y plane

LHIT Set true if ray hits plate (from PLAINT)

LRFC Set true if reflection data are available
from previous pattern angle (or for next
pattern angle when leaving routine)

LTRF Set true if geometrical optics reflected
field does not exist -

ORIGIN The x,y,z components of the origin of the
reference coordinate system (0., 0., 0.)

PH Phase and magnitude constant for incident
or reflected field

&
PHIR Phi component of incident ray direction

PHSR1 Variable used in various near-field calcu-
lations to indicate the phi angle between
two points

PHSR2 Variable used in various near-field calcu-
lations to indicate the phi angle between
two points
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RG Parameter used in transition function

RHOl Ray spreading radius in plane of cylinder
curvature at reflection point

*-'"RH02 Ray spreading radius in plane normal to

plane of incidence at reflection point

S Distance from source to reflection point in
x-y plane

SMAG Distance from source to reflection point

SNF Distance between near-field observation
point and the reflection point

SNV Sine of VR

SNX X component of normal at cylinder reflec-
tion point

SNY Y component of normal at cylinder reflec-
tion point

SQRH Spreading factor

SW Sine of WR

SXN,SYN,SZN X, Y, and Z components of unit vector of
4, ray from reflection point to source in RCS

THIR Theta component of incident ray direction

THSR1 Variable used in various near-field calcu-
lations to indicate the theta angle between
two points

THSR2 Variable used in various near-field calcu-
lations to indicate the theta angle between
two points

TRAN Parameter used in transition function

TX1 X component of source vector tangent to
tangent point 1 (2-D)

TX2 X component of source vector tangent to
tangent point 2 (2-D)
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TYI Y component of source vector tangent to
tangent point 1 (2-D)

. TY2 Y component of source vector tangent to
tangent point 2 (2-D)

UB X,Y components of unit vector tangent to
cylinder reflection point in RCS (2-D)

UIPPX,UIPPY,UIPPZ X,Y,Z components of incident field polar-ization unit vector parallel to plane of
ircidence

UIPRX,UIPRY,UIPRZ X,Y,Z components of incident/reflected
field polarization unit vector perpen-
dicular to plane of incidence

UN X,Y components of unit normal to cylinder
reflection point in RCS (2-D)

URPPX,URPPY,URPPZ X,Y,Z comlponents of reflected field polari-
zation unit vector parallel to plane of
incidence

VR Elliptical angle defining reflection point
in RCS x-y plane

VXS X,Y,Z components of unit vectors defining
source coordinate system axes in RCS

WR Phi angle defining propagation direction in
cylinder reflection point coordinate system

XE1 Point which lies on the infinite cylinder
whose z component is equal to the inter-
section point on the z axis with the more
positive end cap and whose x and y values
are based on the elliptical cylinder's

:5 radii at the phi angle of a vector from the
RCS origin to the field point

XE2 Point which lies on the infinite cylinder
whose z component is equal to the inter-
section point on the z axis with the more
negative end cap and whose x and y values
are based on the elliptical cylinder's
radii at the phi angle of a vector from the

- RCS origin to the field point
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XR Location of reflection point in x, y, z
reference coordinate system (RCS)
coordinates

XSS Source location in x,y,z components

XT1 The x,y,z components of tangent point1
(2-D)

XT2 The x,y,z components of tangent point 2
(2-D)

5. I/O VARIABLES:

A. INPUT LOCATION

A /GEOMEL/

B /GEOMEL/

BTS /BNDSCL/

CPS /DIR/

CTC /GEOMEL/

CTHS /DIR/

D /DIR/

DP /THPHUV/

DT /THPHUV/

* .4-N

OTS /BNOSCLI

FLDPT /NEAR/

LNRFLD /NEAR/

*LRFC /CLRFC/

-'PHSR /DIR/

P1 /PIS/

SPS /DIR/

STHS /DIR/
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THSR /DIR/

TPI /PIS/

VTS /BNDSCL/

-V SOIF

VXS /SORINF/

ZC /GFOMEL/

B. OUTPUT LOCATION

EHPH /FUDG/

N.EHTH /FUDG/

EPH F.P.

ESPH /FUDG/

ESTH /FUDG/

ETH F.P.

LTRF /FUDG/

fly ,r. an,'

RHOl /FUDG/

SMAG /FUDG/

TRAN /FUDG/

XR /FUDG/

6. CALLING ROUTINE:

SCTCYL

7. CALLED ROUTINES:

ASSIGN RFPTCL

BEXP SMAGNF

BTAN2 SOURCE
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NANDB STATIN

NDF STATOT

PLAINT TPNFLD

RFDFIN WLKBCK

8. REFERENCE:

A. R. J. Marhefka, "Analysis of Aircraft Wing-Mounted Antenna
Patterns," Report 2902-25, June 1976, The Ohio State University
ElectroScience Laboratory, Department of Electrical Engi-
neering; prepared under Grant No. NGL 36-008-138 for National
Aeronautics and Space Administration.
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,'.'-i Page 2 of 2

4 " .,.

C

COMPUTE INCIDENT
FIELD COMPONENTS
PERPENDICULAR AND
PARALLEL TO PLANE
OF INCIDENCE

COMPUTE PHASE FAC-
TOR FOR CYLINDER-
REFLECTED WAVE

.5. A

COMPUTE REFLECTED

FIELD COMPONENTS 12
PERPENDICULAR AND

PARALLEL TO PLANE
OF INCIDENCE

SET LRFC TO.FALSE.

COMPUTE REFLECTED

FIELD COMPONENTS B
IN (xyz) RCS COMPO-
NENTS J

XiLIZSET LTRF-.TRUE.

COMPUTE THETA AND
PHI COMPONENTS OF

REFLECTED FIELD IN

RCS

SET FIELDS TO ZERO

COMPUTE THETA ANDPHI COMPONENTS OF "

|HARD AND SOFT COM- ",
PONENTS OF FIELD.

INCIDENT ON CYLINDER '

905

.5.

°

~~RETURN "
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1. NAME: REFLCT (INPUT)

2. PURPOSE: To execute a coordinate reflection for the geometry pro-
cessor.

3. METHOD: The axis along which the reflection is to take place is
determined, that coordinate sign is changed, and control is returned
to the calling subroutine.

4. INTERNAL VARIABLES:

VARIABLE DEFINITION

IRF Input argument determining axis of reflec-
JAXIS tion: IRF=l for X axis, =2 for Y axis, =3

, for Z axis.-

JAXIS Variable IRF minus 2 for arithmetic IF
statement

5. I/0 VARIABLES:

- A. INPUT LOCATION

IRF F.P.

X F.P.

, F.P.

":- Z F.•P.•::'-:

B. OUTPUT LOCATION

X F.P.

Y F.P.

Z F.P.

6. CALLING ROUTINES:

WYRDRV

SPWDRV

7. CALLED ROUTINES:

NONE

IS BLANK
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7 7.

1. NAME: REFPLA (GTD)

2. PURPOSE: To calculate the unobstructed electric field due to single
reflection from a given plate from a unit source.

3. METHOD: REFPLA is the driver routine which directs all the ray
tracing, physics and field calculations for determining the electric
field resulting from single reflection off a given plate in a given
far-field direction or to a given near-field point from a unit
source. The significant geometry is shown in figure 1.

V: SOURCE '

LOCATION XS D - OBSERVATION
DIRECTION FOR

DI FAR FIELD OR TO
D.I NEAR-FIELD OBSERVATION

POINT
INCIDENT ""

RAY
REFLECTED RAY

~~01

PLATE MP" /

SOURCEIMAGE
LOCATION XI-S

Figure 1. Geometry for Source Ray Reflection from Plate

First the ray path from the source image location in the desired
direction is checked to make sure it does pass through the plate
being considered. If it does not, the theta and phi components of
the electric field are set to zero, and no other calculations except
for debug functions (if requested) are performed in this routine.
If reflection can occur, the ray path from the reflection point on
the plate in the given far-field observation direction or to the [
given near-field observation field point is checked for obstruc-
tions. If the path is obstructed, the fields are set to zero, and
no other calculations except for debug functions (if requested) are
performed in this routine. If the path is clear, then the ray path
from the source to the reflection point Is checked. If this path is
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blocked by another plate or a cylinder, the fields are set to zero,
and no other calculations except for debug functions (if requested)
are performed. If this path is clear, reflection from the given
plate did occur and the complete ray path is unobstructed.

The source field pattern factor from the source image location is
computed by calling subroutine SOURCE and multiplying the returned
values by the reflection coefficient. Next the phase factor is
computed. For far field, this will refer the field back to the
origin of the reference coordinate system. For near field, The
phase factor includes the spherical wave spread factor. Now the
theta and phi components of the electric field are computed. The
electric field in theta and phi components is given by:

E = (EF 0 + EG ) ej (XI$ D) for far field
theta component phi component EX - phase factor

of source of source
factor factor

and

-j2iTSNF
* 9 E = (EF 0 + EG e) e for near field.
-SNF

• theta component phi component EX - phase factor
of source of source where SNF =FIUPT - XTl

. factor factor

The x,y,z components of the electric field are computed and added to
the previous components due to other reflection-diffraction inter-
actions. The values are stored in the /FLDXYZ/ common block.

If the debug capabilities have been requested, the field magnitude
is computed. The magnitude, theta and phi components are printed on

file LUPRNT.

4. INTERNAL VARIABLES:

VARIABLE DEFINITION

CPHI Cosine of PHIR
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REFPLA (GTD)

CTHI Cosine of THIR

D Unit vector x,y,z components of ray propa-
gation direction after reflection in RCS

DHIT Distance from source to reflection point
(from PLAINT)

DHT Distance from source to hit point (from
PLAINT and CYLINT)

DICOEF Unit vector K,y,z components of incident
ray propagation direction in RCS

EF Pattern factor for theta component of
source field in RCS

EG Pattern factor for phi component of source
field in RCS

EIX X component of source factor

EIY Y component of source factor

EIZ Z component of source factor

ERP Phi component of reflected field in RCS

ERT Theta component of reflected field in RCS

EX Complex phase factor

FLOMAG The electric field magnitude

FLDPT The x,y,z components of the field point
location

FX,FY,FZ The x,y,z components of the accumulated
electric field from all geometry
Interactions

* GAM Phase distance to origin (dot product of
image location and reflected ray propaga-
tion direction)

LDEBUG Logical variable set true if debug
requested
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REFPLA (GTD)

LHIT Set true if ray intersects a plate or
cylinder (from PLAINT or CYLINT)

LNRFLD Flag to indicate if near-field (LNRFLD=I)
or far-field (LNRFLD=O) calculations were

,, requested

LUPRNT Outoit file number

MP Plate from which reflection occurs

".4 N UG loop variable

NI 00 loop variable

NJ DO loop variable

PHIR Phi component of incident ray propagation
direction in RCS

PHSR Phi component of ray propagatior, direction
after reflection in RCS

SNF Distance between source image and field
point

SPHI Sine of PHIR

STHI Sine of THIR

THIR Theta component of incident ray propagation 4

direction in RCS

THSR Theta component of ray propagation direc-
tion after reflection in RCS

TPI 2wr

VAX X,Y,Z components defining unit vectors of
the source image coordinate system axes in
RCS.4'.

VXI Array of components defining unit vectors
of the source image coordinate system axes
in RCS L

XI Triply dimensioned array of image locations
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XIS X,Y,Z components of source image location
(single reflection from plate MP)

*XQS X,Y,Z components of source image location

*XS Source location in x,y,z RCS

5. 1/O VARIABLES:

A. INPUT LOCATION

0 /OIR/

FLOPT /NEAR/

FX /FLDXYZ/

FY /FLDXYZ/

FZ /FLDXYZ/

LDEBUG /TEST/

LNRFLD /NEAR/

LUPRNT /ADEBUG/

MP F.P.

PHSR /DIR/

THSR /DIR/

TPI /PIS/

VXI /IMAINF/

xi /IMAINF/

XS /SORINF/

B. OUTPUT LOCATION

ERP F.P.

ERT F.P.

FX /FLOXYZ/
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FY /FLDXYZ/

FZ /FLDXYZ/

6. CALLING ROUTINE:

GTDORV

7. CALLED ROUTINES:

ASSIGN

BEXP

CYLINT

NFD

PLAINT

REFBP

SMAGNF

SOURCE

STATIN

STATOT 
.-

WLKBCK
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Page 1 of 2

REFPLA

SPEC2FY SOURCE
-MAGE LOCATIONS

"' COMPUTE INCIDENT RAY
x, y, z COMPONENTS

:F NEAR FIELD
REQUESTED, COMPUTE

" OBSERVATION DIREC-
TION D AND ITS ANGLES *

THSR, PHSR DOES

NFO RYFO E~~SOURCE HIT A A :
- ILPLATE BEFORE

~~RFLECTION?" -

IF NEAR FIELD
REQUESTED, COMPUTE
DISTANCE BETWEEN NO
SOURCE IMAGE AND
FIELD POINT

SMAGNF ~RAY FROM

,, < A BEFORE/CYLINDER BEFORE.:-

, RAY FROM

ISOURCE IMAGE IPASS THRU PLATE MP ANO
DID REFLECTION,, - -....

Y SSPECIFY SOURCE IMAGE -,,'

AXES

YES 20

N , COMPUTE SOURCE FIELD
FACTOR

REFLECTED YES'-"."
RAY HIT A Af .

MULTIPLY SOURCE FIELD
NO FACTOR BY PEFLECTION "

COEFFICIENTiKNOWING RADIATION i
DIRECTION, COMPUTE

INCIDENT RAY ''-
D IRECTION 0'r,.i
{THETA AND PHI ANGLES' "

COMPUTE PHASE FACTOR
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1. NAME: RESTRT (INPUT)

2. PURPOSE: Read common blocks and data sets from the checkpoint file.

3. METHOD: RESTRT searches for the desired checkpoint on the specified
logical unit. The commons are read, the peripheral files are
opened, and the data sets are restored. The search continues until
the desired checkpoint has been read. If the desired checkpoint is
not found, the routine writes an error message and terminates
execution.

4. INTERNAL VARIABLES:

VARIABLE DEFINITION

ICHKPT The checkpoint number that will be used for
restarting (default = 1)

ICKLOP Loop index for reading commons and periph-
eral files

IEOF Flag indicating that an end-of-file occur-
red while reading the checkpoint file '. "

ISDBON Flag for debug command

ISTRDT Flag to tell when to store data on periph-
eral files

LOCTPO Pointer for argument list

LUFILE Checkpoint logical unit number specified by
RSTART command

NAM Temporary Hollerith location

NAMCPF Name of module asked for by RESTRT command
(default = INPUT)

NAME File name or data set name

NDXNCD Index of a keyword in the NCODES array

NREAD Flag to tell RWCOMS to read common areas
from IOCKPT

NUMCPF Pointer to keyword of module for which
RESTRT is requested
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5. I/O VARIABLES:

A. INPUT LOCATION

IOCKPT /SYSF IL/
ISFF/AE.G

ISOFF /ADEBUG/

IONC /PARTBG/

KOLCOL /PARTAB/

KWCHKP /PARTAB/

KWNAME /PARTAB/

LUPRNT /ADEBUG/

NAMSEG /SEGMNT/

NARGTB /PARTAB/

NCODES /PARTAB/

NDATBL /PARTAB/

NDEBUG /SCNPAR/

NOXBLK /SEGMNT/

NOPCOD /ADEBUG/

NPDATA /PARTAB/

NPTASK /PARTAB/

NTSKTB /PARTAB/

NUMCHK /SYSF IL/

RSTART /SYSFIL/

* 4SEGTBL /SEGMNT/
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B. OUTPUT LOCATION

CHKWRT /SYSF IL/

DBGPRT /ADEBUG/

IERRF /ADEBUG/

IMDCHK /ADEBUG/

INTARG /ARGCOM/

IRSTRT /ADEBUG/

LSTSYS /SYSFIL/

LUDBUG /ADEBUG/

NDEBUG /SCNPAR/

NFINCD /IOFLES/

NPTASK /PARTAB/

2NTSKTB /PARTAB/

RSAT SSFL

RSTRT /SYSFIL/

6. CALLING ROUTINE:

INPDRV

7. CALLED ROUTINES:

ASSIGN RDEFIL .
CON VRT RWCOMS

ERROR RWF ILS

GETSYM STATIN

POSTIP STATOT

PUTSYM WLKBCK
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1. NAME: RFDFIN (GTD)

2. PURPOSE: To determine the reflection point on an elliptic cylinder
for a given source and observation location in the near field of the
cylinder.

3. METHOD: This subroutine solves a polynomial equation which is based
on the geometry and satisfies Snell's law. The roots define
possible reflection point locations. The true point is singled out
using the laws of reflection. This procedure is explained in
chapter IV of reference A. The coefficients are given on page 100
of the reference.

INTERNAL VARIABLES:

VARIABLE DEFINITION

A Cylinder radius along the x axis

B Cylinder radius along the y axis

CA Complex coefficients of sixth order poly-
nomial equation

RT Roots of polynomial equation

S Smallest distance from source to reflection
point to observation point

SM Distance from source to reflection point
plus the distance from the reflection point
to the observation point

UR Z component of reflection point on cylinder
in RCS

VI X,Y,Z components of reflected ray propaga-

tion direction

VIM Normalization constant for VI

VM Elliptical angle defining possible reflec-
tion point on cylinder

VR Phi angle defining x and y components of
reflection point

XC X,Y,Z components of the observation point
in the near field of the cylinder
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XR X,Y,Z components of reflection point loca-
tion on cylinder

XS Source location

5. 1/0 VARIABLES:

A. INPUT LOCATION

A /GEOMEL/

B /GEOMEL/

XC F.P.

xS */SORINF/

B. OUTPUT LOCATION

IJR F.P.

VI F.P.

p..VR F.P.

6. CALLING ROUTINES:

GEOI4PC

RCLRPL

REFCYL

RPLRCL

7 . CALLED ROUTINES:

BTAN2

POLYRT'Ii8. REFERENCE:
A. R. J. Marhefka, "Analysis of Aircraft Wing-Mounted Antenna

Patterns," Report 2902-25, June 1976, the Ohio State University
2 ElectraScience Laboratory, Department of Electrical Engineer-

ing; prepared under Grant No. NGL 36-008-138 for National
Aeronautics and Space Administration.
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.' .~*RFDFIN

-. 4.

DETERMINE
COEFFICIENTS OF
POLYNOMIAL
EQUATION

SOLVE POLYNOMIAL
EQUATION TO OBTAIN
POSSIBLE REFLEC-
TION POINTS

POLYRT

DETERMINE PHYSICALLY
.4 CORRECT REFLECTION

POINTS (SATISFY
LAW OF REFLECTION) 1

RETURN
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1. NAME: RFDFPT (GTD)

2. PURPOSE: To compute the ray path for a source ray which is
reflected by the cylinder and then diffracted by a given edge on a
given plate.

3. METHOD: The reflection- point on an elliptic cylinder and the
diffraction point on a plate edge for the reflected-diffracted ray
in a given observation direction is calculated via an iterative
process. The equations are based on a first order Taylor series

-" approximation to the equations governing the laws of reflection and
diffraction. The details of the analysis are given on pages 141-148
of reference A. The iteration process follows the same basic scheme
outlined in the description for subroutines RFPTCL and DFRFPT. The
initial start-up procedure for this subroutine is composed of
locating the reflection point on the cylinder for a known diffrac-
tion point which is taken to be on the corners of the plate edge
under consideration. The details of this procedure are discussed on
pages 149-154 of reference A. Pertinent geometry is shown in
figure 1. To avoid the 27-to-O transition in * (a numerical jump in
the variable representing the angle), the reference € value is ro-
tated to place this branch cut behind the cylinder (shadowed from
the plate edge).

z

• " SOURCE
" ~ ~~LOCAT ION ,:':-iX "

REFLECTION
POINT XR

P OINT XD --

* D

Figure 1. Illustration of Ray Reflected from Cylinder and
then Diffracted by a Plate Edge
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The iteration begins with an initial reflected-diffracted ray which

satisfies the laws of diffraction and reflection. Starting data are
obtained in one of two ways. If a previous call to this routine
(for the same plate edge and source) has successfully found the
reflected-diffracted ray path, this previous path is used as
starting data. Otherwise the starting diffraction point is defined
on the corner of the edge closest to the cylinder. Then the
corresponding reflection point is found by enforcing Snell's law.
The first method is preferred to the second since, in general, far-

field ray directions (0) in subsequent calls to RFDFPT will not -

differ greatly. For example, in calculating a far-field pattern
cut, the far-field e and angles will differ by only a few degrees,
and the closeness of the starting point will lead to fewer itera-
tions in order to obtain convergence.

The path of the starting ray defines the initial cylinder reflection
point (X-R) and the edge diffraction point (X-D). In almost every

instance, the resulting radiation direction of this ray will not be
the desired radiation direction. The angular difference between

(e, ) of the starting ray (THOR, PHORP) and the (e, ) of the desired
direction (THSR, PHSRP) is divided into a number of small angular
steps (Ae,A ) = (DTSR, DPSR). The purpose of the iteration is to
move the reflection and diffraction points from their initial posi-

tions in small steps corresponding to angular changes (Ae,A¢) so
that when the iteration is complete the resulting XR and XD will
define the reflection and diffraction points that give the desired
0-directed ray. The number of steps to be taken (IVD) is deter-
mined from the starting data. Should convergence not be reached in

IVD steps, the number of steps is doubled (up to 32 steps) and the .

iteration repeated. The doubling process is the outer loop of the
flowchart. Should convergence be reached with IVD steps and the
Snell's law error be significantly smaller than required, IVD for

the plate and edge under consideration is halved prior to exiting

'4 the routine.
The iterations which step through the (e, ) angles by (Ae,A)

correspond to the inner loop of the flowchart. Each iteration has

three steps:

(1) Compute the diffraction point (7U) from known reflection point

(XR), source point (Y ) and edge unit vector (Q). This is done
by a simple application of Snell's law. All the far-field

calculations are contained in this su'hroutine, but, to deter-

mine the near-field diffraction point, subroutine DFPTWD is
called.

(2) The change in cylinder elliptic angle (DV) and z coordinate

(DU) are computed from a Taylor series expansion. The expan-

sion requires the calculation of functions and partial
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RFDFPT (GTD)

derivatives of equations defining elliptic angle (VR) and
z coordinate (UR) in terms of the angles (e, ). The equations
are given in reference A.

(3) The coordinates of YR are computed from the new values of UR
and VR.

At the end of the prescribed number of iterations, the initial
observation direction has been stepped slowly to the desired direc-
tion and the initial reflection-diffraction points have been stepped
from their initial values to candidate reflection-diffraction
points. Snell's law is then applied to the final reflection and
final diffraction points to see if they qualify as the bona fide ray
path. If the error is sufficiently small, the outer loop is exited.
Otherwise, the number of steps is doubled, as described above.
Should the routine not converge with 32 steps (the maximum number),
a warning message is printed on LUPRNT.

*. This routine is called by RCLDPL (reflection from a cylinder,

diffraction from a plate) and also by DPLRCL (diffraction from a
plate, reflection from a cylinder). DPLRCL only calls this routine
for the near-field case since, if the observation point and the
source point are reversed, the ray path would be the same.

4. INTERNAL VARIABLES:

VARIABLE DEFINITION

A The x axis radius of the cylinder

B The y axis radius of the cylinder

BCD Diffraction limit for ray reflected by the
cylinder and diffracted from the plate

D The unit vector of the observation
direction

DC X,Y,Z components of diffracted ray propaga-
tion used in iteration

DCP X,Y components of phi polarization unit
* -vector for diffracted ray used in iteration

OCT X,Y,Z components of theta polarization unit
vector for diffracted ray used in iteration

DE Dot product of diffracted ray direction and
edge vector of edge ME
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DOTP Test parameter used to determine if reflec-

tion is legal

DPSR Phi angle increment size

DR X,Y," components of ray direction between
-" refle:tion and diffraction points

DRM DistAnce from reflection point to the
diffraction point

DRP ?ar Val derivative of DR with respect to
phi

DRT Partial derivative of DR with respect to
theta

DRU Partial derivative of DR with respect to UR

DRV Partial derivative of OR with respect to VR

DTSR Theta angle increment size

Change in UR for one iteration using Taylor
series expansion

DV Change in VR for one iteration using Taylor
series expansion

ERC Error detection variable

FI Equation governing the law of reflection

FLOPT The x,y,z components of the near-field
observation point

4 FP Partial derivative of FL with respect to

phi

FT Partial derivative of F1 with respect to
theta

FU Partial derivative of FL with respect to UR

FV Partial derivative of FL with respect to VR

GI Equation governing the law of reflection
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GP Partial derivative of GI with respect to
phi

GT Partial derivative of GI with respect to
theta

GU Partial derivative of GI with respect to UR

GV Partial derivative of GI with respect to VR

IVD Stored number of steps used in iteration

LNRFLD Flag to indicate near-field (LNRFLO = 1) or

far-field (LNRFLD = 0) calculations were
requested

. LRDC Set true if starting point data are avail-
able from previous pattern angle

ME Edge on plate MP where diffraction occurs

MEP Array which contains the number of edges on
each plate

. MP Plate where diffraction occurs

PHCR Phi component of diffracted ray direction
used in iteration

PHOR Phi component of diffracted ray direction
from previous time RFDFPT was called (or .
present value for next time routine is
called)

PHORP,PHSPR Phi angle of diffracted ray direction in
rotated RCS system (branch cut placed
behind cylinder)

PHSR The phi angle of the observation direction

PHWR Branch cut displacement angle for the
diffraction point along edge ME of plate MP

SNM Normalization constant for cylinder tangent

SNPX Partial derivative of SNX with respect to
angle VR
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SNPY Partial derivative of SNY with respect to
angle VR

SNX X component of normal to cylinder

SNY Y component of normal to cylinder

STP Number of steps used in iteration

THCR Theta component of diffracted ray direction
used in iteration -1

THOR Theta component of diffracted ray direction
* from previous time RFDFPT was called (or

for next time routine is called)

THSR The theta angle of the observation
.- direction

TPI 21"

V UCD Z component of reflection point location on
cylinder for cylinder-reflected ray
diffracted by a corner on edge ME of plate
MP used as the starting point if previous
data do not exist

UR Z component of reflection point location on
cylinder -

URO Stored components defining z component of
starting reflection point locations on
cylinder

V Matrix of edge unit vectors for all edges
of all plates

VCD Elliptical angle defining reflection point
on cylinder (2-D) for ray which is

- reflected by cylinder and diffracted by a
corner on edge ME of plate MP used for the
starting point location if previous data do

-, not exist

VI X,Y,Z components of unit vector of ray
incident on cylinder

VIM Distance from source to reflection point
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VIU Partial derivative of VI with respect to UR

VIV Partial derivative of VI with respect to
angle VR

VR Elliptical angle defining reflection point
on cylinder (2-D)

VRO Stored elliptical angles defining starting
.r. reflection point locations on cylinder

X Matrix which contains all the corner loca-
tions for all the plates

XD X,Y,Z components of diffraction point
location

XR X,Y,Z components of reflection point
location on cylinder

XS The x,y,z components of the source location
in RCS

5. 1/0 VARIABLES:

A. INPUT LOCATION

A /GEOMEL/

B /GEOMEL/

BCD /BNDRCL/

D /DIR/

DE F.P.

FLDPT /NEAR/

LNRFLD /NEAR/

LRDC F.P.

LUPRNT /ADEBUG/

ME F.P.

MEP /GEOPLA/
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S.MP 
F.P.

PHSR /DIR/

PHWR /BRNPHW/

P1 /P'IS/

THSR /DIR/

TPI /PIS/

UCO /BNDRCL/

V /GEOPLA/

VCD /BNDRCL/

X /GEOPLA/

XS /SORINF/

6 . OUTPUT LOCATION

DOTP F.P.

OR F.P.

DRM F.P.

LROC F.P.

SNM F.P.

VI F.P.

vim F.P.

VR F.P.

XD F.P.

XR F.P.

6. CALLING ROUTINS:

-w DPLRCL

RCLDPL
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1. CALLED ROUTINES:

B TAN 2

DFPTWD

NFD

8. REFERENCE:

A. R. J. Marhefka, "Analysis of Aircraft Wing-Mounted Antenna
Patterns," Report 2902-25, June 1976, The Ohio State University
ElectroScience Laboratory, Department of Electrical Engi-
ne~erlng; prepared under Grant No. NGL 36-008-138 for National
Aeronautics and Space Administration.
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RSEPT Page 1 of 3
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P. ge 2 of 3

A

308

FIND DIFFRACTION NEAR FIND DIFFRACTION POINT

POINT YES EL, NO KNOWING RADIATION

Z REOUESTED >= DIRECTION AND HOLDING
DFPTWD CYLINDER REFLECTION

POINT CONSTANT

309T-
16
PERFORM TAYLOR SERIE4

EXPANSION To DEIFINE
DELTA CHANGES DV, OU
FOR CYLINDER

REFLECTION POINT

COMPUTE REFLECTION
POINT ANGLE AND Z
COMPONENT ON CYLIN
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STEP C
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NO
so
< t> "S *0

TEST TO SEE IF COMPUTEC

REFLECTION AND
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REFLECTION AND
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*570
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1. NAME: RFPTCL (GTD)

2. PURPOSE: To calculate the reflection point on the elliptic cylinder
for a source ray reflected in a given direction. The routine also
computes cylinder reflection points for source rays that are
reflected by a given plate and then reflected by the cylinder.

3. METHOD: Figures 1, 2 and 3 show the geometry involved. The reflec-
tion point for a ray reflected in a direction defined by the pHi
angle PHSR is calculated via an iterative process. The routine
starts with the tangent ray nearest to the reflected ray direction
(or other nearby reflected ray whose reflection point is known) and
steps along the cylinder surface, calculating the approximate
reflection point for each reflected ray phi angle PHPR (which is
stepped from PHOR to PHSR in evenly spaced steps). Each reflection
point calculation uses the previous reflection point as a reference.
As long as the steps are sufficiently small, the approximation is
accurate. The equations are based on a first order Taylor series
approximation of the equation governing the laws of reflection.
Further details are given on pages 102-104 of reference A. The
point obtained at the end of the process is the estimated reflection
point. The routine then takes the sum of dot products of the
cylinder normal and the incident and reflected rays (which should be
zero in order to satisfy the law of reflection). If it is larger
than some minimal amount, the number of iteration steps for angle
PHPR is doubled and the calculation is redone. If the error is much
smaller than necessary, the number of steps used in the next calcu-
lation is divided by two.

.5 Once a reflection point is calculated for a particular geometry, the
elliptical angle defining the reflection point (VRO(MR)) is saved,
along with the number of steps used to calculate it (IVD(MR)) for

the next time RFPTCL is called for the same geometry. Since the
* next pattern angle is likely to be quite close to the previous one,

this gives the computer a good starting point in defining the next
reflection point, hence minimizing computer time. LRFC is a logical
variable which if true tells the user that there are data from the
previous pattern angle available to compute the next reflection
point. If a reflection does not occur, LRFC is set false, and the
next time the routine is called, it will start at the nearest
tangent point.

An important note to users is that if the same problem is run with a
different starting angle or with a different angle increment, the
answers may not be precisely the same due to the iterative approach.
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SOURCE
LOCATION

VR REFLECTION POINT

S.'A n =x SNX + y SNY
D4 X x A cos VR +y Bsin VR

* Figure 1. Illustration of Cylinder Reflection Point

PHPR

Sal1

4 X^ DPX +y^DPY REFLECTION POINT

S..S!= SNX +y SNY S-

SW= SNPX + y SNPY D1
'UST ~SX^sx+ Y Sly

'VX' reflection pitfrray with reflected phi angle PHPR

X A CSV + YB8 SNV

Figure 2. Geometry for Calculating Reflection Point
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Yx

ft.. X

REFLECTION POINT STARTINGOBTAINED AT END POINT HRA

VARABL EITION

Xr Xri X r an tPHPRhe ,xis

, PH PR •'- "

-'-' SOURCE ::-.-

D

" ~~Figure 3. Illustration of Iterative Method Used in Computing ". 2
"i ~the Cylinder Reflection Point.-';

4. INTERNAL VARIABLES:

VARIABLE DEF IN ITI1ON ".-"-

A Radius of cylinder along the x axis ".i

B Radius of cylinder along the y axis

BTI This defines unit vectors for the two rays
reflected by each plate and tangent to the
cylinder. The unit vector for the source
ray reflected from plate MP tangent to
tangent point 1 is given by:

Ti = x * BTI(MP,1) + y * BTI(MP,2)
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The unit vector for the source ray
reflected from plate MP tangent to tangent
point 2 is given by:

A -

T2 = x * BTI(MP,3) + y * BTI(MP,4)

BTS This defines unit vectors of the two source
rays tangent to the cylinder. The unit
vector for the source ray tangent to
tangent point 1 is given by:

A

T1 = x * BTS(1) + y * BTS(2)

The unit vector for the source ray tangent
to tangent point 2 is given by:

A -

T2 : x * BTS(3) + y * BTS(4)

CPP Cosine of PHPR

CPS Cosine of PHSR

CSV Cosine of VR

DO Normalization constant for reflection point
normal vector

DOTP One half the difference between the dot
products of the reflected ray direction and
cylinder unit normal and the incident ray

direction and cylinder unit normal

DPSR Size of angle step used in iteration

DPX,DPY X and Y components of partial derivative of
reflected ray direction with respect to phi
observation angle

DR Dot product of incident ray unit vector and
cylinder unit normal

direction unit vector and cylinder unit
normal

" DV Change in angle VR
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DVB Partial derivative of the reflection law
equation (FI) with respect to elliptical
angle VR

DVT Partial derivative of the reflection law
equation (FI) with respect to the phi angle
of the observation direction

DX,DY X and Y components of unit vector of
reflected ray (direction defined by angle
PHPR) in RCS

ERC Error parameter (sum of DS and DR)

. ERCA Absolute value of ERC

F Equation satisfying the law of reflection

IVO Number of iterations used to find reflec-
tion point the last time RFPTCL was called
for plate MP

IVDM Number of steps used in iteration

LRFC (Entering routine) set true if reflection
occurred last time REFCYL was called. r
(LRFC set true when leaving routine if
reflection occurred this time)

MP Used to specify whether source or source
image is used

MP=O designates source
MP>O designates source image for reflection
from plate MP

MPXR Maximum number of plates present

MR Index variable (MP+MPXR+I) for storing data
for next call to RFPTCL

PHE Phi angle between reflected ray direction
and tangent point 2

PHEP Phi angle between reflected ray direction
and tangent point 1

PHIR Phi component of source location in RCS
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RFPTCL (GTD)

PHOR Reflected ray phi angle (stored as starting
point parameter for next time routine is
called)

PHORB Phi angle defining ray tangent to tangent
point 1

PHORP Phi angle of cylinder reflected ray direc-
tion in rotated RCS

PHPR Reflected ray phi angle (iterated from PHOR
to PHSR)

PHSPR Phi angle defining reflected ray direction
in rotated RCS

PHSR Phi component of reflected ray propagation

direction in RCS

PI T

S Distance from source to reflection point in
x-y plane

SIPX,SIPY X and Y components of partial derivative of
incident ray vector with respect to ellip-
tical angle VR

SIX,SIY X and Y components of incident ray propaga-
tion vector in RCS (not always normalized) -

SNPX,SNPY X and Y components of partial derivative of
cylinder normal at reflection point with
respect to elliptical angle VR

SNV Sine of VR

SNX,SNY X and Y components of ray normal to
cylinder reflection point in RCS (not
always normalized)

SPP Sine of PHPR..

SPS Sine of PHSR

STP Number of steps used in iteration

TPI 2%
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VR Elliptical angle defining reflection pcint

in RCS x-y plane

VRO Elliptical angles defining tangent points
for source ray (or source ray reflected
from plate) tangent to cylinder

VTI Array of elliptical angles defining for
each plate the two tangent points on the
cylinder for rays which are reflected from
that plate

VTS Consists of two elliptical angles defining
the two tangent points on the cylinder from
the source

XI Array which contains the source image loca-
tions in wavelengths for all plate single
and double reflections

XIS Source location

XS X,Y and Z components of source locatiot.

5. I/O VARIABLES:

A. INPUT LOCATION

A /GEOMEL/

B /GEOKzL/

BTI /BNDICL/

BTS /BNDSCL/

LRFC F.P.

LUPRNT /ADEBUG/

HP F.P.

MPXR /GROUND/

PHSR F.P.

PI /PIS/

TPI /PIS/
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VTI /BNDICL/

VTS /BNDSCL/

xi /IMAINF/

XS /SORINF/

B. OUTPUT LOCATION

.4DO F.P.

DOTP F.P.

LRFC F.P.

S F.P.

YR F.P.

6. CALLING ROUTINES:

RCLRPL

REFCYL

RPLRCL

7. CALLED ROUTINE:

BTAN2

S. REFERENCE:

A. R. J. Narhefka, mAnalysis of Aircraft Wing-Mounted Antenna
Patterns.* Report 292-25, June 1976, The Ohio State University
ElectroScience Laboratory, Department of Electrical Engi-
neering; prepared under Grant No. NGL 36-008-138 for National
Aeronautics and Space Administration.
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1. NAME: ROM4BNT (GTD, MOM)

2. PURPOSE: To numerically compute the integral of the function exp
(-Jkr)/kr for a wire segment or [(1/kr) 3 + j(l/kr)21 exp (-Jkr) for
a patch observation point.

3. METHOD: To evaluate the field due to a segment, a local cylindrical
coordinate system is defined with origin at the center of the seg-
ment and z axis in the segment direction. This geometry is illus-
trated in the discussion of subroutine TNEFLD. Subroutine ROMBNT is
called by subroutines TNEFLD and SOURCE to evaluate the integral

kA/2 e-jkr

k= d(kz)
-kA/2 '"

where

r [p,2 + (z - z-)2]

and other symbols are defined in the discussion of subroutine
TNEFLD. To evaluate the magnetic field at a patch observation
point, this subroutine is called by the subroutine TNHFLD to eval-
uate the integral

G 1 c/ [ + -3-] e-jkr d(kz)
-kA/2 (kr) (kr)2

The numerical integration technique of Romberg integration with
variable interval width is used. The Romberg integration formula is
obtained from the trapezoidal formula by an iterative procedure (see
reference A). The trapezoidal rule for integration of the function
f(x) over an interval (a, b) using 2k subintervals is

T (b a)/N 1/2 f + f +  + f + 1/2 f
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ROMBNT (GTD, MOM)

<-.,

where

N 2

fj = flXl) ''.-

X= a + I (b -a)/N

These trapezoidal rule answers are then used in the iterative
formul a

T = 1/(4' - 1) 4mT -T
m-1, n+1 m-,n

The results Tmn may be arranged in a triangular matrix of the form

TO O  
N.,.

To
T01 T10

T02  T11  T20

where the elements in the first column, TOk, represent the trape-
zoidal rule results and the elements in the diagonal, TkO, are the
Romberg integration results for 2k subintervals.

Convergence to increasingly accurate answers takes place down
the first column and the diagonal as well as toward the right along
the rows. The row convergence generally provides a more realistic
indication of error magnitude than two successive trapezoidal rule
or Romberg answers. ,

This convergence along the rows is used to determine the
interval width in the variable interval width scheme. The complete
integration interval is first divided into a minimum number of sub-
intervals (presently set to one) and Too, TO1 , and T10O are computed
on the first subinterval. The relative difference of TO and T1O is
then computed and if less than the error criterion, Rx, TIO is
accepted as the integral over that interval and integration proceeds
to the next interval. If the difference of TOI and TIO is too
reat, TO2 , TlI, and T20 are computed. The relative difference of
tl1 and T20 is then computed and if less than Rx, T20 is accepted as
the integral over the subinterval. If the difference of T11 and T20
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is too great, the subinterval is divided in half and the process
repeated starting with Too for the new left-hand subinterval. The
subinterval is repeatedly halved until convergence to less than Rx
is found. The process is repeated for successive subintervals until
the right-hand side of the integration interval is reached. When
convergence has been obtained with a given subinterval size, the
routine attempts doubling the subinterval size for a few times to
maintain the largest subinterval size that will give the required
accuracy. Thus, the routine will use many points in a rapidly
changing region of a function and few points where the function is
smoothly varying.•

Since the function to be integrated is complex, the convergence - _
of both real and imaginary parts is tested and both must be less
than Rx. The same subinterval sizes are used for real and imaginary
parts.

When the field of a segment is being computed at the segment's
own center the length r becomes

r : [b2 + (z - z)2]

where b is the wire radius. For small values of b, the real part of
the integrand is sharply peaked and hence difficult to integrate
numerically. Therefore, the integral is divided into the components

kh/2

G = fjkr - d(kz)

-A/2 '

r

G =G + G''

G' must be computed numerically, however the integrand is no longer
peaked. G", which contains the sharp peak, can be computed as
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*G' # 21og[b(2T + A2 + A)/b]

To further reduce integration time for the self term, the integral
of GI is computed from -kA/2 to 0 and the result doubled to obtain
G'

4. INTERNAL VARIABLES:

VARIABLE DEFINITION

BK Wire radius, b

DZ Subinterval size on which T 00, T 01  . ..are lt

computed

HZOT 0.5 DZ

ELI -kA/2

EL2 kA/2

EP Tolerance for ending the integration
interval kA/NM*1O

FNH Real number equivalent of NM

FNS Real number equivalent of NS

G11 Imaginary part of f1  .4

GiR Real part of f.

G21 Imaginary part of f

G2R Real part of f2

G31 Imaginary part off3

G3R Real part off

G41 Imaginary part off

G4R Real part off4

G51 Imaginary part off5

65R Real part off
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I J Indicates self-term in:egration when equal
to zero, or patch observation point when
equal to onei 2~16 .-.

NN 65536 = 216

NS Present subinterval size is kAINS

NT Counter to control increasing of sub-
interval size

NTS Larger values retard increasing of sub-
!'6'* interval size ":

NX Maximum allowed subinterval size is kA/NX

RX R

SGI Imaginary part of G

SGR Real part of G

SS A

TEll Relative difference of T01  and T for
imaginary part 0

TEiR Relative difference of T01 and T for real
part

TE2I Relative difference of T1. and T20  for
imaginary part

TE2R Relative difference of Tll and T20 for real
part 11-2

TOOl Imaginary part of TOO

TOOR Real part of T 00

TOll Imaginary part of T

TOIR Real part of T

T021 Imaginary part of TO2

TO2R Real part of T

T1OI Imaginary part of TIO
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ROMBNT (GTD, MOM)

TliR Real part ofT

T1 Imaginary part of T2

T11R Real part ofT

z Integration variable at left-hand side of
subi' iterval

ZE kA/2

ZENO kA/2 -EP (EP =tolerance term)

- ~ZP Integration variable

-'5. 1/O VARIABLES:

A. INPUT LOCATION

BK F.P.

Eli F.P.

EL2 F.P.

IJ F.P.

B. OUTPUT LOCATION

ICALL /ADEBUG/

NUMWRD /ADEBUG/

SGI F.P.

SGR F.P.

6. CALLING ROUTINES:*

SOURCE (2)

TNEFLD (3)

TNHFLD (3)

*2-GTO
3-MOM
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K7. CALLED ROUTINES:

ASSIGN

CNVTST

NTGRAN

STATIN

STATOT

WLKBCK

8. REFERENCES:

A. A. Ralston, "A First Course in Numerical Analysis,"
McGraw-Hill, 1965, p. 212.
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%I 1. NAME: ROTATE (GTD, INPUT)

2. PURPOSE: To rotate a point to or from the origin of a given coordi- J
" nate system. ""

3. METHOD: The coordinates of a point rotated in a given coordinate
system are given by

[ii [RZJ [RY] [RJ [I
where

1 0 0:4 Rx  0 COST -sinY -'-.-
X] 0 sinT COST

cose o sine
,=0 ..

[RL J L-sine 0 cosO

[RSO -sin, 1Rt = sin* coso 0""-

0 0 1

and Y, 0, * are the rotation angles about the x, y, and z axis
respectively.

4. INTERNAL VARIABLES:

VARIABLE DEFINITION

A m  The components of the rotation matrix

CP cos.

CS cos T

CT cose

NOP Operation code to designate rotation from
or to the origin

PHI *, the rotation about the z axis

919
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PHISV Saved value of PHI

PSI 'V, the rotation about the x axis

PSISV Saved value of PSI

RX,RV,RZ Rotation angle about the x, y, and z axis,
respectively

*SP sin,

ss sinT

ST sine

THETA e, the rotation about the y axis

THTSV Saved value of THETA

XYZ Coordinates of input/output variables to be
changed

5. I/0 VARIABLES

A. INPUT LOCATION

150FF /AOEBUG/

NOP F.P.

RX,RY,RZ F.P.

XYZ F.P.

B. OUTPUT LOCATION

XYZ F.P.

6. CALLING ROUTINES:*

COORDS (1)

CYAXIS (2)

GTDCS (1)

PATCH (1)

WYRDRV (1)

*I- INPUT

2-GTD
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ROTATE (GTD, INPUT)

7. CALLED ROUTINES:

ASSIGN

STATIN

STATOT

WLKBCK....
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.110

ELEME

505
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1000 TAE111
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1. NME:ROTRAN (GTD)

2. PURPOSE: To transform and rotate a point or vector defined in the
global coordinate system (as stored in the segment table SEGTBL) to
the cylinder-centered reference coordinate system (RCS) used for the
GTD calculations.

3. M4ETHOD: The point X defined in the global coordinate system may be
represented by point'x'rtin the cylinder-centered RCS where (refer to

t [C1 it, where 'i if -1

or

[IRT(1) 1 XCL(1) XCL(2) XCL(3) 1 [KIl) -XO(1)]

XRT(2) = YCL(I) YCL(2) YCL(3) XX(2) - XO(2)

LIRT3] LZCL(1) SCL(2) ZCL(3)] [K()-X 3)

where '10 is the location of the cylinder-centered RCS origin defined
in the global coordinate system and x , y , z are unit vectors
defining the cylinder centered RCS axes in global coordinate system
(g) components:

z asz ICL(1) + y XCL(2) + zg XCL(3)

Y I Zg YCL(1) + y YCL(2) + z YCL(3)

z -z ZCL(1) + y ZCL(2) + z ZCL(3).
9 9 g
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ROTRAN (GTD)

ZOLD

POINT TO BETRANSFORMED .

NEW COORDINATE

-SYSTEM ORIGIN AND
y AXES

YOLD

OLD COORDINATE SYSTEM
ORIGIN AND AXES

xX xold XX(1) + sold XX(2) + old XX(3)XOLD 7 xod+Yl l

X= x XRT(1) + Y9 XRT(2) + 2 XRT(3)

Figure 1. Illustration of Old and New Reference
Coordinate Systems

4. INTERNAL VARIABLES:

VARIABLE DEFINITION

XCL This defines the cylinder-centered refer-
ence coordinate system x axis unit vector
in global system components

XO X,Y, and Z components of the cylinder-
centered reference coordinate system origin
location defined in the global coordinate
system

XRT X,Y, and Z components of point location in
RCS

XT X,Y, and Z components of point location
after translating global coordinate system
origin to point XO

XX X,Y, and Z components of point location in
global coordinate system

YCL This defines the cylinder-centered refer-
ence coordinate system y axis in global
reference system components

924
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ROTRAN (GID)

ZCL This defines the cylinder-centered refer-
ence coordinate system z axis in global
reference system components

5. I/0 VARIABLES:

A. INPUT LOCATION

XCL /ROTRDT/

XO F.P.

6. CALLING ROUTINE:

NONE

925
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ROTRAN (GTD)

.*10

T RANLTRLAN

COORDINATE SYSTEM
ORIGIN TO POINT XO

ROTATE COORDINATES .

TO CYLINDER-CENTERED
REFERENCE COORDINATE
SYSTEM
REPRESENTATION

RETURN
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1. NAME: RPLDPL (GTD)

2. PURPOSE: To calculate the unobstructed electric field for a unit

source ray that is reflected off plate MR and diffracted by edge ME
on plate MP into a given far-field observation direction or to a
given near-field observation point.

.4"

3. METHOD: RPLDPL is the driver routine to compute the plate-reflected
and then edge-diffracted fields. Pertinent geometry is shown in
figure 1 and computation details are given in references A-C. The
fields are first initialized to zero. Then the diffraction point on
edge ME of plate MP is found for the given observation direction or
point based on the location of the source imaged through plate MR.
The diffraction point is computed in subroutine DFPTWD. If diffrac-
tion did not occur, debug information (if requested) is printed on
file LUWRNT and control is returned to the calling routine. If

diffraction did occur on the vector tangent to the edge, the point
location is checked to see if it is between the corners. If it is
not, the diffraction point is set at the closest corner and a flag,
LDIF, is set to indicate only corner-diffracted fields exist.

DIFFRACTION
POINT

SOURCE mm P mp, Me
LOCATION . -

VUPH

EDGE ME PLATE MP

/ "PLATE MR ,w

/ REFLECTION
S/ POINT

WSOURCE IMAGE" LOCATION XIS

Figure 1. Illustration of a Ray Reflected by a Plate
and Then Diffracted by a Plate Edge

Now the ray path is checked for any obstructions. If the path is
shadowed, debug information (if requested) is printed and control
returns to the calling routine. If the path is clear the field
computations begin.

927
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RPLDPL (GTD)

4'Io,

First, necessary diffraction angles and geometry are calculated.
Then the source field pattern factor is found by calling subroutine
SOURCE and is multiplied by the reflection coefficient. Then the
incident field perpendicular and parallel to the edge can be
computed.

If slope diffraction is requested, the incident slope field pattern
factor is computed by calling subroutine SOURCP. This factor also
must be multiplied by the reflection coefficient to account for axis
direction changes due to single reflection.

The phase term is now computed. The edge diffraction coefficient is
determined in subroutine DW. Now the edge-diffracted fields are
computed, first in terms of a parallel and perpendicular orientation P_
and then in theta and phi components. By calling subroutine XYZFLD
the x, y, z components of the edge-diffracted field are computed and
accumulated with all other fields computed by other reflection and
diffraction interactions.

If corner diffraction was requested, the far-field corner-diffracted
fields are computed for each corner on edge ME in the same manner as
for the edge diffraction.

After all fields have been computed and the x, y, z components
accumulated, debug information (if requested) is printed on file
LUPRNT. This consists of the field magnitude and theta and phi
components of the total field. Control is then returned to the
calling routine.

4. INTERNAL VARIABLES:

VARIABLE DEFINITION

ADN Dot product of vector from plate MP to the
source image and the plate unit normal

AFN Wedge angle number

BETN Difference in diffracted and incident phi
angles

BETP Sum of diffracted and incident phi angles

BO Diffracted field beta polarization unit
vector in diffraction edge-fixed coordinate
system (in x,y,z RCS components)

BOP Incident field beta polarization unit
vector in diffraction edge-fixed coordinate
system (in x,y,z RCS components)

928
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RPLDPL (GTD)

.1-1'..

BRD Lower and upper limit for edge diffraction
angle

CHP Cosine of half wedge angle

- CORN Corner diffraction coefficient

CPH Cosine of PSR

CPHJ Cosine of PHJR

CPHO Cosine of PSOR

CTH Cosine of THR

CTHJ Cosine of THJR

CTHP Cosine of THPR

DEL Parameter used in transition function

OH Diffraction coefficient for hard boundary
condition

DHIR Distance from reflection point to diffrac-
tion point

DHIT Distance from source to reflection point
(from PLAINT)

DHT Distance from source to hit point (from
PLAINT and CYLINT)

DIN Edge diffraction coefficient (from subrou-
tine DICOEF) for incident diffracted field

DIP Edge diffraction coefficient (from subrou-
tine DICOEF) for reflected diffracted field

DPH Slope diffraction coefficient for hard
boundary condition

OPS Slope diffraction coefficient for soft
boundary condition

DS Diffraction coefficient for soft boundary
condition
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RPLDPL (GTD)

DV Dot product of edge unit vector and
diffracted ray propagation direction unit
vector

ECPH Phi component of corner-diffracted E-field

ECTH Theta component of corner-diffracted
E-field

EDPH Phi component of edge-diffracted E-field

EDPL Component of diffracted field parallel to
the edge

EDPR Component of diffracted field perpendicular
to the edge

EDTH Theta component of edge-diffracted E-field

EF Theta component of corner-diffracted
E-field in RCS

EG Phi component of corner-diffracted E-field
in RCS

EIPL Component of incident field parallel to the
edge

EIPLP Pattern factor for component of incident
slope field parallel to the edge

EIPR Component of incident field perpendicular
to the edge

EIPRP Pattern factor for component of incident
slope field perpendicular to the edge

4.

EIX,EIY,EIZ Source pattern factor for x,y, and z compo-
nents of incident E-field

EXPH Complex phase term

FN Wedge angle number

FNN Wedge angle indicator

FNP Angle exterior to wedge in degrees

930
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GAM Dot product of the diffracted ray direction
and the vector from the origin to the
diffraction point

ISN Sign change variable

J Index variable

LDIF Logical variable set true if diffraction
point is on edge tangent but not within
corners. (The diffraction is set to the
closest corner)

LDIFFR Logical variable set true if edge diffrac-
tion exists (from subroutine DFPTWD)

LHIT Set true if ray hits a plate or cylinder
(from PLAINT or CYLINT)

MC Index variable used to step through corners

ME Edge on plate MP where diffraction occurs

4MEC Corner at end of edge ME

MP Plate for which diffraction occurs

MR Plate where reflection occurs

N DO loop variable

NI DO loop variable

NJ DO loop variable

PD Dot product of diffraction edge binormal
and diffracted ray propagation direction

PH Diffracted field phi polarization unit
vector in diffraction edge-fixed coordi-
nate system (in x,y,z RCS components)

PHIR Phi component of reflected ray propagation
direction in RCS

PHJR Phi component of incident (source) ray
propagation direction
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RPLDPL (GTD)

PHO Incident field phi polarization unit vector

PH" in diffraction edge-fixed coordinate system

(in x,y,z RCS components)

PHSR Phi component of ray propagation direction
after diffraction in RCS

.. Pp Negative dot product of diffraction edge
binormal and incident ray unit vector

PS PSR*DPR

PSD Diffracted ray phi angle in edge-fixed

coordinate system

PSO PSOR*DPR

PSOD Incident ray phi angle in edge-fixed coor-
n-. dinate system

PSOR Phi component of incident ray direction in
edge-fixed coordinate system

PSR Phi component of diffracted ray propagation
.cnn direction in edge-fixed coordinate system

QO Dot product of diffraction plate normal and
diffracted ray propagation direction

QI Negative of dot product of diffracted plate
normal and incident ray propagation direc-
tion

SBO Sine of BO, the angle the diffracted ray
makes with the edge

SNF Distance between diffraction point and

near-field observation point

SNP Sine of half wedge angle

SP Distance from source image to diffraction
point (from subroutine DFPTWD)

SPH Sine of PSR

SPHJ Sine of PHJR

SPHO Sine of PSOR
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SPP -,Distance from source image to modified
diffraction point

STHJ Sine of THJR

STHR Sine of THR

TERM Coefficient of corner-diffracted fields

THIR Theta component of reflected ray direction
in RCS

THJR Theta component of incident (source) ray

propagation direction

THPR Angle diffracted ray makes with edge

THR Angle between edge unit vector and ray from
source image location to corner MC

TPP Distance parameter used in calculating
diffraction coefficients -.

VAX 3 X 3 matrix defining the source image
coordinate system axes

VC Unit vector from source image to corner 1
or 2 of edge ME

VCM Distance from source image to corner 1 or 2
of edge ME

VECT Vector used to move diffraction point off
edge for shadowing tests

VI Unit vector of ray incident on edge from
plate reflection (from subroutine DFPTWD)

VIP Unit vector of ray from source image to
* modified diffraction point

VJ X,Y, and Z components of source ray propa-
gatlon direction

VMG Distance along the edge from first corner
of edge to diffraction point

Xl Single reflection source image location
-".
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, . XC Corner location -

XD Diffraction point (calculated in subroutine
DFPTWD) in RCS

XDl Diffraction point location

XDP Modified diffraction point used for
shadowing tests

XIS Source image location (for reflection from
plate MR)

XS Source location in RCS

XSS Single reflection source image location

ZP Dot product of propagation direction unit
vector and vector from diffraction point to
corner MC

5. I/O VARIABLES:

A. INPUT LOCATION

D /DIR/

DP /THPHUV/

DPR /PIS/

OT /THPHUV/

FLDPT /NEAR/

FNN F.P.

LCORNR /LOGDIF/

LDEBUG /TEST/

LNRFLD /NEAR/

LSLOPE /LOGDIF/

LSURF /SURFAC/

LUPRNT /ADEBUG/
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RPLDPL (GTD)

ME F. P.

MEP /GEOPLA/

MP F.P.

MR F. P.

PHSR /DIR/

'SPI /PIS/

THSR /DIR/

rPI/PS

V /GEOPLA/

VMAG /EDMAG/

VN /GEOPLA/

VP /GEOPLA/

VXI /IMAINF/

X /GEOPI.A/

XI /IMAINF/

XS /SORINF/

B. OUTPUT LOCATION

ECPH F.'

ECPH F.P.
ECTH F.P. ~5
EDPH F.P.

6. CALLING ROUTINE:

GTODRV 
S
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RPLDPL (GTD)

7. CALLED ROUTINES:

ASSIGN

BEXP

BTAN2

CYLINT

DFPTWD

DI COE F

DW.

FFCT

554 NFD

PLAINT

REFBP

SMAGNF

SOURCE

SOURCP

STATIN

STATOT

TPNFLD

WLKBCK S

XYZFLD

8. REFERENCES:

A. R. G. Kouyoumjian and P. H. Pathak, "A Uniform Geometrical
Theory of Diffraction for an Edge In a Perfectly Conducting
Surface," Proc. IEEE, Vol. 62, November 1914, pp. 1448-1461.
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RPLOPL (GTD)

B. W. 0. Burnside and P. H. Pathak, "A Corner Diffraction Coeffi-S dient, M to appear.

C. Y. M. Hwang and R. G. Kouyoumjian, "A Dyadic Diffraction
Coefficient for an Electromagnetic Wave Which Is Rapidly
Varying at an Edge," USNC-URSI 1974 Annual Meeting, Boulder,
CO.. Oct. 1974.
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RPLDPL (GTD)." Page 2 of 3 .

20

CALCULATE THE INCI. COMPUTE PHASE
DENT AND DIFFRACTED •ER
ANGLES

COMPUTE DIFFRACTION COMPUTE EDGE DIF*
POLARIZATION UNIT FRACTION COEFFICIENTS
VECTORS DW

COMPUTE COMPONENTS

COMPUTE SINE OF OF EDGEOIFFRACTED
DIFFRACTION ANGLE FIELD PERPENDICULAR

AND PARALLEL TO THE
EDGE .,

29 r201 ONLY
COMPUTE SOURCE FIELD CORNER YES
PATTERN FACTOR DIFFRACTI

SOURCE EXISTS

NO

MULTIPLY SOURCE COMPUTE THETA AND
FACTOR BY REFLEC- PHI COMPONENTS OF
TION COEFFICIENT EDGE-DIFFRACTED

FIELD

OF INCIDENT FIELD PONENTS OF EDGE- ,

PERPENDICULAR AND DIFFRACTED FIELD AND
PARALLEL TO THE ACCUMULATE
EDGE XYZFL

IF SLOPE DIFFRACTION IS
DESIRED. COMPUTE IF
INCIDENT SLOPE FIELD 202
PATTERN FACTORS I NER

DIFFRACTION NO A

MULTIPLY SLOPE FAC.
TORS BY REFLECTION
COEFFICIENT N
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RPLDPL (GTD)
Page 3 of 3

* C

35

COMPUTE TOTAL THETA
LOOP THRU 1OTH AND PHI COMPONENTS

CORNERS ON j(FOR BOTH CORNERS)
EDGE ME OF CORNER-DIFFRACTED

FIELDS IN RCS

COMPUTE CORNER L N
DIFFRACTION COEFFI- ,RE-
CIENT

COMPUTE MODIFIED
EDGE DIFFRACTION
COEFFICIENTS 4

LDEBUG N

312 
•

COMPUTE COMPONENTS YES
OF DIFFRACTED FIELD
PERPENDICULAR AND
PARALLEL TO EDGE

CALCULATE FIELD.MAGNITUDE

COMPUTE THETA AND M I
PHI COMPONENTS OF "

CORNER"IFFRACTED

FIELD PRINT ON FILE LUPRNT.
FIELD MAGNITUDE AND
THETA AND PHI COM-
PONENTS OF FIELD

COMPUTE x. y, z COMPO-
NENTS OF CORNER-OIF-
FRACTED FIELDS AND
ACCUMULATE

XYZFLD 1415 l.

RETURN
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1. NAME: RPLRCL (GTD)

2. PURPOSE: To compute the unobstructed electric field from a unit
source reflected by plate MP and then reflected by the cylinder into
the far-field observation direction or to the near-field observation -
point.

3. METHOD: RPLRCL functions as a service routine for subroutine

RPLSCL, where the actual plate-cylinder fields are computed. The
geometrical optics reflected field components ETH and EPH computed
in RPLRCL are used only for reference purposes. The field compo-
nents calculated in RPLRCL, which are used in RPLSCL, are the hard
and soft components of the plate-reflected field incident on the
cylinder at the reflection point. These components, along with
several other useful parameters, are passed to subroutine RPLSCL
through common block FUDGI. Pertinent geometry is shown in
figure 1.

ZT

'1S.

SOURCE -
Di

A ~LOCAT ION o.

Figure 1. Illustration of Plate-Reflected,
Cylinder-Reflected Ray
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RPLRCL (GTD)

* . The code first makes two checks to determine if it is possible for
reflection to occur off the cylinder. One check determines if the
observation direction or point is in the lit or dark geometrical
optic region of the cylinder. The other check is to determine if
the observation direction or point is in the paraxial region beyond
the end caps. If reflection cannot occur, a flag is set to indicate
starting data are not available for the next time subroutine RPLRCL
is called. Another flag is also set to indicate the field does not
exist. The fields are set to zero and control is returned to the
calling routine.

If cylinder reflection could occur, the reflection point is deter-
mined by calling subroutine RFDFIN for near-field calculations and
subroutine RFPTCL for far-field calculations. The code then checks
to see if the cylinder reflection point is beyond the cylinder end
caps. If it is, a flag is set to indicate that the geometrical
optics field does not exist. The fields are set to zero and control
is returned to the calling routine. If the reflection point is on
the curved surface of the cylinder, the ray path from the cylinder
reflection point in the far-field observation directon or to the
near-field observation point is checked for obstructions. Then, the
code checks to see if reflection occurs from plate MP. Next, the
remainder of the complete ray path is checked for obstructions. If
at any point the ray path is shadowed or reflection does not occur
from plate MP, the code sets a flag to indicate that the geometrical
optics field does not exist. Those fields are set to zero and
control is returned to the calling routine.

If the plate and cylinder reflections do occur, and the ray path is
not obstructed, the field computations can begin. First, the source
field pattern factor is found by calling subroutine SOURCE. The
source factor is then multiplied by the reflection coefficient.
Next, the polarization unit vectors perpendicular and parallel to
the plane of incidence are computed. These are used to compute the
incident field components parallel and perpendicular to the plane of
incidence. The plate-reflected field components parallel and
perpendicular to the plane of incidence are then computed. Next,
the theta and phi components of the reflected field are computed.
The subroutine then ends by computing the theta and phi components
of the hard and soft field components incident upon the cylinder.

4. INTERNAL VARIABLES:

VARIABLE DEFINITION

CTHW Dot product of cylinder normal and reflec-
tion propagation direction unit vector

CW Cosine of WR
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D Propagation direction after cylinder
reflection in x, y, z RCS components

01 Direction unit vector used for determining
if cylinder reflection is possible

02 Direction unit vector used for determining
if cylinder reflection is possible

DD X-Y distance from the z axis to the
cylinder reflection point

- .

DDt Dot product of unit vector of propagation
direction and cylinder tangent unit vector
through tangent point 1 (2-D)

DO2 Dot product of unit vector of propagation
direction and cylinder tangent unit vector
through tangent point 2 (2-D)

DHIS Distance from reflection point on plate to
reflection point on the cylinder

DHIT Distance from source to hit point (from
PLAINT)

DHT Distance to hit point (from subroutine
PLAINT)

DICOEF X,Y, and Z components of incident ray
direction on cylinder in RCS

DOTP Variable used to indicate if reflection
occurred and satisfied Snell's Law

DJ X,Y,Z components of propagation direction
of ray incident on plate

DXY Dot product of vector from origin to source k
image location and propagation direction
(2-D)

EF Pattern factor of theta component of inci-
dent field in RCS

EG Pattern factor of phi component of incident
field in RCS
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RPLRCL (GTD)

EHPHI Phi component of the hard component of
field incident on cylinder (parallel to
plane of incidence)

EHTHI Theta component of the hard component of
field incident on cylinder (parallel to
plane of incidence)

EIPP Incident cylinder field component parallel
to plane of incidence

EIPR Incident cylinder field component perpen-
dicular to plane of incidence

EPH Phi component of cylinder-reflected E-field

ERPP Cylinder-reflected field component parallel
to plane of incidence

ERPR Cylinder-reflected field component perpen-
dicular to plane of incidence

ERXERY,ERZ X,Y,Z components of field incident on (or
reflected from) cylinder in RCS

ESPHI Phi component of the soft component of
field incident on cylinder (perpendicular
to plane of incidence)

ESTHI Theta component of the soft component of
field incident on cylinder (perpendicular
to plane of incidence)

ETH Theta component of cylinder-reflected E-
field

EX,EY,EZ Pattern factor of x,y,z components of
source field incident on cylinder in RCS

FPTXY Location of field point in z=O, x-y plane

LHIT Set true if ray hits plate (from PLAINT)

LRFI Set true if reflection data are available
from previous pattern angle (or for next
pattern angle (when leaving routine))
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LTRFI Set true if geometrical optics reflected-

reflected field does not exist

MP Plate on which reflection occurs

ORIGIN The origin of the reference coordinate
system (RCS) (0., 0., 0.)

PH Complex phase and ray spreading coefficient

PHIR Phi component of incident ray direction on
cylinder

PHJR Phi angle for direction of ray incident on
plate

PHSRI Phi angle of D1

PHSR2 Phi angle of D2

RH01I Ray spreading radius in plane of cylinder
curvature at reflection point

RH02 Ray spreading radius normal to plane of
incidence at reflection point

S Distance from source image to cylinder
reflection point

SMAGI Length of ray from reflection point on
cylinder to source image

SNF Distance between field point and cylinder
reflection point

SQRH Part of spr :ading factor

SXN,SYN,SZN X,Y, and Z components of unit vector of
ray from reflection point on cylinder to
source image location in RCS

THIR Theta component of incident ray direction
on cylinder

THJR Theta angle which defines direction of ray
incident on plate

THSR1 Theta angle of D

.4 945
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THSR2 Theta angle of 02

UB Unit vector of binovinal to cylinder at
reflection point (2-0)

UN Unit vector of normal to cylinder at
reflection point (2-0)

UIPPX,UIPPY,UIPPZ X,Y,Z components of incident field polar-
ization unit vector parallel to plane of
incidence

UIPRX,UIPRY,UIPRZ X,Y,Z components of incident reflected ''
field polarization unit vector perpendic-
ular to plane of incidence

URPPX,URPPY,URPPZ X,Y,Z components of reflected field
polarization unit vector parallel to plane
of incidence

• VAX Matrix defining source coordinate system
A' axes in RCS components

VR Phi angle at which cylinder reflection
occurs

XE1 Vector in the direction of the more posi-
tive end cap used to determine if cylinder
reflection can occur

XE2 Vector in the direction of the more nega- -
tive end cap used to determine if cylinder
reflection can occur

XIS X,Y,Z components of source image location
also reflection point on plate

XPI Location of reflection point on cylinder in
x,y,z RCS

XSS Source image location

XT1 Cylinder tangent point one location in x-y

plane of vector from source image
4.-

XT2 Cylinder tangent point two location in x-y
plane of vector from source image
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5. I/O VARIABLES:

A. INPUT LOCATION

A /GEOMEL/

B /GEOMEL/

BTI /BNDICL/

CPS /DIR/

CTC /GEOMEL/

*CTHS /DIR/

o /DIR/

DP /THPHUV/

DT /THPHUV/

DTI /BNDICL/

FLOPT /NEAR/

IDEBUG /TEST/

LNRFLD /NEAR/

LRFI /CLRFI/

LUPRNT /ADEBUG/

M P F. P.

-'PHSR /DIR/

Pi /PIS/

SPS /DIR/

STHS /DIR/

THSR /DIR/

TPI /PIS/

VTI /BNDICL/
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VXI /IMAINF/

xi /IMAINF/

S.XS /SORINF/

zc /GEOMEL/

B. OUTPUT LOCATION

CPS /DIP./

EHPHI /FUDG[/

*EHTHI /FUDGI/

EPH F. P.

ESPHI /FUDGI/

ESTHI /FUDG[/

ETH F. P.

-*LRFI /CLRFI/

LTRFI /FUDGI/

RGII /FUDGI/

RHOlI /FUDGI/

SMAGI /FUDGI/

'4.,SPS /DIR/

TRANI /FUDGI/

XRI /FUDGI/

6. CALLING ROUTINE:

RPLSCL
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7. CALLED ROUTINES:

ASSIGN RFDFIN

BEXP RFPTCL

BTAN2 SMAGNF

CYLINT SOURCE

NANOB STATIN

* NFD S1'ATOT

PLAINT TPNFLD

REFBP WLKBCK
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CALCULATE INCIDENT
FIELD0 COMPONENTS

PARALLEL AND PERPEN
DICULAR TO PLANE OF

CAN INCIDENCE

FROM CYLINDERA

COMPUTE PLATE
YSR EFLECTED0 FIELDA

1; COMPONENTS PARALLEL
AND PERPENDICULAR

SCALCULATE REPLECTION1 TO PLANE OF INCIDENCE 12

NSET LRFI IMPj FALSE
* CALCULATE THETA AND

* PHI COMPONENTS OF

REFLECTEDOREFLECTED 4

isFIELD B
REFLECTION YES

COMPUTE THETA AND SET LTRF I TRUE]
NO PHI COMPONENTS OF

SOFT COMPONENT OF
FIELD INCIDENT ON

CYLICYLINDER

RE FLECTON NO
app OA PLATE

PLATET REHLCTE YESE FED T E

isFEDINCIDENT ONPLT YE

LAEOS CYYLNNDE

UNIT VTOF PEATENB

MP OCCU9506
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1. NAME: RPLRPL (GTD)

2. PURPOSE: To compute the unobstructed electric field from a unit
source due to double reflection from specified plates (reflection
off plate MP and then plate MPP).

0 3. METHOD: RPLRPL is the driver routine which directs the ray tracing,
physics and field calculations for double reflection off specified
plates in a given far-field direction or to a near-field observation
point from a unit source. The pertinent geometry is shown in
figure 1.

A
D

PLATE MPP

SOURCE X-S

DHI

IHI

I

% , OHS DsHIJ -

DI DHIT DHDJ"-..'

PLATE MP

S SINGLE REFLECTION DOUBLE REFLECTION
SOURCE IMAGE SOURCE IMAGE

IS .X

Figure 1. Geometry for Double Reflected Ray

First the ray path from the double reflection source image is
checked to see If it passes through plate MPP. If it does, the ray
path from the reflection point on plate MPP in the desired far-field
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direction or to the near-field observation point is checked for
obstructions. If this ray did not hit another plate or a cylinder,
the rays between the first and second reflection points and between
the source and first reflection point are also checked to see if
they are blocked. If none of these separate paths is blocked, then
it is known that reflections on the two plates specified did occur
in the correct order and that the complete ray path is unobstructed.
If at any check the ray was blocked by another plate or a cylinder,
or the ray did not pass through plates MP and MPP as required for
double reflection, the code immediately sets the theta and phi
components of the electric field to zero, and no other computations
except debug functions (if requested) are performed in this routine.

If the ray path is unobstructed and the reflections occurred, the
source field pattern factor at the double reflection source image
location is computed in subroutine SOURCE. The phase factor is then
computed. For far field this will refer the electric field back to
the origin of the reference coordinate system (RCS). For near field
the phase factor includes the spherical wave spread factor. Now the

Stheta and phi components of the electric field are computed. The
electric field is given as:

S= (EF e + EG 0) eJ 2I(XIJ D) for far field

from subroutine from sub- EX -phase factor
SOURCE - routine

SOURCE -

theta component phi component
of source of source
factor factor

and

E = (F 9 I- EG*) e2SNF(SF + EG for near field.SNF '"''

from subroutine from subroutine EX - phase factor
SOURCE - SOURCE - where SNF = I- MIT - XTJI
theta component phi component
of source of source
factor factor
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The x, y, z components of the electric field are computed and
accumulated by calling subroutine XYZFLD.

If the debug capabilities have been requested, the doubly reflected
field magnitude is computed. The magnitude, theta and phi complex
components of the field are printed on file LUPRNT. C.

4. INTERNAL VARIABLES:

VARIABLE DEFINITION

SCPHI Cosine of PHIR

CPHJ Cosine of PHJR

CTHI Cosine of THIR

CTHJ Cosine of THJR

X,Y,Z components of ray propagation direc-
tion after second reflection in RCS

DHIJ Distance from double reflection image to
hit point on plate MPP

DHIS Distance between reflection points

DHIT Distance from source to reflection point
(from PLAINT)

DHT Distance (calculated in PLAINT or CYLINT)
from source or point from which ray
originates to hit point

DICOEF X,Y,Z components of incident ray propaga-
tion direction in RCS

DJ X,Y,Z components of propagation direction
of ray incident on plate MPP

EF Theta component of source field pattern ...

factor

EG Phi component of source field pattern
factor

EIX,EIY,EIZ X,Y,Z components of source field pattern -:
factor.,
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ERP Phi-component of electric field

ERT Theta component of electric field

EX Complex phase factor

FLDMAG The electric field magnitude

FLDPT The x,y,z location of the near-field obser-
vation point

GAM Phase distance to origin (dot product of
double reflection image location and
reflected ray propagation direction)

LDEBUG Logical variable set true if debug option
requested

LHIT Set true if ray intersects a plate or
cylinder (from PLAINT or CYLINT)

LNRFLD Flag to indicate if far-field (LNRFLD=O) or
near-field (LNRFLD=1) calculations are
requested

MP .wsi

MP Plate from which first reflection occurs
MPP Plate from which second reflection occurs.

PHIR Phi angle of incident ray propagation
direction in RCS

PHJR Phi angle of ray direction between reflec-
tions in RCS

PHSR Phi angle of ray propagation direction
after reflection in RCS

SNF Distance from double reflection image loca-

tion to observation field point

SPHI Sine of PHIR

SPHJ Sine of PHJR

STHI Sine of THIR

,v, STHJ Sine of THJR
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THIR Theta angle of incident ray propagation
* direction in RCS

THJR Theta angle of ray direction between
reflections in RCS

THSR Theta angle of ray propagation direction
after reflections in RCS

VAX X,Y,Z components defining unit vectors of",''

.-. the source image coordinate system axes in
RCS components

VAXP X,Y,Z components defining unit vectors of
the source image coordinate system axes in
RCS for double reflection

XI Triply dimensioned array of image locations

XIJ X,Y,Z components of double reflection image
location

XIS X,Y,Z components of single reflert':.n
source image location (single reflection
from plate MP)

XQ X,Y,Z components of double reflection image
location

XS Source location in x,yz RCS

5. 1/0 VARIABLES:

A. INPUT LOCATION

D /DIR/

FLDPT /NEAR/

LDEBUG /TEST/

LNRFLD /NEAR/

LUPRNT /ADEBUG/

MP F.P.

MPP F.P.
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PHSR /DIR

PHSR /DIR/

TPI /PIS/

VXI /IMAINFi,

xi /IMAM~/

XS /SORINF/

B. OUTPUT LOCATION

44 FP

ERP F.P.

6. CALLING ROUTINE:

GTDDRV

7. CALLED ROUTINES:

ASSIGN

BEXP

CYLINT

IMDIR

NFD

PLAINT

REFBP

SMAGNF

SOURCE

STATIN .

STATOT

WLKBCK

XYZFLD
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RPLRPL PYFO

SPECIFY IMAGE
POSITION AFTER
DOUBLE REFLECTION D

RAYIN HIT ANOTHER

DOUBLE REMLECED YESN

PAE NPAMPP ,

?4OS A

FRMFRS4F

YE6ELCTO ON
HIT A C l.IN*E

BEFORE MP

DOES95L

DOUBL REFLCTED ES N
RAY HIT* ANOTHE A. . . . . . . . -



RPLRPL (GTD) Page 2 of 2

COMPUTE DOUBLE
REFLECTED -'

SOURCE IMAGE AXES
IMDIR

COMPUTE SOURCE FIELD
PATTERN FACTOR

- SOURCE

COMPUTE PHASE TERM

COMPUTE THETA AND PHI
FEDCOMPONENTS

COMPUTE AND
ACCUMULATE
xyz COMPONENTS OFA
FIELD

XYZFLD 50

* SET FIEL.D TO ZERO

LDEBUG N

COMPUTE FIELD
MAGNITUDE

PRINT MAGNITUDE,
E-THETA, E-PHI ON
FILE LUPRNT

4.14
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1. NAME: RPLSCL (GTD)

2. PURPOSE: To compute the unobstructed electric field from a unit
source reflected by plate MP and then scattered by the cylinder in
the given far-field observation direction or to a given near-field
observation point.

3. METHOD: RPLSCL is the driver routine which directs all the ray
tracing, physics and field calculations for determining the electric
field reflected by a plate and then scattered by the cylinder in the
given far-field observation direction or to a given near-field
observation point. The geometry is shown in figure 1.

SOURCE--
LOCATION CREEPING RA~~WAVE RAY .:

or- .1,

.?. ~~S 0LiR CED- .
":.,'lIMAGE PLATE MP
r.. LOCATION REFLECTED RAY -"'

Figure 1. Illustration of Ray Reflected by a Plate and
Then Scattered by the Clyinder

The code begins by initializing the fields to zero. The code then
makes a check to see if the plate-reflected rays can illuminate the
cylinder curved surface. If they cannot, debug information (if

* requested) is printed on file LUPRNT. Control is then returned to
the calling routine. If the plate-reflected rays can illuminate the
curved surface of the cylinder, the code steps through the tangent
vectors to calculate fields based on a value ALR. ALR is the
reflected ray phi angle in the tangent point coordinate system. The
tangents are found from the image of the source through plate MP
tangent to the cylinder curved surface. If ALR is less than 7, a
plate-reflected cylinder-reflected ray can be determined. If ALR is
greater the. r, a creeping wave exists for this tangent on the

". 9 9
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cylinder. If ALR is approximately T, grazing incidence occurs on
the cylinder. After the fields associated with one tangent have
been found, the code proceeds to the next tangent and calculates the
new value of ALR. The fields associated with this tangent are then
determined. All the fields are accumulated in subroutine XYZFLD in
common block FLDXYZ. After the total field is found, debug informa-
tion (if requested) is printed on file LUPRNT. The debug informa-
tion consists of field magnitude, theta and phi components of the
total field. Control is then returned to the calling routine.

If ALR is less than iT, a reflected ray path will possibly be found
on the cylinder. Subroutine RPLRCL calculates the ray path for a
plate-reflected ray followed by a cylinder-reflected ray. It also
calculates parameters associated with this ray path and field.
These parameters and the field incident upon the cylinder are passed
to subroutine RPLSCL through common block FUDGI. Once control is
returned to RPLSCL, this subroutine checks to make sure reflected
fields are present. If they are not, the code will proceed to the
next tangent. If reflected fields are present, the code checks to
see if reflection should be handled by the second tangent. If it
should, the tangent index is set for the second tangent. Field
computations can now begin. The hard and soft components of the
field incident on the cylinder, obtained from common block FUDGI,
are converted into the cylinder-reflected field. This is the total
plate-reflected cylinder-reflected field. The x, y, z components of
this field are computed in subroutine XYZFLD. The field is also
accumulated in this subroutine with fields from other interactions.

If ALR is greater than 7, a creeping wave can occur along the
cylinder. The code to determine the incident point and the point at
which the creeping wave leaves the cylinder is different for near-

* field and far-field calculations. Please refer to the accompanying
flowchart for the specifics of this procedure. While in the differ-
ent near-field and far-field paths, the code does compute the same
items. The x, y, z components of the point at which the creeping
wave leaves the cylinder and the x,y,z components of the point at
which the creeping wave begins on the cylinder are computed. These
points are checked to make sure that they exist on the curved sur-
face of the cylinder and not beyond the end caps. Also, the code
checks to see if reflection from plate MP can occur. The ray path
between the reflection and initial diffraction point are checked for
shadowing. The ray path from the source to the plate reflection
point is checked for shadowing also. While still in the separate
near-field/far-field paths, the incident source field pattern factor
is computed by calling subroutine SOURCE. The source factor is
multiplied by the reflection coefficient. Various other parameters
associated with the path lengths needed for phase factors and ray
spreading radii are computed. The code comes back together and
checks if the cylinder-diffracted ray is obstructed. If not, the
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total phase factor is computed, and the hard and soft components of
the creeping wave are determined. From this, the total plate-
reflected cylinder-diffracted field can be found. It is converted
into x,y,z components and accumulated in subroutine XYZFLD.

If ALR is approximately equal to v, grazing incidence can occur on
the cylinder. In this section, the code first checks to see if
reflection from plate MP can occur. If it can, the ray between the
reflection point and the far-field observation direction or near-
field observation point is checked for obstructions. Then the
source ray is checked for shadowing. If the ray paths are clear,
the grazing incident point is computed. This point is checked to
make sure it is on the curved surface of the cylinder and not beyond
the end caps. If the ray path is legitimate, then the source field
pattern factor is computed by calling subroutine SOURCE. The source
factor is multiplied by the reflection coefficient. A phase factor
is determined. The hard and soft components of the field incident
at the grazing point are determined. By combining this field with
the grazing incident transition field, the total plate-reflected
cylinder-scattered field can be determined. The x,y,z components of
the grazing incidence field are computed and accumulated in subrou-
tine XYZFLD.

4. INTERNAL VARIABLES:

VARIABLE DEFINITION

ALR Cylinder-reflected ray phi angle in tangent
point coordinate system (2-D)

ALS Phi angle defining direction of ray from .'RCS origin to source image in tangent point

coordinate system

BX,BY,BZ X,Y,Z components of polarization unit
vector of soft component of field incident
on cylinder (parallel to cylinder surface
and normal to incident ray propagation
direction)

CCC Real part of the Fresnel integral

CFH Hard transition field coefficient

CFS Soft transition field coefficient

DEPH Phi component of transition field in RCS

DETH Theta component of transition field in RCS

- . 4
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DHIT Distance from source image to plate reflec-
tion point (from PLAINT)

DHIV Distance from plate reflection point to
cylinder

DHT Distance from source to hit point (from
PLAINT)

DICOEF Unit vector of ray incident on cylinder

DIJ X,Y plane vector from a source image
tangent ray to the point the creeping wave
leaves the cylinder.

,. DIJXDJ Cross product of DIJ and DJT
\4.

DIT Cylinder incident ray vector

DIXDIJ Cross product of DIT and DIJ

DJ X,Y,Z components of unit vector of propaga-
tion direction of source ray incident on
plate

DJT X-Y plane components of observation
direction

DMAG Distance between plate reflection point and
the near-field observation point for
grazing incidence calculations

EF Pattern factor for theta component of
incident field in RCS

EG Pattern factor for phi component of
incident field in RCS

EHP Phi component of hard component of field
incident on cylinder in RCS

EHT Theta component of hard component of field
incident on cylinder in RCS

EIX,EIY,EIZ Pattern factor for x,y,z components of
incident field in RCS

EP Phi component of cylinder-scattered E-field
with phase referred to RCS origin
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ER Dot product of unit vector tangent to
cylinder and the propagation direction unit
vector

ERP Phi component of field reflected by plate
then reflected by cylinder

ERT Theta component of field reflected by plate
then reflected by cylinder

ESP Phi component of soft component of field
incident on cylinder in RCS

EST Theta component of soft component of field
incident on cylinder in RCS

ET Theta component of cylinder-scattered
E-field with phase referred to RCS origin

FPTXY The x-y plane components of the near-field
observation field point

I Variable used to step through tangent
points

LHIT Set true if ray hits a plate (from PLAINT)

LTRFI (Returned from RPLRCL) set true if geo-
metrical optics cylinder-reflected field
does not exist

LVJ Logical variable set true first time
creeping wave computations begin

MP Plate where reflection occurs

ORIGIN RCS origin (0.,0.,0.)

PHIR Phi component of propagation direction of
ray incident on cylinder

PHJR Phi component of propagation direction of
source ray incident on plate

S Length of vector from source image to
tangent point (2 or 3-D). Also, the total
distance between the source image point and
the cylinder incidence point
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4.

Si X-Y plane distance between the source image
and incident point

S2 X-Y plane distance between the field point
and the point on the cylinder at which the
creeping wave leaves

SNF Distance between near-field observation
point and point at which ray path leaves
cylinder (from reflection or creeping wave)

SS Distance of path along the cylinder
.2-

SSS Imaginary part of the Fresnel integral

STA Elliptical angle defining the source
tangent point x-y location

THIR Theta component of propagation direction of . ;
ray incident on cylinder

THJR Theta component of propagation direction of
source ray incident on plate

UB Unit binormal at reflection point phi angle
(2-0) in x-y plane

UN Unit normal at reflection point phi angle .

(2-0) in x-y plane
VAX Source image axes

VD Elliptical angle defining point where
creeping wave leaves cylinder

VI Elliptical angle used to define tangent
points (2-D)

: VJ Elliptical angles defining the two tangent
points on the cylinder for the vector from
the field point tangent to the cylinder

VJB The elliptical angle defining the x-y plane
point on the cylinder at which the creeping
wave leaves the cylinder

VL Elliptical angle defining lower range of
creeping wave travel on cylinder (2-0)
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VU Elliptical angle defining upper range of
creeping wave travel on cylinder (2-D)

XD,YD,ZD X,Y,Z components of direction of ray from
source to cylinder tangent point (incident
ray for creeping and grazing incidence
cases)

XII,YII,ZII X,Y,Z components of point where incident
creeping wave (or grazing wave) meets
cylinder

XIS X,Y,Z components of image source location
(for reflection from plate MP)

XPP X,Y,Z components of point where ray leaves

cylinder

XPT Incident point on cylinder

XRF X,Y,Z components of point where creeping
wave leaves cylinder

, XSS Source image location through plate MP

XXX Argument of the Fresnel integral

5. I/O VARIABLES:

4q A. INPUT LOCATION

A /GEOMEL/
AS /GTD/

B /GEOMEL/

BTI /BNDICL/

CJ /COMP/

CP14 /COMP/

CPS /DIR/

CTC /GEOMEL/ .5

CTHS /DIR/
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D /DIR/

DTI /BNDICL/

EHPHI /FUDGI/

EHTHI /FIJDGI/

ESPHI /FUDGI/

ESTHI /FUDGI/

FLDPT /NEAR/

ID /GTD/

IDEBUG /TEST/

LNRFLD /NEAR/

IRFI /CLRFI/

LIRFI /FUDGI/

LUPRNT /ADEBUG/

MP F.P.

Pi /PIS/

PHSR /DIR/

RGII /FUDGI/

RHOlI /FUDGI/ 
4

SAS /GTD/

SI4AGI /FUDGI/

SPS /DIR/

STHS /DIR/

THSR /DIR/

TPI /PIS/

TRANI /FUDGIf

VTI /BND[CL/
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VXI /IMA[NI/

xi /IMAINI/

XRI /FUDGI/

XS /SORINF/

ZC /GEOMEL/

'V.B. OUTPUT LOCATION

EP F. P.

ERP F. P.

ERT F. P.

ET F. P.

LRFI /CLRFI/

6. CALLING ROUTINE:

GTDDRV

7. CALLEO ROUTINES:

ASSIGN QFUN

BEXP RADCV

BTAN2 REFBP

CYLINT RPLRCL F

OQG32 SMAGNF

FCT SOURCE

FKARG STATIN

FRNELS STATOT

NANOB TANG

NFD WLKBCK

PFUN XYZFLD

PLAINT
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Page 1 of 6

"S6

RPLSCL (COMPUTE REFLECTED-
FIELD TERMS. ALR .T)

FIND CYLINDER
REFLECTION POINT

INITIALIZE FIELDS TO AND ASSOCIATED
ZERO FIELDS

RPLRCL

ILLUMINATE CYLINDER A F ?LSPRSN

F is

EFLECTION YE

LOOP THROUGH

CALCULATE ALR, THE ONCYILINDENT
* REFLECTED RAY PNI

ANGLE IN TANGENT
POINT COORDINATE
SYSTEM

.30

COMPUTE F. I, E

(EITHER CREEPING
CREEPING YSWAVE OR REFLECTED)

ANDUT ACCUMULAT

XYZFL
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E

6

ACCUMULATE TOTAL
FIELDS

-. 4
ANOTHERYE F

TANGENT

-AA
LDEBUG '""/

- .? YES

COMPUTE FIELD
MAGNITUDE

PRINT FIELD MAGNI-

TUDE AND THETA AND"."?

, PHI COMPONENTS ON

,,,. ~FILE LUPRNT"."-l

1..41

%, RETURN" "
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COMPUTE SOURCE FIELD
PATTERN FACTOR

SOURCE

MULTIPLY SOURCE FAC-
TOR BY REFLECTION
COEFFICIENT

COMPUTE PHASE FAC-
TOR
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1. NAME: RWCOMS (GTD, INPUT, MOM, OUTPUT)

2. PURPOSE: To read or write common blocks on the checkpoint file.

3. METHOD: RWCOMS uses arrays the same length as each common area.
These common arrays can be read from, or written to, the checkpoint
file.

4. INTERNAL VARIABLES:

VARIABLES DEFINITION

ADEBG Array the same length as ADEBUG common

AMPZJ Array the same length as AMPZIJ common

ARGCM Array the same length as ARGCOM common

CSTM Array the same length as CSYSTM common

DFDT Array the same length as DEFDAT common

FLDCM Array the same length as FLDCOM common

GEODT Array the same length as GEODAT common

GTDDT Array the same length as GTDDAT common

ICOM Index to commons

ICOMSV Save the index

IEOF End-of-file indicator

IFILE File number for input or output (CHKPNT or .

MODCHK)

INDXP1 INDXWB+-

INDXWB Size of array NAMOLD

INTM Array the same length as INTMAT common

IOFLS Array the same length as IOFLES common

IWBSAV Saved value of walk back table index

JNCN Array the same length as JUNCOM common

MDLE Array the same length as MODULE common

975 PREVIOUS PAGE
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RWCOMS (GTO, INPUT, MOM, OUTPUT)

NAMCOM Contains the names of commons written to
the checkpoint file

NAME Name of common block being read in

NAMOLD Array to store first four locations of
walkback table

NCOMSZ Array containing the length of each common

NMWRDS Number of words in common being read

NREAD Input variable that will indicate a read or
write

NUMCOM Number of commons

' PARTB Array the same length as PARTAB common

SCNPR Array the same length as SCNPAR common

SGMNT Array the same length as SEGMNT common

SMSTR Array the same length as SYMSTR common

* SYSFL Array the same length as SYSFIL common

TEMP Array the same length as TEMPO1 common

5. 1/0 VARIABLES:

A. INPUT LOCATION V4.

ADEBG /ADEBUG/

AMPZJ /AMPZIJ/

ARGCM /ARGCOM/

- CSTM /CSYSTM/

- DFDT /DEFDAT/

FLDCM /FLDCOM/

GEODI /GEODAT/

GTDDT /GFDDAT/

IFILE F.P.
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RWCOMS (GTD, INPUT, MOM, OUTPUT)

IOFLS /IOFLES/

ISOFF /ADEBUG/

ISON /ADEBUG/

JNCN /JUNCOM/

LUPRNT /ADEBUG/

* .MDLE /MODULE/

MX WALK /ADEBUG/

NAMRTN /ADEBUG/

NREAD F.P.

NRSUBS /ADEBUG/

PARTB /PARTAB/

SCNPR /SCNPAR/

4.SGMNT /SEGMNT/

SMSTR /SYMSTR/

SYSFL /SYSFIL/

TEMP /TEMPOl/

B. OUTPUT LOCATION

ADEBG /ADEBUG/

AMPZJ /AMPZlJ/

ARGCM /ARGCOM/

CSTM /CSYSTM/

DFDT /DEFDAT/

FLDCM /FLDCOM/

GEODT /GEODAT/
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GIDDI /GTDDAT/

IEOF F.P.

IOFILE /IOFLES/

IOFIS /[OFLES/

JNCN /JUNCOM/

MOLE /MODULE/

NAH4RTN /ADEBUG/

NOGOFG /ADEBUG/

NRTIMS /ADEBUG/

PARTB /PARTAB/

RSUMS /ADEBUG/

SCNPR /SCNPAR/

-~SGMNT /SEGMNT/

SMSTR /SYMSTh/

SYSFI /SYSFIL/

TEMP /TEMPO1/

6. CALLING ROUTINES:*

RESTRT (1)

STRTUP (2,3,4)

WRTCHK (1,2,3,4)

*1 - INPUT
2 - GTD
.- MOM
4 -OUTPUT

q 978
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7. CALLED ROUTINES: 9
ASSIGN

ROEFIL

- STATIN p --
STATOT

WLKBCK

WRTFIL

'A,
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RWCOMS (GTD, INPUT, MOM, OUTPUT)

RWCOMS

WRITE COMMON READ COMMON

NAME TO IOCKPT NAME FROM
IOCKPT

COITEOC READ COMMON

LENGTH TOLENGTH FROM
IOCKPT IOCKPT

ARRAY O IOCKTARRZE- FOM

1980
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1. NAME: RWFILS (GTD, INPUT, MOM, OUTPUT)

2. PURPOSE: Read or write all data files to/from a checkpoint file.

3. METHOD: The symbol table is searched for a data file that is not
null. The data set name is read/written and file attributes
calculated. PUTSYM is called to handle the file-to-file transfer
via the TEMP or SEGTBL array. Should TEMP not be large enough to
handle one record of the file, a fatal error is generated.

4. INTERNAL VARIABLES:

VARIABLE DEFINITION

I Pointer to symbol table entry

IFILE Checkpoint file number, either IOCKPT or
MODCHK

IRI Internal variable equal to zero

KGEOM Flag indicating geometry data set

NAME User-assigned name of data set

NBITWD Data set bit attribute word

NDF Internal variable to save file length while
reinitializing file

NFILE Logical unit number for data set

NPRBUF Number of records which will fit into
buffer array

NPRELM Number of words per data set element

NPRREC Number of words on data set record

NREAD Flag indicating whether to read (ISOFF) or
write (ISON) files

NRECS Internal variable equal to NPRREC

NS Hollerith equivalent of NAME

NUMREC Number of records contained in data set
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5. 1/O VARIABLES:

A. INPUT LOCATION

IFILE F.P.

IS15FF /ADEBUG/

ISON /ADEBUG/

KBCPLX /PARTAB/

KBGEOM /PARTAB/

KOLBIT /PARTAB/

KOLCOL /PARTAB/

KOLLOC /PARTAB/

KOLNA4 /PARTAB/

KOLROW /PARTAB/

LUPRNT /ADEBUG/

NDATBL /PARTAB/

~ . NWILE /IOFLES/

NPDATA /PARTAB/

NREAD F.P.

NTEMPS /TEMPOI/

SEGTBL /SEGMNT/

TEMP /TEMPOl/

B. OUTPUT LOCATION

IERRF /ADEBUG/
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6. CALLING ROUTINES:*

RESTRT (1)

STRTUP (2,3,4)

WRTCHK (1,2,3,4)

7. CALLED ROUTINES:

ASSIGN

CLSFIL

CONVRT

IBITCK

OPNFIL

. PUTSYM

ROEFIL

STATIN

STATOT

WLKBCK

WRTFIL

N-.-

h'•.1 - INPUT 
.-,

2 - GTD
3 - MOM
4 - OUTPUT
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RWIL

LOP VR YMO

IE
LopAVE
TABE NT
TALEETRE

.No

YE I-CR

STOAG
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NOy 
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1. NAME: SCALE2 (MOM, OUTPUT)

2. PURPOSE: To scale a linear axis.

3. METHOD: Given a minimum value XMIN, a maximum value XMAX, and the
number of intervals N, SCALE2 finds a new maximum XMAXP, a new mini-

.. mum XMINP, and the size of the intervals DIST.

4. INTERNAL VARIABLES:

VARIABLE DEFINITION

A Approximate interval size

AL Logl0 of A

B A scaled

DEL Round-off error

DIST Distance between each scale mark

4 FM1 Minimum value divided by the interval size

FM2 Maximum value divided by the interval size

Mi Variable used to keep points within the
minimum value

M2 Variable used to keep points within the
maximum value

N Input number of intervals

NAL Variable used to make the minimum/maximum
interval large enough

NP Check for the number of intervals

VINT Array containing number of interval sizes

XMAX Input maximum value

XMAXP Output maximum value

XMIN Input minimum value

XMINP Output minimum value
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5. I/O VARIABLES:

A. INPUT LOCATION

LUPRNT /ADEBUG/

N F.P.

XMAX F.P.

XMIN F.P.

B. OUTPUT LOCATION

DIST F.P.

XMAXP F.P

XMINP F.P.

*6. CALLING ROUTINE:

PAGPLT

7. CALLED ROUTINES:

ASSIGN

STAT IN

STATOT

WLKBCK

.9986
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1. NAME: SCALE3 (MOM, OUTPUT)

2. PURPOSE: To scale a log axis.

3. METHOD: Given a minimum value XMIN, a maximum value XMAX, and N
intervals where N is greater than one, SCALE3 finds a new range
XMINP and XMAXP divided into N equal logarithmic intervals. The
ratio of adjacent uniformly spaced scale values is DIST.

4. INTERNAL VARIABLES:

VARIABLE DEFINITION

A Approximate interval size

AL Log10 of A

B A scaled

DEL Round-off error

DIST Output distance between scale marks

DISTL Approximate interval size

' FM1 Approximate minimum limits

FM2 Approximate maximum limits

FN Number of intervals

M1 Minimum limit factor

M2 Maximum limit factor

N Input number of decades

NAL Integer power of the full interval

NP Approximate number of decades

NX Minimum power

_ VINT Integer containing number of decades

XMAX Input maximum value

.2 XMAXL Logarithmic value of XMAX
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XMAXP Output maximum value

XMIN Input minimum value

XMINL Logarithmic value of XMIN
XMINP Output minimum value

5. 1/0 VARIABLES:

A. INPUT LOCATION

LUPRNT /ADEBUG/

N F.P. -7

XMAX F.P.

'..,XMIN F.P.

B. OUTPUT LOCATION

DIST F.P.

*XMAXP F.P.

*XMINP F.P.

6. CALLING ROUTINE:

PAGPLT

7. CALLED ROUTINES:

ASSIGN

STATIN

STATOT

WLKBCK
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1. NAME: SCAN (INPUT)

2. PURPOSE: Scan the input command and generate the scan tables for
the parsing routine.

3. METHOD: SCAN breaks up the input command text into fields. These
are numeric, alpha, keyword, and operator fields. The numeric field
is converted into an integer or floating point number and put in the
NVAL or VAL array. The alpha field is packed into the NVAL array.Keyword fields have, the keyword number put in the NVAL array. The•-Z

operator number is put in the NVAL array. Then a field code for
each will be put in the NCODE array.

When the SCAN table is completed, the next command is read to look
for a possible end of file before the END command.

If the IGNORE flag is on, the scan table is scanned for monadic
signs. These signs are added to the number that follows it in the
SCAN table.

4. INTERNAL VARIABLES:

VARIABLE DEFINITION

FIRST This flag tells SCAN that the input data
are the first of this record

FRAC Fractional portion of a floating point
number

IFOUND This flag tells SCAN that the exponent was
found for this number

INTOVR Flag that gets set when a number has too

many digits
.S.

IP Exponent sign

IPROVR Flag for too many digits in the exponent

IPWR Exponent for a number

IS Sign of numbers in SCAN table, used in
compressing tables

ISHIFT Byte shifter

NCOMCD Flag for comment card

993
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SCAN (INPUT)

NWARD Variable containing the code for the END
command

NMEND Index to the NCODES array for the keyword
END

NFLDS Number of entries in the SCAN tableINP1 Index N plus one

NTABSV Saves the value of NTAB

NTAB1 NTAB plus one

NUMCHR Number of characters in an alpha field

NUNDEC Number of decimals in a number

NUMFLD Field counter

NUMREC Record counter

NXTCHR Next character in a field

5. I/O VARIABLES:

A. INPUT LOCATION

IBLANK /SCNPAR/

ICOMMA /SCNPAR/

IDIG /SCNPAR/

IGNORE /SCNPAR/

IMINUS /SCNPAR/

IPER /SCNPAR/

IPLUS /SCNPAR/

MRIGHT /SCNPAR/

ISLASH /SCNPAR/

150FF /ADEBUG/

ISON /AOEBUG/
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ISTAR /SCNPAR/

ISYMBI /SCNPAR/

JOIG /SCNPAR/

KWEND /PARTAB/

KWNAME /PARTAB/

LETR /SCNPAR/

LSTCOL /SCNPAR/

LUPRNT /ADEBUG/

LUTASK /ADEBUG/

MXANCT /SCNPAR/

MXEXFP /SCNPAR/

MXFPCT /SCNPAR/

*MXINCT /SCNPAR/

MXSYMB /SCNPAR/

NBYTSZ /ADEBUG/

NCARD /SCNPAR/

NCOOES /PARTAB/

NCOMCH /SCNPAR/

NCONCH /SCNPAR/

NIJFILE /IOFLES/

NTALP4 /ADEBUG/

VTEND /ADEBUG/

NTFLPT /ADEBUG/

VTINT /ADEBUG/

NTKEVW /ADEBUG/
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NTSYMB /ADEBUG/

NVALMX /SCNPAR/

B. OUTPUT LOCATION

NARGS /SCNPAR/

NCARD /SCNPAR/

NCARDS /SONPAR/

NCCARD /SCNPAR/

NCHAR SCNPA-

NCHAR /SCNPAR/

WUILE ~ /IOFLES/

NOGOFG /ADEBUG/

NSCNER /SCNPAR/

-. 4NSCOL /SCNPAR/

NTAB /SCNPAR/
NVL/CPR

VAL /SCNPAR/

6. CALLING ROUTINES:

INPDRV

WYRDRV

7 . CALLED ROUTINES:

ASSIGN

GETKWO

STAT IN

i STATOT

WLKBCK
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1. NAME: SCLRPL (GTD)

2. PURPOSE: To compute the unobstructed electric field from a unitJ
source scattered by an elliptic cylinder and then reflected by plate
MP in the given far-field observation direction or to the given
near-field observation point. The cylinder scattering can occur by
a creeping wave and a reflected ray or by two creeping waves.

3. METHOD: SCLRPL is the driver routine which directs all the ray
tracing physics and field calculations for determining the electric
field scattered by a cylinder and then reflected by plate MP in a
given far-field direction or to the given near-field observation
point. The ray paths are shown in figures 1 and 2.

The code begins by making two special checks. One check is to
determine if the source location is in the paraxial region beyond
the end caps such that it cannot illuminate the curved surface of
the cylinder. The other check is to make sure the ray path which
leaves the cylinder can cause reflection to occur from plate MP in
the correct direction. If the result of either of these checks is
such that cyl nder-scattered plate-reflected fields cannot be found,
the code will print debug information, if requested, on file LUPRNT.
Control is then returned to the calling routine. If the correct
interaction can be found, the tangent vectors from the source to the
cylinder are specified. Ray tracing and field computations are per-
formed for both of these tangents. The type of field calculation is
based on the value ALR. ALR is the reflected ray phi angle in the
tangent coordinate system. If it is approximately w, grazing inci-
dence occurs. If AIR is greater than r, a cylinder creeping wave
occurs for this tangent. If AIR is less than wr, a reflected wave
occurs. After performing the ray path calculations and field calcu-
lations, the code will check to see if the second tangent remains to
be addressed. If it does, a new value of ALR will be computed and
the appropriate field calculations will be performed. If both
tangents have been addressed, debug information (if requested) will
be printed on file LUPRNT. The debug information consists of the
total field magnitude and the theta and phi components of the field.
Control is then returnedato thecalling routine.

If AIR is less than w, it is possible that a reflected ray can occur
from the cylinder. Subroutine RCLRPL calculates the ray path for a
ray reflected by a cylinder and then reflected by a plate. It also
computes the incident field upon the cylinder at the cylinder
reflection point and other geometry-specific terms. These terms and
field are passed to SCtRPe through conmon block FUDGJ. The ray

hspreading radii and phase factor are computed in this subroutine
based upon parameters from common block FUDGJ. Then the field
computations can begin. First, the cylinder-reflected field is
computed. Then the field reflected from plate P is computed in

PREVIOUS PAGE
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Figure 1. Illustration of Ray Scattered by the Cylinder and
Reflected by a Plate into the Far Field

9y

PLATE MP

LOCATION FIELD
POINT

Figure 2. Illustration of Ray Scattered by Cylinder and -

Reflected by Plate to the Near-Field Observation
Point
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4. .

theta and phi components. This is the total cylinder-relected
plate-reflected field. Subroutine XYZFLO is called to compute the
x, y, z components of the total field and to accumulate them with
other fields from previous interactions.

If ALR is approximately equal to n, grazing incidence occurs. The
grazing incidence portion of the code first checks to make sure that "'"
reflection from plate MP can occur. If it cannot, the coce will
check to see if the second tangent remains and will address it
appropriately. If reflection from plate MP can occur, the ray path
is checked to see if it is shadowed anywhere. If it is, the code
will check for another tangent. If shadowing did not occur the
grazing incidence point is computed. This point is checked to make
sure that it is on the curved surface of the cylinder. The source
field pattern factor is found by calling subroutine SOURCE. Next,
the phase factor is computed. The hard and soft theta and phi com-
ponents of the cylinder field are now found. The grazing incidence-
scattered field is now computed. From this the total field being
made up of the grazing incidence-scattered field and the field
reflected from the plate is computed in theta and phi components.
The x, y, z components are computed by calling subroutine XYZFLD.
If ALR is greater than n, a creeping wave can occur from the

cylinder. The location of the point at which the creeping wave
leaves the cylinder and the point at which the creeping wave begins
on the cylinder are computed in two different manners depending upon
whether near field or far field was requested. For the computation
sequence, see the accompanying flowchart. While in the separate

*, field computation paths, the code checks the ray from the source to
the cylinder for obstructions. If the path is blocked, the code
proceeds to the next tangent. If the path is clear, calculations
continue for this tangent. The incident source field pattern factor
is computed by calling subroutine SOURCE. For both near field and
far field, the code checks to see if reflection can occur from plate
MP. If it cannot, the code will look to see if a tangent remains to
be addressed. If reflection does occur on plate MP, the ray from
the cylinder to the plate and into the observation direction or to
the observation point is checked for any obstruction. If it is
obstructed, the code will proceed to the next tangent. If the ray
in unobstructed, the phase factor is computed, the hard and soft
creeping waves are computed, and then the total cylinder creeping
wave field is computed. From this, the total field scattered by the
cylinder and reflected by the plate is computed in theta and phi
components. Subroutine XYZFLD is called to compute and accumulate
the x, y, z components.
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SCLRPL (GTD)

4. INTERNAL VARIABLES:

, VARIABLE DEFINITION

4.,. A1,A2 Field components of ray incident on plate
normal and tangent to plate

A3 Determinant of polarization transformation

ALR Phi angle defining propagation direction in
tangent point coordinate system (2-D)

ALRS Difference between ALS and ALR

ALS Phi angle defining direction of ray from
RCS origin to source in tangent point coor-
dinate system

AN Distance from plate MP plane to the obser-
vation field point (from subroutine IMAGE)

ANR Distance from plate plane to XRF, the point
at which the creeping wave leaves the
cylinder (from subroutine IMAGE)

BX,BY,BZ X,Y,Z components of polarization unit
vector of soft component field incident on
cylinder (parallel to cylinder surface and
normal to incident field propagation
direction)

C11,C12,C21,C22 Coefficients used to convert polarization
from theta and phi components in RCS to
components normal and tangent to plate (and
vice-versa)

CCC Real part of Fresnel integral (from subrou-

tine FRNELS)

CF Phase term and ray spreading factor

CFH Hard transition field coefficient

CFS Soft transition field coeffi'ient

DEPH Phi component of transition field in RCS

DETH Theta component of transitior, field in RCS

a.
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SCLRPL (GTD)

•HIT Distance from source to plate hit point
(from subroutine PLAINT)

DHJT Distance from where ray leaves cylinder and
hits plate MP (from subroutine PLAINT)

DHT Distance to hit point (from subroutine
PLAINT and CYLINT)

DICOEF X,Y, and Z components of incident ray
direction on cylinder in RCS

DIJ X-Y plane vector from a source tangent to .

the point the creeping wave leaves the
cylinder

DIJXDJ Cross product of DIJ and DJT

DIT Incident ray vector

DIXDIJ Cross product of DIT and DIJ

DJ X,Y,Z components of propagation direction
of ray between cylinder and plate in RCS

DJ1 Direction unit vector towards XE1

DJ2 Direction unit vector towards XE2

DJT X-Y plane components of observation
direction

DMAG Distance between the observation field
point and the plate reflection point

EF Theta component of source field pattern
factor in RCS

EG Phi component of source field pattern
factor in RCS

EHP Phi component of hard component of geomet-
rical optics field incident on cylinder in
RCS

EHT Theta component of hard component of geo-
metrical optics field incident on cylinder
in RCS
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SCLRPL (GTD)

-. 4i -

EIX X component of the source field pattern
factor

EIY Y component of the source field pattern
factor

EIZ Z component of the source field pattern
factor

EP Phi component of scattered-reflected field
in RCS

ER Dot product of cylinder tangent unit vector
and reflected ray propagation direction
(2-D)

ERP Phi component of geometrical optics
reflected-reflected field in RCS

ERT Theta component of geometrical optics
reflected-reflected field in RCS

[SP Phi component of soft component of geomet-
rical optics field incident on cylinder in
RCS

EST Theta component of soft component of geo-
metrical optics field incident on cylinder
in RCS

ET Theta component of scattered-reflected
field in RCS

FLDPTI Near-field observation field point image
location (imaged through plate MP)

FPTXY The x-y plane location of the field point
image

GM Intermediate variable for transition
function

LHIT Logical variable set true if a plate is hit
(fro,,. subroutine PLAINT and CYLINT)

LTRFJ Logical vdriable set true if cylinder-
reflected field is not present
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SCLRPL (GTD)

S"LVJ Logical variable set true the first time

creeping wave computations begin

MP Plate where reflection occurs

ORIGIN Origin of the reference coordinate system
(0., 0., 0.)

PHIR Phi angle of incident ray direction on
cylinder

PHJR Phi angle of ray propagation direction
between cylinder and plate

PHJR1 Phi angle of DJI

PHJR2 Phi arle of DJ2

RGF Longitudinal radius of curvature of the
cylinder at the point the creeping wave
leaves the cylinder

RGI Longitudinal radius of curvature of the
cylinder at the creeping wave incidence
point

RT Transverse radius of curvature of the
cylinder

S The total distance between the source point
and the incident point

SI X-Y plane distance between the source and
incident point

S2 X-Y plane distance between the field point
image and the point on the cylinder at
which the creeping wave leaves the cylinder

SKWIG Parameter used in transition function

*-- SNF Distance between plate reflection point and
field point

SPHJ Sine of PHJR

' SS Distance of path along the cylinder
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SOURCE (GID)

DPLRPL REFCVL RPLSCL2

ENDIF REFPLA SCLRPL

II4CFLD RPLDPL SCTCYL

RCLDPL

CALLED ROUTINES:

ASSIGN

RONBNT

STATIN

* STATOT

WLKBCK
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SOURCE (GTD)

SOURCE

YSNEAR N"O

~< FIELD -

COMPUTE FIELD POINT COMPUTE FIELD POINT

LOCATION IN SOURCE DIRECTION IN

COORDINATE SYSTEM SOURCE COORDINATE
SYSTEM

FTNDCOMPUTE SPHERICAL
NEAR-FENT ROMOTFAR-FIELD COMPO-

NENTSFOR SURCENENTS FOR SOURCE
SPECFIEDSPECIFIED

COMPUTE RECTANGULAR
ROTATE FIELD POLAR- COMPONENTS FROM
IZATION SACK TO RCS SPHERICAL COMPO-

NENTS

FIND SPHERICAL
COMPONENTS FROM ROTATE POLAR IZA-
RECTANGULAR TION BACK TO RCS
COMPONENTS

MODIFY FIELDS BY
R EXPQkR)

RETURN.
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1. NAME: SOURCP (GTO)

2. PURPOSE: To compute the tangential components of the normal deriva-w aEtive, of the incident field pattern factor for a source ray
incident on a given edge.

3. METHOD: A source is located and oriented according to figure 1 and

emits a ray incident on a diffracting edge. The slope field is

__ 1 aE 1
an s'sin 0 0, a*o

where

- (0",) ejs (2)
0 S

0' and *are the spherical angles of the source ray in the source
coordinate system. s' is the distance from the source to the edge.

EDGE EDGE CENTERED

SOURCE
COORDINATE
SYSTEM

Vector a' .6, B yn

Standard Way. AeDfndI h

1109 S LA.I
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SOURCP (GTO)

The required derivative In (1) is computed from the spherical 1
components of the source field and their derivatives (in the source
coordinate system) by using the chain rule of taking derivatives:

8~ (EO0 1) 8 (E,,' (3)

3E +E0  (3)+.'

ET EP
(4)

= E ~ + S 0  (5)

a#0'e a*o a,' a0~

ETT ETP

a' SE4, a + !!AL (6)

EPT EPP

The angular derivatives are given by

-sinB'* *0 4 0 - 0 0 V (7)
00 asinG 6 o

0 0 0

TPHO PPHO

B' a -a a a (8)
sin 0. ^ 01) s' cote, *' 0*'

TPHO VI PPIIO

1110
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SOURCP (GTD)

I, sin, 0' *o**) '
3# sin_81_0 _(9

PPHO

sin 01 s' + Cos e '(10)

STHP VI CTHP

0,=(IT!!, YTH, ZTH) (1

=(XPH, YPH, ZPH) (2

The above expressions may be combined to yield:

an To * 0'Be,~(~ '

+ ..L .... F age, 10% V . -. ~
sin *' 9#1* *o *)0 -a. o ~ '

-jks'
+. cot 0'E, 0 * V' + zoo (4 s, e~k 2

(13)

Note that sin 01 is eliminated from the expression in (13). Also.

only the tangential components are retained.

SOURCP returns the quantity within the brackets, as the term

is added elsewhere in the code. The two field components EIPRP and

EIPIP are given by:

e-jks' (14)
- CEIPRP *~+ EIPLP ~

(RIMP1of]

In9iI 0 * ,8,2~- *



SOURCP (GTD)

EIPRP is computed by taking the dot product of (13) with oo,
ignoring the exponential term. EIPLP is obtained by dotting (13i
with B.

Since E6' and Eo, for GTD and MOM sources are analytic in the far
field, it is straightforward to obtain the necessary partial deriva-
tives. For example, consider a wire segment with pulse current(IN-i): ..

ET e sin 0' EP =E 0
0' 2 'x'

ETT C= o( c 0' EPT = =

ETP " 0 EPP !!L 0"

These terms are then substituted into the formulas for EIPRP and

EIPLP at statement 100.

4. INTERNAL VARIABLES:

VARIABLE DEFINITION

ACTHP Absolute value of the cosine of 0' (source
coordinate system)

BOP Rectangular components of the beta-
component of the incident field in RCS
system

CCDK2 Cosine of CDK2

CDK2 Wave number times wire half-length times
cosine of 9.

CNDK2 Cosine of 0W2

CONST Jn(k1s/X)*X used in computing patch slope
fields

CPHP Cosine of *'(source coordinate system)

CTHP Cosine of 91 (source coordinate system)

1112
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SOURCP (GTO)

DK2 Wave number times wire half-length

ElE2 Temporary storage for terms used to compute
slope fields of stiff dipole source

EAEB Temporary storage for terms used to compute
slope fields of stiff dipole source

EFA Partial derivative of dipole pattern factor

with respect to theta

EFB Dipole pattern factor divided by sin(O')

EIPLP Parallel polarized component (soft) of
normal derivative of incident fields
(parallel to edge)

EIPRP Perpendicularly polarized (hard) component
of normal derivative of incident fields
(perpendicular to edge)

EP Phi polarized component of incident field
(source coordinate system)

EPP Partial derivative of EP with respect to
phi

EPT Partial derivative of EP with respect to
theta

,. ,.,

ET Theta polarized component of incident field
(source coordinate system)

ETP Partial derivative of ET with respect to
phi

ETT Partial derivative of ET with respect to
theta

IN GTD source type

PH0 Rectangular components of the phi-component
of the incident field in RCS

WBO Dot product of phi polarization unit vector
of source coordinate system and beta polar-
ization unit vector of edge-centered coor-
dinate system

1113
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SOURCP (GTD)

PPHO Dot product of phi polarization unit vector
of source coordinate system and phi polari-
zation unit vector of edge-centered coor-
dinate system

RDX Projection of incident ray direction onto
source x axis

RDY Projection of incident ray direction onto
source y axis

SCDK2 Sine of CDK2

SN Sign of CTHP

SNDK2 Sine of DK2

SPI Source parameter one: wire radius (wave-
lengths) or patch area (square wavelengths)

SP2 Source parameter two: wire length (wave-
lengths) ::

SPHP Sine of *e (source coordinate system)

SPHP Sine of 0' (source coordinate system)

TPBO Dot product of theta polarization unit vec-
tor of source coordinate system and the
beta polarization unit vector of edge-cen-
tered coordinate system

TPHO Dot product of theta polarization unit vec-
tor of source coordinate system and the phi
polarization unit vector of edge-centered
coordinate system

VAX Source axes direction cosines (RCS rectan-
gular component projections)

VI Direction cosines of incident ray propaga-
tion direction

XPH,YPHZPH Rectangular components of the phi unit
polarization unit vector in the source
coordinate system (RCS components)

XTH,YTH,ZTH Rectangular components of the theta unit
polarization unit vector in the source
coordinate system (RCS components)

1114
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SOURCP (GTD)

5. 10VARIABLES:

A. INPUT LOCATION

BOP F.P.

CJ /COMP/

ETA /AMPZIJ/

IN /SRC/

PHO F.P.

PI /PIS/

SPi /SRC/

SP2 /SRC/

TPI /PIS/

.41VAX F.P.

VI F.P.

8. OUTPUT LOCATION

EIPLP F.P.

EIPRP F.P.

6. CALLING ROUTINES:

DIFPLT

DPLRPL

RPLDPL

7. CALLED ROUTINES:

ASSIGN

STATIN

STATOT

WLKBCK

ills.
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SOURCP (GTD)

j SOURCP

4 CALCULATE COMPO-
NENTS OF PROPAGA.
TION DIRECTION
ALONG SOURCE AXES

CALCU LATE POLAR IZA.j
TION UNIT VECTORS
F OR RAY IN SOURCE
COORDINATE SYSTEM

PROJECT POLAR IZA-
TION VECTORS
PARALLEL & PERPEN-
DICULAR TO PLATE
EDGE

INITIALIZE FIELDS
TO ZERO

COMPUTE INCIDENT
FIELDS AND DERIVA-.
TIVES FOR SPECIFIED

SOURCE TYPEJ

COMPUTE THE PAR-
ALLEL AND PERPEN-
DICULAR SLOPE FIELD
COMPONENTS

RETURN
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1. NAME: SPWDRV (MOM)

2. PURPOSE: Generate the plane or spherical wave excitation on the
structure.

3. METHOD: The coordinate system and parameters are illustrated in
figure 1, where E is the linear component and E- is the polarization
component of the incident electric field. The eccentricity e
specifies IPI/IEI and for positive E, the wave vector k has direc-
tion given byE x EP for negative c, the wave vector k has direction
Liven-by E x EP and for negative e, - k has direction given by
EP x E. For plane wave excitation, k is oriented toward the origin;

.J.°

4• I

sra

Figure 1. Geometry for Plane or Spherical Wave Excitation

1117
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SPWDRV (MOM)

'.5

whereas for spherical wave excitation, k is oriented toward the
observation point. The total field is given by

, R t 2 1i + 2 R"

2.1 2 + j2Pp

A A, -R -R""
where E is the reflected field. E is given by:

. o

S-n EP .

where E11 and Ell are the components of the total field incident normal to

(n) and parallel to (P) the reflective surface. iis the total incident

field perpendicular to the plane of reflection. R land R1 are the

modified Fresnel reflection coefficients for the in-plane and out-of-plane

components as described in the Engineering Manual.

The excitation for a segment located at R. oriented parallel to

Ii with length itII is

E. = -It E (R.)

where

- - . R.

t -I i + R -] r R
E R.) =E e +E e

k i = k ...

k - k. .

,.5-

r x kr

1118
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SPWDRV (MOM)

4. INTERNAL VARIABLES:

VARIABLE DEFINITION

ARGI .k R

ARGR 2n

-i jk R.
* COSARG Real component of e -

COSETA (E 1)/lE,

COSP Cosine of -

COST Cosine of 0

DXSW X component of source with respect to
specular point % %°

DYSW Y component of source with respect to
specular point

DZSW Z component of source with respect to
specular point

ECCN = ECCEN Eccentricity (EPI/IE i)

EM Magnitude lI[

EPRXEPRY,EPRZ X,Y,Z components of reflected polarization
component of incident wave

EPX,EPYEPZ X,Y,Z components of reflected linear p."

component of incident wave
ERX, ERY, ERZ X,Y,Z components of reflected linear .0

component of incident wave

ESX,ESYESZ X,Y,Z components of linear component of
incident wave 

X..

ETAE Angle between E and ,

ETAINV 1/377 (mho)

ETAP Polarization angle

EXI Total x component of incident wave

1119
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SPWDRV (MOM)

', -jk •.Ri
EXPARG e-_

EXR Total x component of reflected wave

EXRI In-plane reflected x component

EXS Linear x component

EYI Total y component of incident wave

EYR Total y component of reflected wave

EYR1 In-plane reflected y component

EYS Linear y component

EZI Total z component of incident wave

EZR Total z component of reflected wave

EZRI In-plane reflected z component

F Logical .FALSE.

GROUND Logical .TRUE. if ground present

HCNVRT Logical .TRUE. if convert to H-field for
plane wave

HXI,HYI,HZI XY,Z components of incident H-field for
patches

HXR,HYR,HZR X,Y,Z components of reflected H-field for
patches

KIX X * .

KIXSQ (KIX)2

KIY 4

KIYSQ (KIY)

KIZ 2

KRX •",

KRXSQ (KRX)2

1120-is'
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SPWORV (MOM)

KRY Ii " r
2

KRYSQ (KRY).

KRZ kr 2

KSYMP 1 - no ground
2 = ground

KXKY KIX * KIY

LBLK Block number containing subsection being
considered

LINEAR .TRUE. for ECC = 0
.FALSE. for ECC > 0

NAMEXC Symbolic name of excitation data set

NDXBLK Block number of current geometry data

NI Index to TEMP array for imaginary component

NR Index to TEMP array for real component
NUMYRS Number of wire segments

NX,NYNZ Components of patch normal vector

PHI Spherical angle in radians

PHIS Spherical angle # in degrees

PLNWAV .TRUE. for plane wave excitation
.FALSE. for spherical wave excitation

R > 0 location of spherical wave source %-
< 0 = plane wave source

RF Distance from source to specular point

RFI I/RF

RHO Reflection plane component of RF

RHOSQ (RHO)2

RI Distance from source to field point

1121
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SPWDRV (MOM()

RINP In-plane reflection coefficient

ROUT Out-of-plane reflection coefficient

RS Location of wave excitation source

RSQR

SINARG Imaginary component of e

SINETA (1-COSETA)

SINP Sine()

SINT Sine (8)

T Logical .TRUE.

TlX,TlY,T1Z Internal symbols for SEGTBL parameters

T2X,T2Y,T2Z Internal symbols for SEGTBL parameters -

THETA e (radians)

THETS e (degrees)
VI Unused

VMAG E+ jEP

VOLTS Total excitation

YR Unused

WIRE Logical .TRUE. if element is a wire

XC X coordinate of field point

XR X coordinate of specular point

XS X coordinate of source point

XW X component of 9

YC Y coordinate of field point

YR Y coordinate of specular point

VS V coordinate of source point

1122
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SPWDRV (MM)

YW Y Component of

ZC Z coordinate of field point

ZR Z coordinate of specular point
ZRSQRT Intermediate value in calculation of RINP

and ROUT

iS Z coordinate of source point

zwZcomponent of

5. I/O VARIABLES:

A. INPUT LOCATION

DGTORD /GEODAT/

ECCEN F.P.

ETA /AMPZIJ/

ETAP F.P.

IPERF /AHPZIJ/

ISGTBL /SEG1NT/

ISOFF /ADEBUG/

ISON /ADEBUG/

KSYHP /ANPZIJ/

M4AXSEG /SEGNNT/

NA14EXC F.P.

NDXBLK /SEGMNT/

?4PATCH /SEGNNT/

NWIRE /SEGMNT/

PIS F.P.

RS F.P.
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SPWDRV (MON)

SEGTBL /SEGI4NT/

THETS F.P.

VI F.P.

VNAG F.P.

VR F.P.

WAVNUN /ANPZIJ/

ZRATI /AMPZIJ/

B. OUTPUT LOCATION

ATEMP /TEMPOl/

UPOBIK /SEGNNT/

6. CALLING ROUTINE: ...

EXCDRV

7. CALLED ROUTINES:

ASSIGN

GETSEG

STAT IN

STATOT

WLKBCK
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SPWDRV (MOM)

Page 1 of 2

INITIALIZE RETRIEVE
INPUT FIELD

PARAMETERS POINTS

190
SET SOURCE NO YESLOCATION AND PLNWAV PLNWAV

SET UP INCIDENT LOCATE SOURCE
WAVE LOCATION AND SET UP

AND LINEAR COMPONENTS
COMPONENTS VAET FIELD POINT

POLARIZATION LINEAR LIO OMPOLRUZTEIO

SET TOTAL SET TOTAL

COMPUTE REFLECTED LOCATE SPECULAR
WAVE VECTOR POINT AND COMPUTE
COMPONENTS FIELD COMPONENTS

COUEno COMPUTEREFLECTION PERFECT PERFECT REFLECTIONCOEFFICIENTS GROUNS GROUNS COEFFICIENTS

RFETDSET REFLECTED SET REFLECTED COMPUTE

LOOP CONTROL
AD INDEX

1125
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SPWDRV (MOM)

Page 2 of 2

GRUN

YES

ADDO REFLECTED
WAVE EX CITATION

320I ACCUMULATE
EXCITATION

YES RE
A FIELD

INTS

S00 NO5.

RETURN
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1. NAME: STATFN (GTO, INPUT, MON, OUTPUT)

2. PURPOSE: Subroutine to print the timing statistics compiled during
code execution and to write the end-of-module checkpoint.

3. METHOD: The number of times a subroutine is entered, the total time
to run the subroutine, and its percentage of the total code
execution time are compiled and printed.

4. INTERNAL VARIABLES:

VARIABLE DEFINITION

IMDCHK Flag indicating that an end-of-module
checkpoint is being written

.-.
ITEMS Dummy array used to store the subroutine

times for sorting

J Pointer to the next subroutine statistics
to be printed

LOC An order array used to indicate the sorted

subroutine timing statistics

MODCHK End-of-module checkpoint file logical unit

NITEMS The number of entries for which there will
be timing statistics

PCNT The percentage of time spent in any one
subroutine

RITEMS Real array equivalenced to ITEMS

TOTAL Total amount of GEMACS code computer time
accounted for in subroutines

5. I/O VARIABLES:

A. INPUT LOCATION

CHKPNT /SYSFIL/

IERRF /AOEBUG/

IOCKPT /SYSFIL/

ISOFF /ADEBUG/
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STATFN (GTD, INPUT. MO0M, OUTPUT)

LUPRNT /ADEBUG/

*MODCHK /SYSFIL/

HOONA14 /MOD0ULE/

-~NRNAI4S /ADEBUG/

NRSUBS /ADEBUG/

NRTI114 /ADEBUG/

RSUNS /ADEBUG/

B. OUTPUT LOCATION

COMPLT /SYSFIL/

IMDCHK /ADEBUG/

ISTHOD /M4ODULE/

MODLST /MODULE/

RSTRTA /SYSF IL/

6. CALLING ROUTINES:

HAIN PROGRAM

* ERROR

* 7. CALLED ROUTINES:

CLSFIL

OPNF IL

SHELL

WRTCHK

1128
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STATFN (GTD, INPUT, MOM, OUTPUT)j

-* SET NITEMS To NUMBER
OF SUBROUTINES
SET TOTAL To 0.
SET I TO 1.

SET LOCIO) - I
SET RITFMS 11) TO

RSUMS 1)I FOR

THAN OR EOUA
TO ZERO?

NO

TOTAL - TOTAL.+
RoJmEiuI

a.0

POPOWSLLMw
ON TME MW IN
EACH SUBOUTIM4

SrATISTNXCS 14
LATIERC1WA

ROUTINL PRW

EXECUTE Ali
ENDOP.-MOOULS
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1. NAME: STATIN (GTD, INPUT, MOM, OUTPUT)

2. PURPOSE: To initialize timing statistics for all subroutines which
call it.

-3. METHOD: The current wall clock time is entered into the RTINS
*array. The NRTIMS array is incremented by 1 and the total time in

the previous subroutine is loaded in the RSUMS array.

4. INTERNAL VARIABLES:

VARIABLE DEFINITION

MSAVE Input array containing the statistics for
the previous subroutine.

4N Subroutine number of the previous subrou-
tine to call this routine.

NAME Input argument, current subroutine name.

NRTIMS Array to accumulate the number of times a
given subroutine is entered.

NUNSB Subroutine number of calling subroutine.

RSUMS Total time accumulated in the previous sub-

routine to call this routine.

RTINS The current clock time for the current sub-
routine calling this subroutine.

TIMIN Current clock time.

5. I/O VARIABLES:

A. INPUT LOCATION

ISON /ADEBUG/

LTRACE /ADEBUG/

, .

LUPRNT /ADEBUG/

MSAVE F.P.

NAME F.P.

,.

the pr.e.vio.... ......... .-
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STATIN (GTD, INPUT, MOM, OUTPUT)

hB. OUTPUT LOCATION

rNRTIMS /ADEBUG/
RSUMS /ADEBUG/

RTINS /AOEBUG/

6. CALLING ROUTINES:

All major routines.

7. CALLED ROUTINES:

NONE

1132
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STATIN (GTD, INPUT, MOM, OUTPUT)

STATIN

SET N TO INDEX OF
ROUTINE CALLING
THE ROUTINE WHICH
CALLED STATIN

INCREMENT BY 1 THE
NUMBER OF TIMES
STATIN WAS CALLED

BY THE ROUTINE
CALLING STATIN WHOSE
INDEX IS NUMSB

GET ELAPSED CPU
TIME (TIMIN)

PTIME

SAVE TIME THAT THE
NUMSB ROUTINE

CALLED STATIN

"SUBTRACT FROM THIS
TIME THE TIME SUB.
ROUTINE N WAS
ENTERED, AND ADD

a' THAT TO ITS TOTAL

TIME

RETURN
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1. NAME: STATOT (GTD, INPUT, MOM, OUTPUT)

2. PURPOSE: To close the timing statistic upon exit from a subroutine.

3. METHOD: The index of the calling subroutine is retrieved. The wall
clock time is then determined, and the accumulated time for the cur-
rent subroutine is determined. Then the clock is restarted for the
subroutine which called the calling subroutine.

4. INTERNAL VARIABLES:

VARIABLE DEFINITION

MSAVE Input argument array containing the sub-
routine which called the calling subroutine

N The subroutine number of the subroutine
which called the calling subroutine

NAME Input argument containing the name of the
subroutine for which the statistic is being
accumulated

NUMSB The subroutine number of the subroutine for
which the statistic is being accumulated

RSUMS The accumulated time spent in the subro.."
tine for which the statistic is be.4-q
accumulated

RTINS The current time reset for the subroutine
which called the calling subroutine

TIMOUT Current wall clock time

5. I/0 VARIABLES:

A. INPUT LOCATION

ISON /ADEBUG/
LTRACE /ADEBUG/

LUPRNT /ADEBUG/

MSAVE F.P.

NAME F.P.
PREVIOUS PAGE LNUMSB F . P •IS BLANK -

NIJMSB F.P.

1135
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STATOT (GTD, INPUT, MOM, OUTPUT)

B. OUTPUT LOCATION

RSUMS /ADEBUG/

V..,RTINS /AOE8UG/

6. CALLING ROUTINES:

All major routines.

* 7. CALLED ROUTINES:

None.

'113
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STATOT (GTD, INPUT, MOM, OUTPUT)-

STATOT

I SET N TO INDEX OF ROUTINE
I CALLING THE ROUTINE WHICH* I CALLED STATOT

I ~GET ELAPSED CPU *%

I TIME (TIMOUT)
PTIME

SSUBTRACT FROM THIS TIME THE TIME
SUBROUTINE NUMSB WAS ENTERED, AND
ADD THAT TO ITS TOTAL TIME.

RESET THE TIME ENTERED THE ROUTINE
N TO TIMOUT.
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1. NAME: STRTUP (GTD, MOM, OUTPUT)

2. PURPOSE: Initalize commons and reset data files to begin module
execution.

3. METHOD: The last checkpoint on module checkpoint file MODCHK is
read to initialize commons and read in data files. If the RSTART
flag is on, the module name requested in the RESTRT command is
compared to the name of this module. If they do not match, execu-
tion stops so that this same checkpoint can be used by a subsequent
module for restarting. If a match occurs, the routine returns to
GEMACS, which invokes TSKXQT to continue execution.

For standard module start-up (no RSTART flag), the error flag is
first checked. If an error occurred in a previous module, execution
is terminated with an appropriate warning message. Otherwise,
parameters are reset to their default values and data sets rewound
to just before the first word of their first editions.

4. INTERNAL VARIABLES:

VARIABLE DESCRIPTION

I Loop index pointing to symbol table entry

ICHKPT Maximum number of checkpoints on tape

ICKLOP Loop index over number of checkpoints read

IEOF Flag indicating end-of-file on LUFILE

IOSTOR Logical unit number of data set

IRSAV Internal variable to save value of IRSTRT

J Loop index over module names

KCODE Array of keyword numbers describing module
names

LOCNOW Present position of data file

LUFILE Internal variable set to MODCHK

MOD Array of Hollerith format module names

MODNOW Internal variable equal to MODNAM

NREAD Flag set to ISOFF so that commons and files
are read from MODCHK

IPREVIOUS PAGE
IS BLANK

1139 1.
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zSTRTUP (GTD, MON, OUTPUT)

5. 1/O VARIABLES:

A. INPUT LOCATION

IERRF /AOEBUG/

WOILE /IOFLES/

IRSTRT /ADEBUG/

ISOFF /AOEBUG/

*ISON /AOEBUG/

4KOLAST /PARTAB/

KOLFST /PARTAB/

KOLLOC /PARTAB/

LSTMOD /MOD0ULE/

LSTSYS /SYSFIL/

LUPRNT /ADEBUG/

MODCHK /SYSFIL/

MODLST /MODULE/

NOONAN /MODULE/

NOATBI lPARTAB/

NPDATA /PARTAB/

B. OUTPUT LOCATION

CHKWRT /SYSFIL/

OBGPRT /ADEBUG/

FRQI4HZ /AMPZIJ/

IMDCHK /ADEBUG/

IRSTRT /ADEBUG/ h

KJFLD /INTMAT/
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STRTUP (GTm, MOM, OUTPUT)

KJGTD /INTMAT/-.' KJt /ITMT
NDATBL /PARTAB/

NOSTAT /ADEBUG/

RSTART /SYSF IL/

-S.6. CALLING ROUTINE:

GEM4ACS

*7. CALLED ROUTINES:

ASSIGN

GETSYM

MOVFIL

PUTSYN

RDEFIL

RWCOKS

RWFI LS

STATIN

STATOT

4 WLKBCK
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STRTUP (GTD, MOM, OUTPUT)

Page 1 of 2

'S.

STRTUP

DID-"

SET PARAMETERS YES
FOR START-UP OCCU

.44

READ NME OFEROOCU YS
MODULE THAT IN PREVIOUS WARNING
WROTE CHECKPOINT MDL ESG

22o02

LOOP OVERSTP8
CHECKPOINTS READ DATA FILES
ON MODCHK FILE

READ COMMONS YS CHECKPOINTS
0 NO
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SIRTUP (GTD, MOM, OUTPUT)

Page 2of 2

A

RESTARTING NAS WELL AS STARTING

270 300

WRITE WARNING No MODULE FOR
MESSAE RETARTTHISSET DEFAULTS

THEIR FIRST EDITIONS1

350

400

INITIALIZE
'N. FILE HANDLERS

WRITE LIST OF
MODULES WHICH HAVE
ALREADY EXECUTED

RETURN
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1. NAME: SUBPAT (INPUT)

2. PURPOSE: Augments the segment table when a wire-patch connection is
found.

3. METHOD: First, the subroutine SUBPAT determines the maximum number
of entries and the maximum number of data bocks that will result
from all wire-patch connections. Then, the segment table is
searched for the first patch that is connected to a wire segment.
This patch is divided into four smaller patches of equal area and
oriented with respect to the surface vectors tt and t2 as shown in
figure 1.

t2

.1.1I

Figure 1. Orientation of Subpatches Connected to a Wire Segment

Also, the unit vector of each of the smaller patches is the same as
that of the original patch. The geometry data of the four
subpatches are stored in a temporary array along with all succeeding
patch data and any patches augmented by a connection to a wire.
After all patches have been searched, the data in the temporary
array are stored in the segment table starting at the point where
the first wire-patch connection was found. Finally, all wire
segments are checked for a connection to a patch. If such a connec-
tion is found, the connection data are corrected to reflect the new
patch numlber which has resulted from the increase in the number of
patches dbe to a wire-to-patch connection.

4. INTERNAL VARIABLES:

VARIABLE DEFINITION

AREA Surface area of patch

IBLK Index for wire segment data blocks

1145
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SUBPAT (INPUT)

IBLKSV The index to the data block which locates

the first patch connected to a wire segment

ICOL Number of columns in the connection array

ICOLSV Saved value of ICOL

ICON Connection data for wire segment

ICONI Connection data for end 1 of wire segment

ICON1 Connection data for end 2 of wire segment*ICON2 Connection data for end 2 of wire segment --

ICONT Flag indicating whether a wire segment

connected to patch has been found

IFILE Logical unit on which symbol is stored

ILIN The number of segments in requested data
block

INBLKS The data block with the first wire segment-
to-patch connection

INPBLK Index to data block containing the initial
patch data

IOFILE An array containing current position
pointer for the search file

IOSCR2 Scratch file for temporary storage of
SEGTBL data

IPCN1 Integer identifying which patch is
connected to end 1 of wire segment

IPCN2 Integer identifying which patch is
connected to end 2 of wire segment

IPLIM The number of patches in requested data
block

IPLOW The location of first patch in requested
data block

IROW Number of rows in connection data array

ISEGSV Location within data block of first patch
with connection to a wire segment

1146
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SUBPAT (INPUT)

ITAG Tag identifier

IWORDS Equivalenced to WORDS

JBIAS3 Integer to bias connection data to a patch

JMAX The number of connections in each column of
connection array

1MAXBLK Total number of data blocks

MAXSEG Maximum number of segments per data block

MBLK The total number of data blocks after
accounting for wire segment-to-patch
connections

MXBLKW The total number of data blocks containing
wire segments

NCON An array containing the old and new patch
numbers for a wire segment-to-patch
connection

NCONT The number of wire segment-to-patch
connections

NDXBLK Index to current data block

NELMNT The original number of wires and patches
before augmenting for wire segment-to-patch
connections

NN Counter for a new location of patches in
SEGTBL

NNCON Maximum length of array containing old and
new patch numbers for wire segment-to-patch
connections

NOGOFG No go flag

NOLD Original patch number before patches were
divided

NPATCH The total number of patches

NPRSEG The number of data items for each SEGTBL
entry
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SUBPAT (INPUT)

NUISEG The total number of wire segments and
patches adjusted for wire-to-patch
connections

NUMWP Number of wire segments and patches in

geometry

NWIRE The total number of wire segments

NXTBLK Index to the next data block

RH v/(XNPA * XNPA + YNPA * YNPA)

SIDE The x or y dimension for the distance from
the center point of the patch to the center
point of a subpatch

TIX,T1Y,T1Z The x,y, and z components of t

T2XT2Y,T2Z The x,y, and z components of t

WORDS Temporary storage array

XNPA,YNPA,ZNPA X,Y, and Z components of patch normal
vector

XPC,YPC,ZPC X,Y, and Z components of the center point
of the patch

VXSUBPA The x coordinate of the subpatch with
respect to the patch center (= SIDE)

YSUBPA The y coordinate of the subpatch with
respect to the patch center (= SIDE)

5. IO VARIABLES:

A. INPUT LOCATION

IOFILE /IOFLES/

IOSCR2 /SYSFIL/

IP217 /GEODAT/

ISGTBL /SEGMNT/

ISOFF /ADEBUG/
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SUBPAT -(INPUT)

ISON /ADEBUG/ i
UJBIAS3 /SEGMNT/

KBREAL /PARTAB/

.3.KOLCOL /PARTAB/

KOLLOC /PARTAB/

KOLNA4 /PARTAB/
*LUPRNT /ADEBUG/

MAXBLK /SEGMNT/

MAXSEG /SEGMNT/

NAJ4SEG /SEGMNT/

NCONT F.P.

NDATBL /PARTAB/

NDXBLK /SEGMNT/

NOPCOD /ADEBUG/

NPATCH /SEGMNT/

NPDATA /PARTAB/

*NPRSEG /SEGMNT/

NUMGTD /GTDDAT/

NUNSEG /SEGMNT/

*NWIRE /SEGMNT/

SEGTBL /SEGMNtT/

ZERO /ADEBUG/

B. OUTPUT LOCATION

ISGTBL /SEGMNT/

MAXBLK /SEGMNT/
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SUBPAT (INPUT)

NDATBL /PARTAB/

NOGOFG /ADEBUG/

* .NPATCH /SEGMNT/

NUMSEG, /SEGMNT/

SEGTBL /SEGNNT/

-. UPDBLK /SEGMNT/

6. CALLING ROUTINE:

GEODRY

*7. CALLED ROUTINES:

ASSIGN MOVFIL STATIN SYMDEF

CISFIL OPNFIL STATOT WLKBCK

GETSEG PUTSYM SYMOEF WRTFIL

GETSYM RDEFIL SYMUPD
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SURPAT (I'4PUT) Page 1 of 2

DETERMINE NUMBER
Of COLUMNS IN R'T
CONNECTION DATA PATCH CONNECTION
ARRAYFON

MOREUTSAN

YESYES

A ME CNT ON SAELCAON O S RIACN TA

.4.*~~ R ES NUNO N

MAXBLI( AND SAVE RECOVER PATCH
ORIGINAL VALUES DT

OL AD E

INITIALIZE SCRATCH LOAION OF WIRE
FILES PTHCONNECTION IN

DETERMINE LOCATION SUBPATCHIES
OfP PIRFST PATCH AND WIRE DATA

A

VLOOP PATCH DATALAT N

BLOCKS ACI

BLC

LOOP PATCHES INLAT N

DATA BLOCK ACA

*4I*
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SUBPAT (INPUT) Page 2 of 2C~1

WRITE REMAINDER OF
DATA TO SCRATCH FILEP

SET PARAMETERS OF LOOP WIRE,
CONNECTION ARRAY SEGMENT BLOCKS

AD 4

G

RECOVER LOCATION OF
FIRST WIRE TO PATCH
CONNECTION LOOP WIRE

SEGMENTS IN BLOCK

D

4; LOOP PATCH
DATA BLOCKS RECOVER CONNECTION

DATA FOR WIRE
SEGMENT

LOOP PATCHES
IN DATA BLOCK ENDI N 20 END2 NO

CONNECTED TO CONNECTED
APATCH A PATCH

YES YES

WRITE DATA FROM 752
SCRATCH PILE TO LOOP CONNECTION LOOPCONNECTION
SEGTBL ARRAY TO FIND OLD ARRAY TO FIND OLD

PATCH NUMBER PATCH NUMBER

LAST NOPATCH IN E REPLACE OLD REPLACE OLD

BLOCK NUMBER WITH NEW NUMBER WITH NEW
IDENTIFICATION IDENTIFICATION

YES NUMBER NUMBER

'4
°
0

BOO LAST NODN

PATCH

.pBLOCK RESET CONNECTION

* * YES
DAA N EGB

YES %

FILL REMAINDER OF
LAST BLOCK WITH ZEROS 780

O NLOCK GFORM NDA73L

YES 

i-

RESE T MAXBLE
IN ISEGMNT/ LT N
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1. NAME: SYMDEF (GTD, INPUT, MOM, OUTPUT)

2. PURPOSE: To define or redefine a symbol during program execution.

3. METHOD: The symbol name is searched for in the NDATBL array and if
located the warning message is printed out to the user that the
symbol is being redefined. If the attributes of the symbol as
defined match the attributes in the call to SYMDEF, only a new
edition of the symbol is created, not a completely new file. Other-
wise, the present symbol is purged from the symbol table, its data
file closed, and an entry made in the symbol table with new
attributes as specified in the call. Data on the file are lost.

If not located, the symbol name is added to the end of NDATBL, and
the next file available for storage is assigned to the symbol. The
file is opened, and the NDATBL pointers are reset. Should there not
be a file available, a fatal error is generated. If the addition of
this symbol would overflow the NDATBL array, a fatal error is
generated.

4. INTERNAL VARIABLES:

VARIABLE DEFINITION

IBITI Bit set attributes of present edition of
symbol

,: IBITS Input attribute containing the bit set
attributes of the symbol being defined

INEW Flag indicating new data set (INEW=l) or
new edition of present data set (INEW=O)

IOSTOR Logical unit designator of file for this
symbol

LOCFST Index to first data entry of this edition
of symbol, either core storage or file
storage.

LOCLST Index to last data entry of this edition of
symbol, either core storage or file
storage.

NAME User-assigned name of symbol to be defined
or redefined
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SYMOEF (GTO, INPUl, MOM, OUTPUT)

*NCOLl Number of columns defined for present
edition of symbol

NCOLS Number of columns required for symbol being
defined or redefined

NEED Amount of in-core storage required to store
data in FLTSVM

NEWSYM Internal variable for NAME

NPDASV Saved value of variable NPDATA upon entry
to SYMOEF

NROWl Number of rows defined for present edition
of symbol

NROWS Number of rows required for symbol being
defined or redefined

NSVMBL Number of active entries in the NDATBL
array

5. I/0 VARIABLES:

A. INPUT LOCATION

DBGPRT /ADEBUG/

IBITS F.P.

WOILE /IOFLES/

IOSCRI /SYSFIL/

IOSCR2 /SYSFIL/

IOSYMB /SYSFIL/

IPASS /ARGCOM/ -

ISON /ADEBUG/

KBCPLX /PARTAB/

KOLAST /PARTAB/

4KOLBIT /PARTAB/

KOLCOL /PARTAB/

KOLFST /PARTAB/
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SYMOEF (GTO, INPUT, MOM. OUTPUT)

KOLLOC /PARTAB/

KOLNAJ4 /PARTAB/

-~KOIROW /PARTAB/

LUPRNT /ADEBUG/

MAXSTR /SYMSTR/

NAME F.P.

NCOLS F.P.

NOATBI /PARTAB/

NDATMX /PARTAB/

NFILES /IOFLES/

NPDATA /PARTAB/

NROWS F.P.

NXTSYM /SYMSTR/

B. OUTPUT LOCATION

IERRF /ADEBUG/
NDTL PRTB

NDATL /PARTAB/

NXTSYM /SYNSTR/

6. CALLING ROUTINES*:

BANDIT (3) GEODRV (1) SOLORV (3)

DMPDRV (1.2.3,4) LOOMR (3) SUBPAT (1)

EGFMAT (3) LUDDRV (3) TSKXQT (2.3,4)

EXCDRV (2.3) PUISYM (1,2,3,4) ZIJDRV (2,3)

~ .~FLDDRV (2,3,4) SETDRV (3)

*1- INPUT
2-GTO
3-MOM 

.

4-OUTPUT
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SYMDEF (GTD, INPUT, MOM, OUTPUT)

7. CALLED ROUTINES:

ASSIGN GETSYM STATOT

*.CISFIL IBITCK WLKBCK

CONVRT OPNFIL

ERROR STAT IN

4.1156



Page 1 of 2

SYMDEF (GTD, INPUT, MOM, OUTPUT)
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1. NAME: SYMLIT (INPUT)

i -

2. PURPOSE: Search the symbol and literal tables for the next entry in.-,
_" the scan table and, if found, load the index to the proper table

~into the next argument list table entry. ".

~~3. METHOD: If the next scan table entry is an alpha field, the subrou-""--

tine SYMSCH is called to find the next scan table entry. If the .
• ", entry is not found, an error condition is set; if it is found, the-.
i , index to the symbol table is loaded into the argument list table.
." If the next scan table entry is not an alpha, subroutine LITSCH is .-
• ~called and the index is returned and loaded into the segment list :i~

table.--

4. INTERNAL VARIABLES:

I-.-

VARIABLE DEF IN ITION '

INC Inline function to position NPARGL

INDEX Index to symbol table "--

5. 1/0 VARIABLES: '

A. INPUT LOCATION".

...,

ISOFF /ADEBUG/"."

NARGMX IPARTABI .

• NCODE /SCNPAR/ "'

~~NPARGL /PARTAB/.-.,
1. NPEARG I INPERR ]

NPRSER /SCNPAR/

NTAB /SCNPAR/."

NTALPH /ADEBUG/""

NVAL /SCNPAR/ "
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*SYMLIT (INPUT)

B. OUTPUT LOCATION

NARGTB /PARTAB/

NPARGL /PARTAB/

NPRSER /SCNPAR/ -

NUMWRD /ADEBUG/ --

6. CALLING ROUTINES:

N FNDARG

PARSE

7. CALLED ROUTINES

ASSIGN STATIN SYMSCH

FABLO2 STATOT WLKBCK

LITSCH
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SYML IT (INPUT)

SYMLIT

INITIALIZATION

11

GET POINTER TO NOEGET POINTER TO
.4.TYEISN

SYMBOL TABLE ALPHANUMERIC LITERAL TABLE
SYMSCH LTC

CHANGE SIGN N AS
OF POINTER TO ERROR FLAG

STOREXIDXI

ARGUMEN LIS

? 200

RETURN -
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1. NAME: SYMMO (MOM)

2. PURPOSE: This subroutine forms a symmetrical combination of an
input matrix by using an input symmetry operator.

3. METHOD: If Z is a matrix containing N submatrices and S is the

matrix representation of the.symmetry operator, then the operation

[z] Is] [z]

forms the symmetrical combinations of the submatrices Z.

4. INTERNAL VARIABLES:

VARIABLE DEFINITION

D Scratch array

DS Scratch accumulation

IC Number of columns in the input matrix

IR Number of rows in the input matrix

IS Dimension of the symmetry operator

KA Index pointer

SYMOP S matrix

Z Input matrix

5. I/O VARIABLES:

A. INPUT LOCATION

D F.P.

IC F.P.

IR F.P.

IS F.P.

SYMOP F.P.

Z F.P.

r.11OUS PAE
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SYIV400 (MOM)

B. OUTPUT LOCATION

D F.P.

Z F.P.

6. CALLING ROUTINES:

SOLDRV

ZIJDRV

7. CALLED ROUTINES:

ASSIGN STATOT

*STATIN WLKBCK
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SYMMOD (MOM)

LOOP OVER
COLUMNS
OF INPUT

V MATRIX

LOAD SUBMATRIX
ELEMENTS INTO
SCRATCH ARRAY

90"7-I--.

SUM
COLUMN
ELEMENTS

100

FORM SYMMETRY
COMBINATIONS FOR

EACH <-]
• SUBMATRIX -'

110 +
OVERWRITE

INPUT ARRAY
WITH MODIFIED

VALUES

a ~. . . . . . .-... -. '

. ..... RETURN"
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1. NAME: SYMSCH (INPUT)

2. PURPOSE: Search the NDATBL array for the occurrence of the symbol
name specified in the argument list.

3. METHOD: The symbol table is searched for the occurrence of the name
specified in the subroutine argument list. If the name is found,
and was not supposed to be previously entered, an error flag is set.

.- If the name is not found, and was supposed to be previously entered,

. an error flag is set. If the name was not found and was not sup-

.' posed to be previously entered, it is entered into the symbol table
"' and the index is returned through the subroutine argument call.

4. INTERNAL VARIABLES:

VARIABLES DEFINITION

'.- -IEND Last entry in the symbol table

INDEX Index to the symbol table

NAME Symbol name

5. I/O VARIABLES:

A. INPUT LOCATION

ISOFF /ADEBUG/

ISON /ADEBUG/

KOLNAM /PARTAB/

MATCH /SCNPAR/

NAME F.P.

NDATBL /PARTAB/

NOATMX /PARTAB/

NOMTCH /SCNPAR/

NPDATA /PARTAB/

NPENOM /INPERR/

NPESEX /INPERR/
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SYMSCH (INPUT)

NPESYM /INPERR/

NTAB /SCNPAR/

B. OUTPUT LOCATION

INDEX F.P.

NCOOE /SCNPAR/

NOATBI /PARTAB/

NPDATA /PARTAB/

NPRSER /SCNPAR/

.J~4 NTAB /SCNPAR/

NUMWRD /ADEBUG/

6. CALLING ROUTINES:

% FNDARG

PLIST

SYI4LIT

7. CALLED ROUTINES:

ASSIGN STATOT

FABLO2 WLKBCK

STATIN
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SYMSCH (INPUT)

INIIIATION

GIT INTO lEND
THE CURRENT NUMBER
OEXISTING SYMBOL

TABLE ENTRIES. SET I

.ITO

ES 50

-;- iDOMATH YES is N

THE AME N TE NMTCHSET NDEXTO

P10

HAVE IEN-

NO SE PARE ER

ENTRIE BEENFLAG T NPES
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PREATAE NEENT ILGTNNEO

NAME. ~~ ~ ~ ~ SET INDEX TO 04THO LA ONEO

2001

70 I E RN

PARSE ERROR MESSAGE
FLAG SET

+ 

E 
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NO
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1. NAME: SYMUPD (GTD, INPUT, MOM, OUTPUT)

2. PURPOSE: Update attributes of entries in the NDATBL array.

3. METHOD: The attribute of the symbol to be updated is called through
the argument list. The column to be changed in the NDATBL array is
checked for validity and, if invalid, a fatal error is generated.
If valid, the appropriate column is updated.

4. INTERNAL VARIABLES:

VARIABLE DEFINITION

IFILE Logical unit on which the symbol is stored

KLM Input argument designating column of NDATBL
array to be changed

KOL Internal variable for KLM

NAMSYM Symbolic name for symbol to be updated

NEWDAT Argument containing new data to be placed
1 in NDATBL array

NEWNAM Internal representation for argument NAMSYM

NS Saved value of loop indexed while searching
NDATBL array

N%4

NSYMBL Number of entries in the NDATBL array

5. I/O VARIABLES:

A. INPUT LOCATION

DBGPRT /ADEBUG/

ISON /ADEBUG/

KLM F.P.

KOLAST /PARTAB/

KOLBIT /PARTAB/

KOLCOL /PARTAB/

KOLFST /PARTAB/
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SYMUPO (GTD, INPUT, MOM, OUTPUT)

KOLINK /PARTAB/

KOLLOC /PARTAB/

AKOLNAM /PARTAB/

KOLROW /PARTAB/

LUPRNT /ADEBUG/

4NATSYM F.P.

NOATBL /PARTAB/ 
'

NWILE /IOFLES/

NEWOAT F.P.

NPDATA /PARTAB/

B. OUTPUT LOCATION

IERRF /ADEBUG/

NOATBI /PARTAB/

6. CALLING ROUJTINES*:

BANDIT (3) PUTSEG (1,2,3)

EXCDRV (2.3) SOLDRV (3)

FLDDRV (2,3,4) SUBPAT (1)

GEODRV (1) TSKXQT (1,2,3,4)

LODDRV (3) ZIJORV (2,3) .,-

LUDDRV (3)

7. CALLED ROUTINES:

ASSIGN STATIN

CON VRT STATOT

ERROR WLKBCK

*1- INPUT
2-GTD
3-mom
4-OUTPUT
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SYMUPD (GTD, INPUT, MOM, OUTPUT)
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1. NAME: SYSCHK (GTD, INPUT, MOM, OUTPUT)

2. PURPOSE: Determine if time for checkpoint has passed.

4" 3. METHOD: The current time is retrieved and if less than the next
checkpoint time, control is returned to the calling subroutine. If
it is greater than the next checkpoint time, the checkpoint time is
incremented and subroutine WRTCHK is called to write a checkpoint.

4. INTERNAL VARIABLES:

VARIABLE DEFINITION

DT Delta time

ET Elapsed time from last time check

ETIME Total elapsed time from beginning of run

FLTINC Time increment

TIMCHK Internal variable for checking time elapsed

TLAST Time of last time checkpoint

TNOW Current clock time

5. I/O VARIABLES:

A. INPUT LOCATION

CHKPNT /SYSFIL/

COMPLT /SYSFIL/

INCCHK /SYSFIL/

ISON /ADEBUG/

LUPRNT /ADEBUG/

TIMTGO /SYSFILI

ZERO /ADEBUG/

B. OUTPUT LOCATION

COMPLT /SYSFIL/ aA O

IERRF /ADEBUG/
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SYSCHK (GTD, INPUT, MOM, OUTPUT)

6. CALLING ROUTINES*:

OECOI4P (3)

FLIJDRV (2)

TSKXQT (1,2,3.4)

S ZIJDRV (2,3)

7. CALLED ROUTINES:

ASSIGN

ERROR

STATIN

STATOT

TI CHEK

WLKBCK

WRTCHK

.to

*1..INPUT
2-GTD
3-MOM
4-OUTPUT
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SYSCHK (GTD, INPUT, MOM, OUTPUT)

RETRIEVE CURRENT
TIME (TNOW)

20

CHECKPOI NT

INREEN

V>.

L' ESETHA NEXT
CHECKPOINT TM

TIM

4N

REST EX

CHCPON TIME
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1. NAME: SYSRTN (GTD, INPUT, MOM, OUTPUT)

2. PURPOSE: A system-dependent subroutine to return various auxiliary
information depending on local subroutine library capability.

3. METHOD: The quantity desired is indicated by the input argument I,
and the quantity to be returned is stored in argument variable J.

4. INTERNAL VARIABLES:

VARIABLE DEFINITION

DJ = IJ Time of day

I Input argument indicating information
desired

IDATE Date of execution

ITIME Intermediate value of time of day in
'. ,' minutes

JOutput argument containing information
desired.

JHOURS Intermediate value of time of day (hours)

JMINIT Intermediate value of time of day (minutes)

TIME Time of day

NOTE: Explicit form of this subroutine depends on local library
subroutines available.

5. I/O VARIABLES:

A. INPUT LOCATION

I F.P.

B. OUTPUT LOCATION

J F.P.

6. CALLING ROUTINE:

GEMACS
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SYSRTN (GTO, INPUT, MOM, OUTPUT)

7. CALLED ROUTINES:

ASSIGN

STATIN

STATOT

WLKBCK

118



SYSRTN (GTD, INPUT, MOM, OUTPUT)J

SYSRTN

TRANSFER TO CODE
FOR REQUESTED DATA

RETURN
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1. NAME: TANG (GTD)

2. PURPOSE: To compute vectors from a source that are tangent to the
cylinder in the x-y plane.

3. METHOD: The unit tangent vectors are determined by solving a set of
equations found by setting the incident vector from the source equal
to the general unit tangent vector to the elliptic surface. Details
are given in pages 90-93 in reference A. General tangents and
tangent points are shown in figure 1.

X

Tn TANGENT POINT NO. 1

I XTA

°°.. 21 :.SOURCE
,,;.. LOCA TION '

VT(2)

TANGENT POINT NO. 2A

* . .[-. 
..

T2  X-T A cos (VT(1) + ^YB sin (VT(l))

. 2 =  A cos (VT(2)) + . .B sin (VT(2))

. .°

: ',;.T
1 = x BT (1 B / T (21-

"-~~ B= 2 T(3) + Y BT (4)

Y'".-...Figure 1. Geometry of Source Vectors Tangent to the Cylinder
'-> "-"2i n t h e X -Y P l a n e
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TANG (GTD)

4. INTERNAL VARIABLES:

VARIABLE DEFINITION

A Radius of cylinder along x axis

-- AA Distance from source to tangent point

AL Computational variable

B Radius of cylinder along y axis

BB Distance from origin to tangent point

BEI Computational variable

BT X and Y components of tangent unit vectors
in reference coordinate system

* CV Cosine of tangent point elliptical angle

CVE Cosine of VE

DPR Degrees per radian (=180./7)

DT Dot product of unit vectors of the two
source rays tangent to the cylinder (2-D)

'1

DVI Angle V2 in degrees

*? DV2 Angle V2 in degrees"'

El Error detection variable

E2 Error detection variable

RHOE Distance from z axis to point where ray
from origin to source intersects the
cylinder

RHOS Distance from source to z axis

SV Sine of tangent point elliptical angle

SVE Sine of VE

SX X component of ray from tangent point to
source
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TANG (GTD)

SY Y component of ray from tangent point to
source

* . TIX X component of tangent ray unit vector
'... (tangent point 1)

" T1Y Y component of tangent ray unit vector
(tangent point 1)

T2X X component of tangent ray unit vector
(tangent point 2)

T2Y Y component of tangent ray unit vector
(tangent point 2)

Vi Elliptical angle defining tangent point I

V2 Elliptical angle defining tangent point 2

VE Elliptical angle of ray from origin to
source

VT Elliptical angle defining tangent point
location in RCS x-y plane

XS Source location

-*XT X component of tangent point location

*- XY Computational variable

YT Y component of tangent point location

5. 1/0 VARIABLES:

A. INPUT LOCATIONA

A /GEOMEL/

8/, /GEOMEL/'-

OPR /PIS/

LUPRNT /ADEBUG/

XS F.P.

.--.
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TANG (GTD)

B. OUTPUT LOCATION

BT F.P.

DT F.P.

*VT F.P.

6. CALLING ROUTINES:

CYLINT

GEOMC

GEOMKP

RPLSCL

* SCLRPL

SCTCYL

7. CALLED ROUTINE:

BTAN2

8. REFERENCE:

A. R. J. Marhefka, "Analysis of Aircraft Wing-Mounted Antenna Pat-
terns," Report 2902-25, June 1976, The Ohio State University
ElectraScience Laboratory, Department of Electrical Engineer-
ing; prepared under Grant No. NGL 36-008-138 for National Aero-
nautics and Space Administration.
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TANG (GTD)

'° °"TANG

RAYRCE ILLUMINAT N

CURVED SURFACE? .

YES

;, CALCULATE TANGENT .

RAY ELLIPTIC ANGLE-"

AND TANGENT UNIT ,,.

VECTOR FOR TANGENT
POINT 1

CALCU LATE TANGENT
RAY ELLIPTIC ANGLE 10
AND TANGENT UNIT
VECTOR FOR TANGENT SET TANGENT ANGLESSETN TAGN AGE

POINT 2 AND TANGENT UNIT

, 1~~~" VECTORS = 0.
SET DT =-2 AS FLAG

TAKE DOT PRODUCT "

, ., OF THE TANGENT
"'.' -' UNIT VECTORS (DT) -'

'! RETURN"
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1. NAME: TICHEK (GTD, INPUT, MOM, OUTPUT)

2. PURPOSE: To obtain the current clock time and the time elapsed
since the last call to the subroutine.

3. METHOD: The time is initialized to zero and a library subroutine is
called to retrieve the current processor time. The elapsed time is

computed and the current time is saved for the next call.

4. INTERNAL VARIABLES:

VARIABLE DEFINITION

DT Output argument for elapsed time since last
call

T Output argument for current processor time

TLAST Saved value of current processor time to
compute DT on next call

TS Current time in hours

*5. I/O VARIABLES:

A. INPUT LOCATION

None

B. OUTPUT LOCATION

DT F.P.

T F.P.

S6. CALLING ROUTINES:*

DECOMP (3) WRTCHK (1,2,3,4)

S SYSCHK (1,2,3,4) ZGTDRV (2) -

TSKXQT (1,2,3,4) ZIJSET (3)

7. CALLED ROUTINES:

None.
*1 - INPUT o AGE!.

2-GTD IS BLANK

3 -MOM
4 - OUTPUT .,
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TICHEK (GTD, INPUT, MOM, OUTPUT)

OBTAIN CURRENT

TIME1

COMPUTE
ELAPSED

TIME SINCE
LAST CALL

CURRENT
TIME
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1. NAME: TNEFLD (MOM)

2. PURPOSE: To compute the electric field at a point in space due to
the current on a wire segment. The field is computed for three
current distributions: sine, cosine, and constant functions of unit
amplitude.

S3. METHOD: The wire segment is considered to be located at the origin
of a local cylindrical coordinate system with the point at which the
field is computed being (p', $', z'). The geometry for a filament
of current of length A is shown in figure 1.

r r2  observationA .- ..... ... point

Segment

.0 0

Figure 1. Geometry for Fields Due to a Filament of Current

For a sine or cosine current distribution the field can be written
in closed form (see reference A). The p and z field components for
a current

sin kz
o cos kz are:

jkr -jkr
j2 r2 cos kA/2 ek cos kA/2

z (p', z') = r 2 -sin kA/2 - e sin kA/2

.-
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TNEFLD (MOM)

k.k
e - 2 (sin kA/2

- _ r + 1 2 (k, - kA/2) cos kA/2

k r 1 (kr1)2 cos kA/2

z( z') = -( - kkr 2  o kA/2

2o pI ) z- k,[/2) kr 2  i-sin kA/2

-jkr 1  jr

- (kz' + kA/2) e cos kA/2 esin kA/2
kr1  sin kh/2 kr2 cos kA/2t2

S 2 os kk/2
S(kr 2 )

( z- 
(kr-: sn kA/2) cosA2

e"kr 1  -sin kA/2 + (kz' + kA/2)2  j +
kr ~Cos kti/2 krJ

-jkr,
e -sin kA/2

(kr1 ) 2 cos kA/2

The expression for the field of a constant current distribution
involves an integral of exp (-jkr)/r which must be evaluated
numerically. The field components for a current 10 are:

...., -jkr 2

1 0 ( ' , _j (z )) j + 2 ._ r

2 k 21 (kr. 2
2

19
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TNEFLD (MOM)

*LI) ()

rE (p, z_ I -j ( ej dz + j +/2 r -

-jkr 2 -jkr1
(kz' - kA/2) e 2  + kA/2 e 1

)2 - kr (kr 1 )
2

:(kr2  1k
,2

These expressions are separated into real and imaginary parts for
evaluation in the program. The coordinate p' for a wire segment istaken as the distance from the observation point to a point on theside of the segment as shown in figure 2.

Figure 2. Geometry for the Determination of p'

Also, the component EP is multiplied by p/pl to account for the
change in vector direction. The current, Io, is set to one for
evaluation in TNEFLO.

1193o I
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TNEFLD (MOM)

4. INTERNAL VARIABLES:

VARIABLE DEFINITION

B Radius of wire segment

BK kb

CINT cos (kr)/r dz

J-A/2

COINC p/p,

CRI (n/2) cos (krl)/(krl), (n = /-oco)

CR1R CR1/(krl)

CRIRR CR1/(kr) 2

CR2 (n/2) cos (kr2)/(kr 2)
CR2R CR21(kr2)

CR2RR CR2/(kr 2)
2

CST cos (k&/2)

ERIC Imaginary part of EQ for cosine current
ERIK Imaginary part of E0 for constant current

ERIS Imaginary part of EQ for sine current .P
ERRC Real part of E for cosine current

ERRK Real part of EQ for constant current

ERRS Real part of EQ for sine current

ETA n = 1/E 0l~ ,

EZIC Imaginary part of Ez for cosine current

EZIK Imaginary part of Ez for constant current

EZIS Imaginary part of Ez for sine current

EZRC Real part of Ez for cosine current

1194
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TNEFLD (MOM)

EZKRalpr.f 4fr osat urn

EZRK Real part of Ez for csan current

IJX Flag for numerical integration

IPATCH A flag indicating a patch observation point

RH

RHK kp

RKB kpi

RKB2 (ks,')2

RIK kr1

RiKS (krl)2

a> R2K kr2  .

R2KS (kr2 )2

S Length of segment

(A/2
SINT J sin (kr)/r dz

fA/2

SKT kA/2

SR1 (n/2) sin (krl)/(krl)

SU1R SR1/(krI)

SR1RR SR1/(krl)2

SR2 (n/2) sin (kr2)/(kr2)

SR2R SR2/(kr2)
a.2

SR2RR SR2/(kr2)

SST sin (kA/2)
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TNEFLD (MOM)

Ti
T iS
T2
T2S Temporary storage of terms in electric
T3 field expressions
T3S
T4
T4S

* WAVLGH

WAVNUM k 21in/X

ZD1 kz' + kA/2

ZD2 kz - kA/2

ZP za

ZPK kz'

ZZ n1/2, (nl= ioo

5. 1/0 VARIABLES:

A. INPUT LOCATION

*B /AMPZIJ/

pETA /AMPZ[J/

IJX F.P.

ISOFF /ADEBUG/

RH F.P.

S /AI4PZIJ/

WAVLGH /At4PZIJ/

WAVNUM /AMPZIJ/

ZP F.P.

.119
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TNEFLD (MOM)

B. OUTPUT LOCATION

ERIC,EZIC F.P.

ERIK,EZIK F.P.

ERIS,EZIS F.P.

ERRC,EZRC F.P.

ERRK,EZRK F.P.

ERRS,EZRS F.P.

IJ /TMI/

IPATCH /TMI/

RHK /TMI/

RKB2 /TMI/

.4ZPK /TMI/

6. CALLING ROUTINES:

NERFLD

NTRPLT

7. CALLED ROUTINES:

ASSIGN

ROMBNT

STATIN

STATOT

WLKBCK

8. REFERENCE:

A. Stratton, J. A. Electromagnetic Theory, McGraw Hill Book Co.,
New York, 1941, p.454.
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TNEFLD (MOM)

CALCULATE
INDIVIDUAL

TERMS

CALCULATE
E AND E

z p
FOR SINE

CALCULATE
E AND Ez p

FOR COSINE

CALCULATE

EFOR
CONSTANT

CALL ROMBNT
FOR CONSTANT ]

CURRENT

CALCULATE
E FOR

CONSTANT
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1. NAME: TNHFLD (MOM)

2. PURPOSE: To compute the near magnetic field at a point in space due
to the current on a wire segment. The field is computed for three
current distributions: sine, cosine, and constant functions, each
of unit amplitude.

3. METHOD: The wire segment is considered to be located at the origin
of a local cylindrical coordinate system with the point at which the
field is computed being (p', *', z'). The geometry for a filament
of current of length A is shown in figure 1.

'.

z r2  OBSERVATION

POIN

z

searent

.110

Figure 1. Geometry for Fields Due to a Filament of Current

)" For a sine or cosine current distribution the field can be written
in closed form. The p field component for a current

{sin kz is:

o cos kz

1-1
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TNHFLD (MOM)

H Zexp(-jkr) FcS exp(-jkr)

(p, z') = L'2 sin(kA/2) -k(k/2)

exp(-jkr2 _snk/).-.

- j(z' - A/2) excosjk /2)

+ j(z' + A/2) r [- o](kA/2) -

where 10 = I is assumed in this routine.

For small values of p with Iz'I > A/2, this equation may
produce large numerical errors due to cancellation of large terms.
Hence, for z' > 0 and pl/(z'+A/2) < 10- 3 , a more stable approxima-
tion for small p'/(z'+A/2) is used:

I p0lP k k 1""H (p', z') = 8w exp(-jkz') 

+ [exp(jkA/2) (si (kA/2) -exp(-ikA/2) si (kA/2))
(z-A/2)2  cos (kA/2) (z'+A/2)2  cos (kA/2)

For z' < 0, the above equation is evaluated for Ho(p', - z'). The
field of a sin kz current is multiplied by -1 in this case, since it
is an odd function of z.

The field due to a constant current is obtained by numerical
integration, which is performed by subroutine ROMBNT. If
p' is zero, all field quantities are set to zero, since
Ho is undefined.

* 4. INTERNAL VARIABLES:

, VARIABLE DEFINITION

, CDHK cos(kA/2)

CONST 1/(47rp')

CONSTi P' /81

ANST2 p'k2/4.

1200
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TNHFLD (MOM)

CR oskl

CRiK cos(kr2)

CZPK cos(kz')

DH A/2

DHK kA/2

HPIC,HPRC The imaginary and real parts of the
component of the magnetic field due to a
cosine current

HPIK,HPRK The imaginary and real parts of the
component of the magnetic field due to a
constant current

HPIS,HPRS The imaginary and real parts of the0
component of the magnetic field due to a
sine current

HSS The sign of z

* PATCH A flag indicating that the magnetic field
at a patch is to be computed

RH p

RHK Pik

RHZ P'/(z' -A/2)

R1I( krl

R2 r2

R2K kr2

S A, the segment length

5011K sin (kA/2)

*SR1K sin (krj)

4:SR2K sin (kr2)
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TNHFLD (MOM)

*SZPK sin (kzl)

T1

T1K

* T2 Temporary storage variables used in

T2 Ccomputing the magnetic field

T2S

T3C

T3S

WAVNUM 27T/X

ZOl z'+ A/2

ZD2 -'A/

ZP

ZPK kz'

ZPSV Save value of z' 7

5. 1/O VARIABLES

A. INPUT LOCATION

ISON /ADEBUG/ -

RH F.P.

S /AMPZIJ/

TWOPI /AMPZIJ/

WAVNUM /AMPZIJ/

ZP F.P.

B. OUTPUT LOCATION

HPIC,HPRC F.P.

HPIK,HPRK F.P.
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TNHFLD (MOM)

HPIS,HPRS F. P.

IPATCH /TMI/

RHK /TMI/

ZPI( /TMI/

CALLING ROUTINE:

NTRPLT

CALLED ROUTINES:

ASSIGN

ROMBNT

STATIN

.1 STATOr

WLKBCK

'120



TNHFLD (MOM)

SET TMI
COMMON

10

SET SIGN FOR
Z < 0

SET PARAMETERS

200 400

TO SINE AND TO SMALL ARGUMENT SET FIELD TO
COSINE CURRENT OF SINE AND COSINE ZERO

CALL ROMBNT TO
COMPUTE FIELD DUE
TO CONSTANT
CURRENT

100
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I. NAME: TPNFLD (GTD)

2. PURPOSE: To calculate the theta and phi unit vectors for the near-
field observation direction.

3. METHOD: Vector algebra is used to compute the two unit vectors.

Figure 1 shows the geometry required.

4. INTERNAL VARIABLES:

VARIABLE DEFINITION

DP Phi unit vector

DT Theta unit vector

PH Phi angle

TH Theta angle

5. I/O VARIABLES:

A. INPUT LOCATION
PH F.P.

TH F.P.

B. OUTPUT LOCATION

DP F.P.
."

DT F.P.
C'.'

6. CALLING ROUTINES:

DIFPLT ENDIF REFCYL
4-.'

.4 DPLRCL RCLOPL RPLDPL

", DPLRPL RCLRPL RPLRCL

SCLRPL

7. CALLED ROUTINE:

NONE
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TPNFLD (GTD)

'.4,

OBSERVATION
DIRECTION

O-T

~ .. 4i~PH

x ~~DT COS 0 CoOX + COSOSINO y -SIN Z l

+ COSV

A A

Figure 1. Illustration of The Theta (DT) and Phi (DP)
Unit Vectors
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TPNFLD (GTD)

TPNFLD

.4..

COMPUTE 3 COMPONENTS
FOR THETA

,...

COMPUTE 2 COMPONENTS
FOR PHI

-- I-

RETURN

1.2

1 2 0 7- ' -
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1. NAME: TRCEBK (GTD, INPUT, MOM, OUTPUT)

2. PURPOSE: To print out the table of subroutines generated by WLKBCK
"-" for locating a fatal error.

3. METHOD: Prints out the table of subroutines called before the fatal
error which was generated by WLKBCK. This table is contained inarray NAMRTN and is indexed by INDXWB.

4. INTERNAL VARIABLES:

SVARIABLE DEFINITION

Ii Internal variable set to Hollerith name of
subroutine for error output message

12 Internal variable set to Hollerith name of
subroutine for error output message

NAMSUB Internal variable set to Hollerith name of
subroutine

5. I/O VARIABLES:

A. INPUT LOCATION

INDXWB /ADEBUG/

LUPRNT /ADEBUG/

NAMRTN /ADEBUG/

B. OUTPUT LOCATION

INDXWB /ADEBUG/

6. CALLING ROUTINES:

ERROR

WLKBCK

7. CALLED ROUTINES:

NONE

[ P'0EV'OUS PAGE

flS a8LANK
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TRCEBK (GID, INPUT, MOM, OUTPUT)

gC TRED

OUTPUT
ERROR
MESSAGE

TOAM

SE M
TONMEO

L~ L ST

AST SURO 12I 0
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1. NAME: TRNLAT (INPUT)

2. PURPOSE: Translates a point to or from the origin Of a coordinate
system.

3. METHOD: The point is translated along its cartesian coordinate
axes, and the operation code specifies whether it is a translation
to or from the origin.

4. INTERNAL VARIABLES:

VARIABLE DEFINITION

DX The amount of the translation along x axis

DY The amount of the translation along y axis

DZ The amount of the translation along z axis

NOP Translation operation code. If greater
than zero, a translation to origin. If
less than zero, a translation from the

i- origin

X Input/output of x coordinate

Y Input/output of y coordinate

Z Input/output of z coordinate

5. I/O VARIABLES:

A. INPUT LOCATION

DX F.P.

DY F.P.

DZ F.P.

NOP F.P.

X F.P.

Y F.P.
.. •.4

Z F.P.

4....
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p -TRNLAT (INPUT)

B. OUTPUT LOCATION]
X F.P.

Y F.P.

Z F.P.

6. CALLING ROUTINES:

COORDS

WYRDRV

7. CALLED ROUTINES:

ASSIGN

STATIN

STATOT

WLKBCK

121
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TRNLAT (INPUT)

TRNLAT

10 TRANSLATEPONTRNL EPIT

YESE

TRNSAIO N
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1. NAME: TSKXQT (GTD)

2. PUPPOSE: To read the task list and call the appropriate processors
to execute the tasks.

3. METHOD: The task list is scanned twice: during the first scan the
subroutines necessary to execute the tasks are called in order to
initialize the required parameters. During the second pass the
subroutines are called to perform the tasks as specified by the

S. user.

Task execution normally begins with the first task in the task list
and proceeds sequentially through the iist unless a LABEL task is
encountered. The LABEL task will redirect execution to its associa-
ted LOOP task until the required number of LOOP/LABEL loops has been
fulfilled. Task execution terminates when an END command is encoun-
tered, the end of the task list is reached, or an error occurs in
executing a task.

If the task list has been generated by a RSTART command, execution
may not necessarily begin at the top of the task list. Normally,
restart is begun from the task which wrote the checkpoint read in to
generate the task list. In modules subsequent to the one which gen-
erated the checkpoint, execution can begin at the top of the task
list (if the preceeding run did not complete its execution) or at
the restart task (if execution was successfully completed).

The following tasks are active in the GTD module:

FORTRAN TASK
LABEL NAME GTD MODULE FUNCTION

120 BACSUB Link data set of solution vector to inter-
action matrix data set and identify it as a
solution data set

130 BAND Link banded matrix data set to full matrix
data set

150 CHKPNT Retrieve timed checkpoint parameters or
write a command checkpoint

180 DEBUG Turn off or on the debug flags

190 DECOMP Link data sets of decomposed matrix to its
parent data set

200 END Terminate module execution

1215
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TSKXQT (GTD)

250 BMI Link data set of solution vector to inter-
action matrix data set and identify it as a
solution data set

260 LABEL Decrement loop counter and branch to LOOP
if positive

270 LOOP Initialize loop counter

390 RESTRT Process RSTART command error

410 SOLVE Link solution to excitation and excitation
to interaction matrices

440 WIPOUT Process WIPOUT command error

480 GMDATA Advance edition of geometry data set and
reinitialize GTD geometry data

490 ZGEN Call ZIJDRV to generate GTD interactions

530 EFIELD Call FLDDRV to generate incident field
matrix and scattered field Green's function
matrix

540 DMP Call DMPDRV to process direct manipulations

550 ESRC,VSRC Call EXCDRV to generate GTD excitation

570 SETINT Call SET to select GTD, MOM, and incident
field interactions

4. INTERNAL VARIABLES:

VARIABLE DEFINITION

CPFRWD Checkpoint file rewind flag

D8GPRT Debug print flag

DT Time interval between calls to TICHEK

IBIT Attribute word

IBITS Attribute word for geometry data set

INCCHK Checkpoint time increment

1216* ~ .~..(~A! .% % % j~q .f
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TSKXQT (GTD)

INDXA,INDXB, INDXC Pointer to symbol table entry for a data
INDXG, INDXX set,.'

IOCKPT Logical unit number of checkpoint file

ITASK Pointer to task in task list being executed

JTASK Internal variable equal to ITASK

KOUNT The number of times the loop terminating on
the reference label has been executed

LINOX Index to the loop table entry currently
being executed

LINKA Pointer to data set linked to data set
pointed to by INDXA

LOCARG Pointer to task argument in NARGTB

LOCNXT Pointer to NARGTB for the next task to be
executed

LOCTP1 Pointer to first argument for a given task

LOCTSK Locution of task parameter in NARGTB

LSTARG Location in argument list

LSTTPF Pointer to last task executed for a restart
job

LTRACE Trace flag for debug

N Loop index

NAMDAT User-assigned name of geometry data set

NAMEBNANEC,NAMEX User-assigned names of INTARG data sets

NAMGEO Pointer to default geometry data set name
in NCODES

NDX Index to NCODES array for the task name
mnemonic

NOP No operation flag

11
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TSKXQT (GTD)

NOSTAT Logical flag set if statistics have not
been requested

NPRREC Number of words per geometry data set used

NT Hollerith name of task

NUMARG Number of INTARG arguments for a task

NUNTSK Task identification number

NXTTSK Pointer to the next task to be executed

THOW Current processor time

TRACST Logical flag set if trace statistics are
desired

YSSTAT Logical flag set if statistics have been
requested

S. 1/0 VARIABLES:

A. INPUT LOCATION

CHKPNT /SYSFIL/

CHKWRT /SYSFIL/

COMPIT /SYSFIL/

DBGPRT /ADEBUG/

ISOFF /ADEBUG/

ISON /ADEBUG/

KOGEON /PARTAB/

KBREAL /PARTAB/

KBSOLN /PARTAB/

KOLBIT /PARTAB/

KOLCNT /PARTAB/

KOLCOL /PARTAB/

1218
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TSKXQT (GTD)

KOLLNK /PARTAB/

KOLNA4 /PARTAB/

KOLTIM /PARTAB/

KOLTSK /PARTAB/

KWOFF /PARTAB/

KWON /PARTAB/

KWSTAT /PARTAB/

KWTRAC /PARTAB/

LOOPt4X /PARTAB/

LSTTPF /SYSF ILl

LUPRNT /ADEBUG/

MXBLK /SEG?4NT/

14AXSEG /SEGI4NT/

MXARGS /ARGCOM/ K

NA14TSK /PARTAB/

NARGTB /PARTAB/

NCOOES /PARTAB/

NDATBL /PARTAB/

NLOOPS /PARTAB/

NOGOG /ADtEBUG/

NOPCOO /ADEBUG/

NOSTAT /ADEBUG/

NPRSEG /PARTAB/

NPTASI( /SEGI4NT/ ..

INTINT /ADEBIJG/
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TSKXQT (GTD) ."A

NTSKTB /PARTAB/]

NXTTSK /ADEBUG/

RSTART /SYSFIL/

RSTRTA /SVSFIL/

B. OUTPUT LOCATION

CHKWRT /SYSFIL/

CPFRWD /SYSF IL/

DBGPRT /ADEBUG/

IERRF /ADEBUG/

INCCHK /SYSFIL/

INTARG /ARGCO4/ 4

IOCKPT /SYSFIL/

IPASS /ADEBUG/

LSTTPF /SYSFIL/

MAXBLK /SEGMNT/

NOGOFG /AOEBUG/

NOSTAT /ADEBUG/

NUMARG /ARGCO(4/

NXTTSK /ADEBUG/

RSTART /SYSFIL/

6. CALLING ROUTINE:

GEMACS
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TSKXQT (GTD) :
7. CALLED ROUTINES: .

ASSIGN GETGEO SYSCHK

CONVRT GTDDRV TICHEK

OMPORY SET WLKBCK

ERROR STATIN WRTCHK

EXCDRV STATOT ZIJDRV

FLOMR SYN4DEF

GETARG SY1MUPD

1221
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TSKXQT (GTD)

TIXO

YES RESTAR

FLAGSET

No4

BEGINEXECT100

WHERECHECPOIN

WASYAiE
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1. NAME: TSKXQT (INPUT)

2. PURPOSE: To read the task list and call the appropriate processors
to execute the tasks. ""

3. METHOD: The task list is scanned twice: during the first scan the -)

subroutines necessary to execute the tasks are called in order to
initialize the required parameters. During the second pass the
subroutines are called to perform the tasks as specified by the
user.

Task execution normally begins with the first task in the task list
and proceeds sequentially through the list unless a LABEL task is
encountered. The LABEL task will redirect execution to its associa-
ted LOOP task until the required number of LOOP/LABEL loops has been
fulfilled. Task execution terminates when an END command is encoun-
tered, the end of the task list is reached, or an error occurs in
executing a task.

If the task list has been generated by a RSTART command, execution
may not necessarily begin at the top of the task list. Normally,
restart is begun from the task which wrote the checkpoint read in to
generate the task list. In modules subsequent to the one which
generated the checkpoint, execution can begin at the top of the task
list (if the preceding run did not complete its execution) or at the
restart task (if execution was successfully completed).

The following tasks are active in the INPUT module:

FORTRAN TASK ."

LABEL NAME INPUT MODULE FUNCTION

120 BACSUB Link data set of solution vector to data
set of interaction matrix

130 BAND Link banded matrix data set to full matrix
data set

150 CHKPNT Recover the checkpoint file rewind flag

180 DEBUG Turn off or on the debug flags

190 DECOMP Link data sets of decomposed matrix to its
parent data set

200 END Terminate module execution

230 INPUT Call GEODRV to process input data /
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TSKXQT (INPUT)

250 BMI Link data set of solution vector to data
set of interaction matrix

260 LABEL Decrement loop counter and branch to LOOP
if positive

270 LOOP Initialize loop counter

390 RESTRT Process RSTART command error

410 SOLVE Link data set of solution vector to data
set of interaction matrix

440 WIPOUT Process WIPOUT command error

480 GiMDATA Call GEODRV to process geometry input

490 ZGEN Link data set of interaction matrix to
geometry data set

530 EFIELD Call EFDGEO to assure that EFIELD argument
is linked to geometry data set

540 DMP Call DMPDRV to process direct manipulations

550 ESRC,VSRC Link data set of excitation vector to geom-
etry data set

4. INTERNAL VARIABLES:

VARIABLE DEFINITION

CPFRWD Checkpoint file rewind flag

DBGPRT Debug print flag

DT Time interval between calls to TICHEK

INDEX Pointer to geometry data set

INDXA,INDXB,INDXX Pointer to symbol table entry for a data
set

IOCKPT Logical unit number of checkpoint file

ISAV2 Temporary storage for argument 2 of INTARG
array

1224
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TSKXQT (INPUT)

ISAV3 Temporary storage for argument 3 of INTARG
array

ITASK Pointer to task in task list being executed

KOUNT The number of times the loop terminating on
the reference label has been executed

LINDX Index to the loop table entry currently
being executed

LINKA Pointer to data set linked to data set
pointed to by INDXA

LOCARG Pointer to task argument in NARGTB

LOCNXT Pointer to NARGTB for the next task to be
executed

LOCTP1 Pointer to first argument for a given task

LOCTSK Location of task parameter in NARGTB K-

LSTARG Location in argument list

LSTTPF Pointer to last task executed for a restart
Job

LTRACE Trace flag for debug

N Loop index

NAMEA,NAMEB,NAMEX User-assigned names of INTARG data sets

NAMGEO Pointer to default geometry data set name
in NCODES

NDX Index to NCODES array for the task name
mnemonic

NOP No operation flag

NOSTAT Logical flag set if statistics have not
been requested

NPRREC Number of words per geometry data set
record

NT Hollerith name of task
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NUMARG Number of INTARG arguments for a task

NU14TSK Task identification number

NXTTSK Pointer to the next task to be executed

TNOW Current processor time

TRACST Logical flag set if trace statistics are
desired

YSSTAT Logical flag set if statistics have been
requested

5. I/0 VARIABLES:

A. INPUT LOCATION

CHKWRT /SYSFIL/

COMPIT /SYSF IL/

DBGPRT /ADEBUG/

IS0FF /ADEBUG/

ISON /ADEBUG/

KOLCNT /PARTAB/

KOLINK /PARTAB/

KOLNAM /PARTAB/

KOLTIM /PARTAB/

KOLTSK /PARTAB/

KWGEO4 /PARTA8/

KWNAE /PRTAB

KWNAME /PARTAB/

KWONF /PARTAB/ L
KWOI4T /PARTAB/
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KWTRAC /PARTAB/

LOOPMX /PARTAB/.

aLUPRNT /ADEBUG/

MXARGS /ARGCOM/

NAMTSK /PARTAB/

*NARGTB /PARTAB/

SI, NCODES /PARTAB/ 1
NDATBL /PARTAB/

NLOOPS /PARTAB/

NOGOFG /ADEBUG/

NOPCOD /ADEBUG/

NOSTAT /ADEBUG/

NPTASK /PARTAB/

NTSKTB /PARTAB/

NXTTSK /ADEBUG/

RSTART /SVSFIL/

RSTRTA /SYSF IL/

B. OUTPUT LOCATION

CHKPNT /SYSFIL/

CHKWRT /SYSFIL/

CPFRWD /SYSFIL/

DBGPRT /ADEBUG/

IERRF /ADEBUG/

INTARG /ARGCOM/

IOCKPT /SYSFIL/
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IPASS /ADEBUG/

LSTTPF /SYSFIL/

LTRACE /ADEBUG/

NOSTAT /ADEBUG/

NUMARG /ARGCOI4/

RSTART /SVSF IL/

TRACST /ADEBUG/

6. CALLING ROUTINE:

- GEMACS

7. CALLED ROUTINES:

ASSIGN STATIN

o CON VRT STATOT

DMPDRV SYMUPO

EFDGEO SYSCHK

ERROR T1CHEK

GEODRV WLKBCK

ZZXDUN
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TSKXQI

YES RESTAR

FLG E

'.NO

BEGIN EECUTIO

54

WHERECHECPOIj
WASTAKA
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1. NAME: TSKXQT (MOM)

2. PURPOSE: To read the task list and call the appropriate processor
a' to execute the tasks.

3. METHOD: The task list is scanned twice: during the first scan the
subroutines necessary to execute the tasks are called in order to
initialize the required parameters. During the second pass the
subroutines are called to perform the tasks as specified by the
user.

Task execution normally begins with the first task in the task list
and proceeds sequentially through the list unless a LABEL task is
encountered. The LABEL task will redirect execution to its asso-
ciated LOOP task until the required number of LOOP/LABEL loops has
been fulfilled. Task execution terminates when an END command is
encountered, the end of the task list is reached, or an error occurs
in executing a task.

If the task list has been generated by a RSTART command, execution
may not necessarily begin at the top of the task list. Normally,
restart is begun from the task which wrote the checkpoint read in to
generate the task list. In modules subsequent to the one which
generated the checkpoint, execution can begin at the top of the task
list (if the preceeding run did not complete its execution) or at
the restart task (if execution was successfully completed).

The following tasks are active in the MOM module.

FORTRAN TASK
LABEL NAME MOM MODULE FUNCTION

120 BACSUB Call SOLDRV to back substitute to

find solution vector

130 BAND Call BANDIT to band a matrix

150 CHKPNT Retrieve timed checkpoint parameters
or write a command checkpoint

180 DEBUG Turn off or on the debug flags

190 DECOMP Call LUDDRV to decompose matrix into
upper and lower triangular matrices

200 END Terminate module execution

250 BMI Call SOLDRV to perform banded matrix
iteration

PREVIOUS PAGE -

I$ BLANK
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260 LABEL Decrement loop counter and branch to
LOOP if positive

210 LOOP Initialize loop counter

310 WRITE Call PRTSYM to write symbol data to
output file

340 PRINT Call PRTSYM to write symbol data to
output file

350 PURGE Purge symbol from NDATBL and close

data file

390 RESTART Process RSTART command error

400 SET Call SETDRV to set data set entries

410 SOLVE Call LUDORV and SOLDRV to obtain
solution vector

440 WIPOUT Process WIPOUT command error

460 ZSET Call SETDRV

480 GMDATA Advance edition of geometry data set

490 ZGEN Call ZIJDRV to generate MOM inter-
action matrix

520 ZLOADS Call LODORV to generate load vector .1
530 EFIELD Call FLDDRV to generate total field

from incident and scattered fields

540 DMP Call DMPDRV to process direct
manipulations

550 ESRC, VSRC Call EXCDRV to generate MOM excita-
tion

570 SETINT Call SET to select GTD, MOM, and
incident field interactions

4. INTERNAL VARIABLES:

VARIABLE DEFINITION

CPRWD Checkpoint file rewind flag

DBGPRT Debug print flag
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OT Time interval between calls to TICHEK j
I Loop index

IBITS Attribute word for geometry data set

INCCHK Checkpoint time increment

INDXG Pointer to symbol table entry for a data
set

IOCKPT Logical unit number of checkpoint file

ISAV2 Temporary storage for argument 2 of INTARG
array

ISAV3 Temporary storage for argument 3 of INTARG
array

ITASK Pointer to task in task list being executed

KOUNT The number of times the loop terminating on
the reference label has been executed

LINDX Index to the loop table entry currently
being executed

LOCARG Pointer to task argument in NARGTB

LOCFIL Logical file associated with symbol to be
purged

LOCNXT Pointer to NARGTB for the next. task to be
executed

LOCSYM Location pointer for a symbol name

LOCTP1 Pointer to first argument for a given task

LOCTP2 Pointer to second argument for a given task

LOCTSK Location of task parameters in NARGTB

LSTARG Location in argument list

LSTTPF Points to last task executed for a restart
job

LTRACE Trace flag for debug
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N Loop index

NAJ4DAT User-assigned name of geometry data set

NAI4GEO Pointer to default geometry data set name
in NCOOES

NDX Index to NCODES array for the task name
mnemonic

NOP No operation flag

NOSTAT Logical flag set if statistics have not
been requested

NPRREC Number of words for geometry data set
record

NT Hollerith name of a task

NUMARG Number of INTARG arguments for a task

NUI4TSK Task identification number

NXTTSK Pointer to the next task to be executed

TNOW Current processor time

TRACST Locical flag set if trace statistics are
desired

YSSTAT Logical flag set if statistics have been
requested

I/0 VARIABLES:

A. INPUT LOCATION

CHKWRT /SYSF IL/

COMPLT /SYSFIL/

DBBPRT /ADEBUG/

ISOFF /ADEBUG/

ISO" /ADEBLUG/
KBGEON /PARTAB/
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KBREAL /PARTAB/

KOLCNT /PARTAB/

KOLCOL /PARTAB/I
KOLLOC /PARTAB/

KOLNAM PARTAB
KOLNAM /PARTAB/

KOLTIM /PARTAB/

KOTS /PARTAB/

KWONF /PARTAB/

KWONA /PARTAB/

KWTRAC /PARTAB/

LSTTPF /SYSF IL/

LOOPNX /PARTAB/

LUPRNT /ADEBUG/

14AXBLK /SEGMNT/

1MAXSEG /SEGMNT/

MXARGS /ARGCO#4/

NAMTSK /PARTAB/

NARGTB /PARTAB/

NCODES /PARTAB/

NOATBI /PARTAB/

NLOOPS /PARTAB/

NOGOFG /ADEBUG/

N4OPCOO /ADEBUG/

NOSTAT /ADEBIJB/
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NPRSEG /SEGMNT/

NPTASK /PARTAB/

NTINT /ADEBUG/

NTSKTB /PARTAB/

NXTTSK /ADEBUGI

RSTART /SYSFIL/

RSTRTA /SYSFIL/

B. OUTPUT LOCATION

CHKPNT /SYSFIL/

CHKWRT /SYSFIL/

CPFRWD /SYSFIL/

DBGPRT /ADEBUG/

IERRF /ADEBtJG/

INCCHI( /SYSF[ L/

INTARG /ARGCOM/

IOCKPT /SYSF ILl

IPASS /ADEBUGI

LSTTPF /SYSFIL/

LTRACE /SYSFIL/

NAXBLK /SEG14NT/

NOGOFG /ADEBUGI

NOSTAT /ADEBUG/

NUMARG /ARGCOM/

NXTTSIC /ADEBUGI

RSTART /SYSF ILl
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6. CALLING ROUTINE:

GEMACS

7. CALLED ROUTINES:

ASSIGN EXCDRV OPNFIL STATOT WRTCHK

BANDIT FLDDRV PRTSYM SYMOEF ZCDRVR

CISFIL GETARG SET SYMUPO ZIJDRV

CONVRT GETGEO SETDRV SYSCIIK ZZXDUM

DMPDRV LODDRV SOLDRV TICHEK

ERROR LUDDRV STATIN WLKBCK
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. NAME: TSKXQT (OUTPUT)

2. PURPOSE: To read the task list and call the appropriate processor
to execute the tasks.

3. METHOD: The task list is scanned twice: during the first scan the
subroutines necessary to execute the tasks are called in order to
initialize the required parameters. During the second pass the
subroutines are called to perform the tasks as specified by the
user.

Task execution normally begins with the first task in the task list
and proceeds sequentially through the list unless a LABEL task is
encountered. The'LABEL task will redirect execution to its asso-
ciated LOOP task until the required number of LOOP/LABEL loops has
been fulfilled. Task execution terminates when an END command is
encountered, the end of the task list is reached, or an error occurs
in executing a task.

If the task list has been generated by a RSTART command, execution
may not necessarily begin at the top of the task list. Normally,
restart is begun from the task which wrote the checkpoint read in to
generate the task list. In modules subsequent to the one which
generated the checkpoint, execution can begin at the top of the task
list (if the preceeding run did not complete its execution) or at
the restart task (if execution was successfully completed).

The following tasks are active in the OUTPUT module:

FORTRAN TASK
LABEL NAME OUTPUT MODULE FUNCTION

150 CHKPNT Retrieve timed checkpoint parameters or
write a command checkpoint

180 DEBUG Turn off or on the debug flags

200 END Terminate module execution

260 LABEL Decrement loop counter and branch to
LOOP if positive

270 LOOP Initialize loop counter

390 RESTART Process RSTART command error

440 WIPOUT Process WIPOUT command error

480 GMDATA Advance edition of geometry data set
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530 EFIELD Call FLDDRV to print and plot scattered
and incident fields

540 DMP Call DPDRV to process direct manipula-
tions

570 SETINT Call SET to select GTD, MOM, and
incident field interactions

When the OUTPUT module execution is complete, the alternate restart
flag is turned off and the pointer to the last task executed is set
to the last task of the run.

4. INTERNAL VARIABLES:

VARIABLE DESCRIPTION

CPFRWD Checkpoint file rewind flag

DBGPRT Debug print flag

OT Time interval between calls to TICHEK

IBITS Attribute word for geometry data set

INCCHK Checkpoint time increment

INDXG Pointer to symbol table entry for a data
set

IOCKPT Logical unit number of checkpoint file

ITASK Pointer to task in task list being executed

KOUNT The number of times the loop terminating on
the reference label has been executed

LINDX Index to the loop table entry currently
~being executed

LOCARG Pointer to task argument in NARGTB

LOCNXT Pointer to NARGTB for the next task to be
executed

LOCTP1 Pointer to first argument for a given task

LOCTSK Location of task parameters In NARGTB
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LSTARG Location in argument list

LSTTPF Pointer to last task executed for a restart
'. Job

LTRACE Trace flag for debug

N Loop index

NANDAT User-assigned name of geometry data set

NAMGEO Pointer to default geometry data set name
in NCODES

NDX Index to NCODES array for the task name
mnemonic

NOP No operation flag

NPRREC Number of words per geometry data set
record

NOSTAT Logical flag set if statistics have not
been requested

NT Hollerith name of a task

NUMARG Number of INTARG arguments for a task

NUNTSK Task identification number

NXTTSK Pointer to the next task to be executed

TNOW Current processor time

TRACST Logical flag set if trace statistics are
desired

YSSTAT Logical flag set if statistics have been
requested

5. I/0 VARIABLES:

A. INPUT LOCATION

CHKWRT /SYSF IL/

CONPLT /SYSFIL/

DBGPRT /ADEBUG/
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ISOFF /ADEBUG/2

ISON /ADEBUG/

KBGEOM /PARTAB/

KBREAL /PARTAB/

KOLCNT /PARTAB/
KOCL PRTB

KOLCOL /PARTAB/
KOTM PRTB

KOLNAM /PARTAB/

KOLTI /PARTAB/

KWONT /PARTAB/

KWOFFT /PARTAB/

KWONA /PARTAB/

KWSTAT /PARTAB/

LSTTPF /SYSFIL/

LUPRNT /ADEBUG/

FMAXBLK /SEGMNT/

MAXSEG /SEGMNT/

MXARGS /ARGCOM/

NAMTSK /PARTAB/

NARGTB /PARTAB/

NCODES /PARTAB/

NDATBL /PARTAB/

NLOOPS /PARTAB/

NOGOFG /PARTAB/
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NOGOFG /ADEBUG/

NOPCOD /ADEBUG/

NOSTAT /ADEBUG/

NPRSEG /SEGMNT/

NPTASK /PARTAB/ 4

NTINT /ADEBUG/ -a

NTSKTB /PARTAB/

NXTTSK /ADEBUG/

4-RSTART /SYSFIL/

RSTRTA /SYSF IL/

B. OUTPUT LOCATION

CHKPNT /SYSFIL/

CHKWRT /SYSFIL/

COI4PLT /SYSFIL/

CPFRWD /SYSF IL/

DBGPRT /ADEBUG/

IERRF /ADEBUG/

INCCHK /SYSF IL/

INTARG /ARGCOI4/

IOCKPT /SYSF IL/

IPASS /ADEBUG/

LSTTPF /SYSFIL/

MAXBLK /SEGI4NT/

NOGOFG /ADEBUG/

NOSTAT /ADEBUG/
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NU4ALRG /ARGCO4/

NXTTSK /ADEBUG/

RSTART /SYSFIL/

RSTRTA /SYSFIL/

6. CALLING ROUTINE:

GENACS

7. CALLED ROUTINES:

ASSIGN

CON VRT

DI4PDRV

ERROR

FLDDRV

GETARG

GETGEO

SET

STATI N

STATOT

SYNDEF

SYNUPO

SYSCHK

-S TICHEK

WLKBCK

WRTCHK

1
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